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THE Nill YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
April 14-15, 1982 
Presiding: Susan J. Fraley, President 
I. CALL TO OBDER. 
Atten.dance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Susan J. Fraley, President 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-elect 
Lenora J. McClean, Vice President 
Ann M. Gothler, Secretary 
Bobert V. Piemnte, Treasurer 
Paulann H. Andrews, Director at Large 
Paul T. Hageman, Director at Large 
Juanita Hunter, Director at Large 
Kathleen Mo Nokes, Director at Large 
Bonnie J. Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek., Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent: William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Director, Nursing Practice and 
Services Program 
Patricia M. Arcuri, Director, Organization Services 
Dorothy Carey, Nursing Representative, Economic and General 
Welfare Program 
Jessie M. Colin, Nursing Representative, Economic and General 
Welfare Program 
#2 -
Kathleen Hoover, Director, Economic and General Welfare Program 
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Basemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
Barbara L. Van Nortwick, Director, Library Services 
Peggy L. Wolfe, Associate Director, Nursing F.ducatiou Program 
Vendy M. Burbank. Administrative Assistant 
·Guests 
1frllorine DiCarlo. President. New York State Nurses for Life 
Jl!fargaret Grady. Vice President. NYSNL 
*Jean Bead, Meai>er, NYSNL 
11:.Hlchaela Palmieri, aiatrmaa., Tri-City Chapter, NYSNL 
'llpreaellt for portion of 4/14/82 session 
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:II. MIHDTES OF 1/14/82 MEETDtG 
lOrION Lenora McClean moved the Board of Directors approve the minutes 
of the 1/14/82 meeting. Seconded. Carried unau1musly. 
II:I. REPORT OF EXt;C0fiVE DIRECTOR 
A. Staff Matters 
Dr. Welch announced: 
1) Appointment - Karen Day,. Nursing Representative, Region I, Economic 
and General Welfare Program, effective 2/8/82. 
2) Leave of Absence - Peggy L. Wolfe, Associate Director, Nursing 
Education Program, for one year effective 6/1/82 for completion of 




3) Resignations - Raymond w. Russo, Labor Relations Representative, 
Region II, Economic and General Welfare Program, effective 5/28/82; 
Margaret Kel]am, General Clerk, Membership Department, effective 4/16/82. 
4) Beorgmdzation of Membership Department resulting in termination of 
position of Coordinator, Membership Services (Lavina Urquhart held 
position). 
5) Hospitalization of Shirley Heatherington, Administrative Assistant, who 
is progressing well. i 
6) Automobile accident and brief hospitalization of Diane Schiraldi, f 
Accounting Assistant, who is progressing well. 
7) Brief hospitalization during week of 4/5/82 of Patricia Arcuri, 
Director, Organization Services, who has recovered. · 
B. 1981 Voting Body Action re Bylaws 
Dr. Welch informed the Board the Association's parliamentarian has 
submitted a preJindnary report regarding the 1981 voting body's recommenda-
tion "to the Board of Directors of NYSNA that written guidelines clearly 
defining that which constitutes 'conduct detrimental or injurious to the 
association or its purposes' be established-and made available to the 
.,....,J,-.rsbip." 
c. Collllunications/Publications and Public Relations 
Hrs. Sheridan directed attention to the written report, noting in 
particular: (1) "Nursing" segment of PBS show CHRONICLE Rochester-area 
(only) airing on 5/22 and 5/23; (2) progress of production of slide/tape 
show about NISHA history and programs. 
IV. MFJ1BERSRIP 
Ms. teach referred to 111>nth-end membership figures for January through March 
1982 noting a 3/82 month-end figure of 27,717 representing a gain ovei:-
February of 221. 
V. PLA1INIBG AND BESEAB.CR 
A. library 
Ms. Van Nortviclt directed attention to the written report, noting: 
1) Yale University professor emeritus and distinguished nursing 
educator. Virginia Henderson, apoke and was videotaped at: a 
3/17 /82 meeting of the Albany Area Library Affiliates held at 
the Center for Nursing. Ms. Fraley and Dr. Velch stated 
Ms. Henderson's visit was a special privilege for all those 
involved. A letter from Ms. BenderS011 regarding her visit was 
circulated to the Board. 1'he president and executive director 
expressed appreciation to Secretary Ann Gothler and Russell Sage 
staff members who videocaped Dr. Henderson's presentation. 
2) Reduction of federal funding for the Regional Medical Library 
Network has resulted in reduced regional services. 
B. Council on Nursing Research 
Dr. Fielding informed Che Board: 
1) Solicitation has been made of nollinatioos for the 1982 Distinguished 
N-Jrse Resea=cher Award; 
2) Production of the Esther lbompson oral history project videotape 
will be in progress in the near future. 
c. Mid Atlantic Regional Nursing Association 
Dr. Fielding announced: MARNA activities are progressing; searches are 
being conducted to replace the resigning executive director, Lucie Kelly, 
and assistant director, Susan Bastable. 
VI. ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROGRAM 
Ms. Hoover directed attention to the writt:en report, citing: 
A. 5/19/82 scheduling of election of nurses a.ployed by Health and Hospitals 
Corporation, City of New York, prompted by 1199 petition for election to 
decertify Association and AFT intervention; 
B. Ruling in City's favor on f:lDal appeal of dispuce between OFT (representing 
New York City teachers) and the City of New York over imposition of Taylor 
Law penalties; 
C. Background and unfavorable effects of month-long 1199 strike at Long 
Island facility; 
D. 2/82 productive Winter Seminar for CNP chairmen (update of NYSNA activities). 
VII. LEGISLAllVE PROGRAM 
A. Siegel/Tallon "Final Report: Legislative Reco111111endations Regarding 
Expanded Nursing Practice" 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to the 4/12/82 letter to Dr. Welch from 
Rachel Block, Assemblyman Siegel's Senior Legislative Assistant, and 
accompanying C.Onfidential Draft/"Final Report: Legislative Recoaaenda-
tions Regarding Expanded Nursing Practice." 
Board members expressed considerable dissent with the document's 
philosophy, assumptions and rec01mletlda1:iona. 'these proposals were of 
particular cone~: 
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I) Isolation of "diagnosing and treating" as the practice of the 
"nurse practitioner" when diagnosing and treating are lawfully 
authorized practice of all registered professional nurses;· 
2) Mandated written agreements between nurses and physicians imposing: 
potential for absolute prohibition of nursing practice; physician 
supervision and restriction of nursing practice; limitation of 
nurse and physician exercise of professional judgment; restriction 
of public access to nursing services; 
3) Multi-disciplinary prescription advisory committee with wholly 
inappropriate control over nursing education and practice; 
4) Inappropriate statutory identification and restriction of the 
functional title "nurse practitioner," voluntary certification 
programs and particular practice settings; 
Vice President McClean acknowledged the flaws and weaknesses of the 
document, but expressed support of the "spirit" of the document and 
urged the Board to seek ways to capitalize on its positive components 
while improving upon its weaknesses. Dr. McClean expressed the view 
that practitioners are systematically restrained from offering needed 
services and look to the Association for prompt resolution of the legal 
uncertainty surrounding their practice. 
After thorough discussion, Board members concurred the document reflects 
gross lack of recognition of the nursing profession's autonomy and 
accountability, and, if legislatively viable, seriously threatens the 
profession's capacity to meet its obligations to the public. Staff 
reported Senator Joseph Pisani is monitoring the,Siegel-Tallon effort 
carefully and has pledged complete support in maintaining the integrity 
of the Nurse Practice Act. 
lbe Board requested that staff: (1) alert NYSNA members and the nursing 
community to the nature of and liabilities inherent in the proposed 
legislative framework Assemblymen Siegel and Tallon and Senator 
Lombardi have designed, and reiterate the principles the Association 
believes essential in the statute governing nursing practice; and 
(2) continue dialogue with these legislators, sponsors of the Governor's 
legislative proposal re registered professional nurse provision of 
primary health care services, other legislators, the Medical Society and 
other interested parties. 
B. Program Bills 
Ms. Ma.nee directed attention to the written report, stressing status of 
Exempt Clause Repeal and Third Party Reimbursement Bills. 
VIll. HORSING EDUCATION PBOGRAM 
A. Council on Nursing Education 
Dr. IaLima directed attention to the written report, emphasizing: 
1) prospective Utica College basic generic nursing program; 
2) discontinuance of Skidmore College nursing program in 1985 despite 
protest of the closing by the Association and area directors and 






3) planned dialogue between Council chairman and SONY Associate 
Chancellor for Health Sciences concerning issues of continuance 
and governance of the nursing program at SUNY College of 
Technology at Utica/Rome; 
4) 4/24/82 "Dialogue with NYSNA and the Nursing Students Association 
of New York State," to b~ attended by students in all types of 
programs, Council members, elected officials and staff. 
B. Council of Deans of Nursing: Senior Colleges and Universities in 
New York State's "Position Concerning Nursing Education and Nursing 
Practice in New York State" 
The Board reviewed the Council's position in support of: the 1985 
~or Entry Into Practice Proposal; the Governor's Primary Health Care 
Proposal; NYSNA's Third Party Reimbursement Bill; and pronotion of 
educational mobility for nurses. 
MOTION Paul Hageman moved the Board of Directors coD11WDicate to the 
Council of Deans of Nursing: Senior Colleges and Universities 
in New York State the Association's deep appreciation of the 
support expressed in the Council's "Position Concerning Nursing 
Zducation and Nursing Practice in New York State" of the 1985/ 
Entry Into Practice Proposal, the Governor's Primary Heal.di Care 
Proposal, NYSNA's Tiu.rd Party Reimbursement Bill and promotion 
of educational mobility for nurses. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
IX. DISCUSSION WITH REPRESF.NTATIVES OF NEW YORK STATE NURSES FOR LIFE 
Ms. Fraley explained to the Board the New York State Nurses for Life request 
that the Association reconsider its 1981 position in support of maintaining 
the existing New York State policy providing for Medicaid reimbursement for 
medically necessary abortions had been refeued to the Couucil on Legislation. 
Adverse weather conditions in early April resulted in postponement: until May 
of the designated Council meeting at which NYSNL representatives were to 
present their views and concerns to the Council. NYSNL requested to attend 
the April as well as June Board meetings. Organization representatives were 
informed that the Board would be pleased to discuss the issue vith them but 
that no action or position would be taken until after the Counci1 could 
report to the Board. 
Ms. Fraley welcomed these representatives of New York State Nurses for Life 
and introductions were exchanged: Norine DiCarlo, President; Margaret 
Grady, Vice President; Michaela Palmieri, Cbairman, Tri-City Chapter; Jean 
Head, Member. Ms. DiCarlo expressed appreciation for the opportunity to 
speak to the Board on behalf of NYSNL. 
Ms. DiCarlo and Ms. Head reiterated NYSNL's request for HYSNA. reconsideration 
of its position, referring to NYSNL materials distributed to the Board in 
connection with the 1/14/82 meeting. 'lbey stressed their orgard:ca~ion does 
not seek official Association opposition to the state's policy; rather they 
hope the Association will rescind the position of support, subsequently taking 
no action. 
Ms. DiCarlo and Ms. Head informed the Board of NYSNL's beliefs that: 
-In practice, many abortions stipulated as "aedically necessuy•• are 
not medically necessary. 
x. 
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~Clients who elect abortion often do so as a re~t of both lack of 
basi.c information and undue pressure to cboc,se abortion. 
-NYS&\'s position is not representative of a significant number of 
nurses in the state and members of the Association who oppose 
Medicaid funding for abortion. 
Board members noted that the Association's position is an acknowledgement 
of legal rights and is based on the view that exercise of health care rights 
should not be curtailed by the individual's socio-economic status. Board 
meni>ers also suggested that abortion must be viewed in a broad social 
context which includes such components as inadequate housings unemployment, 
unequal educational opportunity, nutrition problems. 
NYSN?. representatives inquired about the availability of Association guidance 
and assistance for nurses who decline to participate in abortions on grounds 
of moral. convi.ction and feel consequent employer pressure. NYSNA representa-
tives responded that NYSNA advice and assistance is available to nurses in this 
situation. President Fraley pointed out the Association has a position state-
ment which addresses the issue. 
Ms .. DiCarlo expressed appreciation for the opporttmity to speak to the Board 
in behalf of NYSNL. She stated NYSNL representatives look forward to meeting 
with the Council on Legislation and with the Board again. Ms. Fraley thanked 
the representatives for attending the meeting and sharing their organization's 
position with the Board. 
Upon reconvening the Board meeting on 4/15 Ms. Fraley expressed appreciation 
of and .pride in the Board• s s.?nsitive and gracious conduct in participation 
in the foregoing discussion with NYSNL representatives. 
COMMITrEE ON FINANCE 
A. Batification of Referendum Vote re Union National Bank 
!l>TION Paul Hageman mved the Board of Directors ratify its referendum 
vote to adopt the corporate resolution required by Union National 
Bank to secure a loan in the amount of $185,000 for purchase of 
office telephone and reproduction equipment. Seconded. 
Carried ,maoimously. 
B. Analysis Report/Comparison with Budget 
The Treasurer directed the Board's attention to the Analysis Report/~ : 
Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through 3/31/82., noting: 
1) PRD and agency-shop·dues income are below projections; income in 
selected other areas surpasses projection; 
2) NYC office.moving ex;,ense and rent of new location are high; by 
fiscal year end rent expense will resume reasonable proportional 
pos·it1on vis-a-vis projection; 
3) Adm1o1~trative expense for salaries is below projection because 
budgeted positions are being filled conservatively. · 
··~ · .. N\i)M-• 
.r:ArtJo"--e.s 
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C. ANA Delegate Subsidy 
1) Subsidy Amowit 
Dr. Welch expl4ined the budget projection for the 1982 AHA Bouse of 
Delegates is based upon an individual delegate allotment of $375. 
She reported that delegate subsidy for the !-e~iate past two 
consecutive ANA conventions (held farther froa New York State than 
the 1982 convantion in Washington. D. C.) were $325. Recent review 
of travel costs from major New York State cities to Washington 
indicate a lower subsidy than originally projected would seem 
equitable. An individual subsidy of $275 compared with the present 
budget allowance of $375 would result in a $5,000 savings. 
HJTION Robert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors approve the 
rec-,DDendation of the Finance Colllllittee to reduce the 
subsidy for each delegate to the 1982 ANA Bouse of Delegates 
from $375 to $275. Seconded. 
ll>l'ION Ann Gothler moved to amend the foregoing 1110tion by changing 
$275 to $225. Seconded. Carried. Vote: 7 yes, 4 no. 
The main motion as amended - to reduce the subsidy for each delegate 
to the_ 1982 ANA House of De"legates from $375 to $225 - ~-
Vote: 7 yes, 4 no. 
The Board then discussed the appropriateness of SNA subsidy of 
delegates to the ANA Bouse, given the c::-~trasting factors of the 
delegate~s: status as a representative of ANA; comnitm.ent and 
contribution to the profession.! organization as a whole in 
assumption of demanding responsibilities. 
!l>TIOH Lenora McClean moved the Board of Directors discontinue 
subsidy of delegates to ANA Conventions. effective in 1983. 
Seconded. , 
Dr. Welch called the Board's attention to the possibility of change 
in the delegate's representative status inherent in change in ANA 
organizational structure as well as the likely change in the size of 
the ANA voting body. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved that continuance of NYSNA subsidy of 
delegates to the ANA Bouse of Delegates be tabled. Seconded.. 
Carried. Vote: 9 yes, 2 no. 
2} PJ.to~sed Policy and PJ.oocedw.oe :re l/YSNA Subsidy of Delegates to 
Amel"Z.Can Nurses ' Association 
The Board reviewed the Proposed Policy and Procedure re NYSNA 
Subsidy of Delegates to American Nurses' Association prepared 
subsequent to October 1981 Board action. 
!l)TION Paul Hageman m>ved the Board of Directors adopt the Proposed 
Policy and Procedure re RYSHA. Subsidy of Delegates to 
American Nurses' Aasociaei.on. Seconded. Carried •rnau1mously. 
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XI. NOMINATING COMMIT!EE 
President Fraley directed the .Board's attention to the 1982 NYSNA Ticket 
prepared by the Nominating Committee for offices of vice president and 
secretary~ four directors at large and the nominating committee. 
XII. COMMITTEE ON · HUMAN RIGHTS 
Director at Large and Chairman of the Committee on Ruman Rights Juanita 
Hunter informed the Board of these Committee activities: 
A. Investigation of minority recruitment problems; 
B. Coordination of convencion program; 
c. Evaluation of Committee•s effectiveness and progress to date; 
D. Evaluation of short videotapes depicting special aspects of nursing 
care of ethnic groups. 
Lenora McClean inquired whether the Committee has considered involvement in 
international human rights issues. Ms. Hunter responded that the group has 
not yet had the opportunity to address international concerns. Dr. McClean 
suggested the Committee might wish to contact nurses within the organization 
Amnesty International to discuss mutual concerns. Ms. Hunter stated the 
Committee will request information from the organization. 
XIII. AD HOC COHMITI'EE ON MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
Hs. Leach directed attention to the Report of the 3/30-31/82 Advisory Council 
Meeting which contains the Ad Hoc Coumittee' s report to the Council. The 
Committee has studied existing district recruitment/retention efforts, 
compared enrollments and implemented cost analysis of Association preparation 
of renewal bills for direct DNA members. The Board noted the Committee's · 
recommendations that: DNAs utilize NYSNA' s new promotional brochure; the 
Association and Districts continue recruitment activity and communication 
about methods and results; and the Committee be discontinued in favor of 
concentration on recruitment. 
Ms. Fraley stated a letter would be directed to the Committee expressing the 
Board's appreciation of its effective analysis of methods for increasing 
enrollment. 
XIV. RECESS AND RECONVENING OF MEETING 
The meeting recessed at 5:35 PM on 4/14/82 and reconvened on 4/15 at 
9:10 AM. 
. XV. NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
A. Council on Ethical Practice 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed the Board's attention to the 
Council's "Guidelines·for Ethic Rounds" and recommendation that the 
Board approve the docU111ent. 
HO'?IOH Bobert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Council on Ethical Practice's.Guidelines:for Ethic Rounds. 



























The Board identified certain phrases in the document that ··could be 
amended for greater clarity. Sister Allen explained. that some 
phrases in question are examples of accepted terminology in the 
field of ethics and expressed appreciation for the Board's susgest:ed 
editorial clarification. 
B. Conncil on Nursing Practice 
The Board noted extensive Council activity described in the written 
report. 
In response to Director at Large Kathleen Nokes' question about an 
apparent Council vacancy,. Dr. Welch explained: the vacancy existed 
as a result of the Council's request for an increase in number beyond 
Bylaws' minimum several years ago; the Council now reports no need to 
fill the vacancy given the current workload of the Council; staff concurs 
with the Council's view. 
XVI. ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
A. Membership Campaign 
Ms. Arcuri directed attention to the written report, noting publicity 
and information about the 5/1/82-10/15/82 membership recruitment 
campaign. 
B. NYSNA Convention 
1) Convention PrO{JZ'011l Spa.ce/Time for Ou:tside Organizations 
The Board discussed the issue of provision of NYSNA convention program 
space and time for outside organizations. The Board considered the 
relation of appropriateness and feasibility of continuing to provide 
space and time for outside organizations to: 
a) convention's purpose of conduct of Association business; 
b) space/time limitations; 
c) increasing costs; 
d) manner in which opposing views have been presented; 
e) possible construal of endorsement of an organization's views 
being implicit in the scheduling of its program; 
f) privilege and benefit of constructive dissent; 
g) relationships with organizations which have held functions at 
or regularly conducted programs at convention (e.g., the 
Foundation of The New York State Nurses Association:11 the State 
Board for Nursing, NYS-RPA) • 
The Board requested staff prepare policy guidelines for responding to 
organizations' requests for convention prograa space/ti& for 
consideration at the .June Board meeting. 
2) Pzoavi.sion of 'Day Care Sezt1Ji,ces 
Director at Large Kathleen ?fakes suggested exploration·of the 
feasibility of providing day care services at: conventions. 
Secretary Ann Gothler explained New York State day care regulations 
are extremely stringent and suggested advice be sought frca orgau1za-
tions vbich have already made such arrangeaents. Scaff will investigate 
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XVII. COMMIT.IEE TO STUDY PROPOSED ANA STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
President-..lect and CQmmittee Chairman Cecilia Mulvey reviewed background 
infomtion on exa:ndnadon of ANA structure, and reaction to and critique 
of Committee documents embodying proposed structure by the Advisory Council 
at its March 30 session with committee members. Committee members noted 
that NYSNA Advisory Council reaction was generally positive and supportive 
of the working documents. She directed the Board's attention. to "Principles 
Governing Modification of ANA Structure," "National Level Rights of Individual 
Member in SNA Constituent Member Units of ANA" and "Proposed American Nurses' 
Association Structure" (schematic document). 
A. Principles Governing Modificadon of ANA Structure 
B. 
Relative to principles which should govern modification of ANA structure 




need for major modification of existing credentialing mechanisms; 
significance of legislative mechanisms to protection of the public 
and the profession; 
involvement of ANA in economic and general welfare matters is 
embodied in standard-setting, data gathering, research and 
clearinghouse activities. 
Following discussion of these matters and related amendments of the 
document, 
MO'IION Robert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Committee to Study P.roposed ANA Structural Changes' 
recormnendation to adopt and disseminate at regional forums 
and to other SNAs "Principles Governing Modification of ANA 
Structure" with the following changes: 
substitute "purposes" for "functions" in line 2; 
cluinge (l)(a} to read "establish and advance professional 
standards;'' 
add "(b) establish and maintain a system of credentialing;" 
re-letter (l)(b),(c),(d) to (l)(c),(d},.(e). 
Seconded. Carried. Vote: 9 yes,. 1 no. 
National Level Rights of Individual Member in SW. Constituent Member 
Units of AHA 
HlTION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors approve t~e recommenda-
tion of the Committee to Study Proposed ANA Structural Changes to 
authorize dissemination at regional forums and to other SNAs 
''National Level Rights of Individual Member in SNA Constituent 






c. Proposed American Nurses' Association Structure 
Discussion of the schematic docWilent embodying proposed. structure 
included acknowledgement that it would enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of ANA operations while providing for necessary 
relationships between ANA and SNAs and promoting involvement by 
individual ·professional nurses. It was also noted the proposed 
structure would not infringe upon NYSNA constituent district 
nurses associations' structure, function and objective or adversely 
affect various nationwide SHA/DNA relationships and DNA objectives. 
Discussion also included acknowledgement of the need to clearly state 
the eligibility of all members of the constituent state nurses 
association for election to the Board of Directors. 
MOTION Cecilia Mulvey 1110ved the Board of Directors approve the 
recommendation ofthe Committee to Study Proposed ANA Structural 
Changes to authorize dissemination at regional forums and to 
other SNAs of "Proposed American Nurses' Association Structure" 
with a modification or addition clearly stating eligibility of 
&ll members of the constituent state nurses association for 
election to the Board of Directors. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
Ms. Fraley informed the Board that written and informal comunication 
with other SNAs about NYSNA' s position on proposed ANA structure would 
be initiated promptly. 
XVIII. NYSNA ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING, 3/31/82 
Ms. Fraley reported that participants at the 3/30-31/82 Advisory Council 
meeting were communicative aDd appeared to find the session productive. 
XIX. NYSNA-NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF NURSE ANESTHETISTS MEETING. 3/ 16/82 
Hs. Fraley reported that she and Dr. Welch met on 3/16/82 with representatives 
of the New York State Association of Nurse Anesthetists. Representatives 
of NYSANA cited legislative matters of primary interest and the meeting 
focused on those. 
XX. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION RESPONSE TO NYSNA. ''RESOLUTION ON PUBLIC PROTEC-
TION THROUGH SELF-REGULATION" 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to the April 1,. 1982 communication from Judith 
Yates, ANA Executive Directors stating the ANA Board had adopted a "Resolution 
on Establishment ofa National Credentialing Center for Nursing" and believes 
it embodies the intent of NYSNA's ''Resolution on Public Protection through 
Self-Regulation." l'he Board reiterated its assertion that no resolution 
which proposes a "free-standing" or "separately incorporated" credentialing 
center can be consistent with NYSNA's position regarding professional. self-
regulation. It was noted that institution of ANA accreditation systems 
might be achieved by moving to amend ANA bylaws' purposes and functions. 
President Fraley will collllllUDicate NYSNA's objection to the intent of 
"~solution on Establishment of a National Credentialing Center for Nursing" 
and reiterate the acute need for a syatem of professional self-regulation. 
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XXI. TASK FORCE ON CREDENTIALING IN NURSING 
'lbe Board noted the 2/23/82 Report of the Task Force and the apparent 
consistency of the ANA Board of Directors' "Resolution on Establishment 
of a National Credentialing Center for Nursing" with Task Force 
recommendation. 
Concern over NYSNA's capacity on the Task Force as a "resource group" in 
1ight of its opposition to the group's philosophy and objectives was raised 
and discussed briefly. It was noted that: the Association's vigorous . 
dissent with the unit's establishment is a matter of record; "resource-
group" participation remains the only means of knowledge, influence and 
contribution; opposition to Task Force activity-has been registered by other 
resource groups. 
XXII. ALLEGED ANA/NYSNA BYLAWS CONFLICT 
President Fraley reported ANA has requested a meeting on 4/15/82 of ANA and 
NYSNA Presidents and Executive Directors to continue discussion of this 
matter. President Fraley will reiterate the NYSNA Board's willingness to 
meet with the ANA Board if the ANA Board desires such a meeting. 
XXIII. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION PROPOSED BYLAWS REVISION 
A. ANA Comittee on Bylaws Chairman's 2/19/82 Memorandum re Preparation of 
Bylaws Changes for Consideration by ANA House of Delegates 
The Board reviewed this memorandum noting changes from Proposed Revision 
Draft I. 
B. AHA President's 3/22/82 Memorandum re Board of Directors Position on 
Proposed Revision of Bylaws 
lbe Board noted with interest the ANA Board's intent to propose amendments 
t:o the Bylaws Comittee's proposed bylaws revision. 
C. Consideration of NYSNA Parliamentarian Attendance at Convention 
Hs. Fraley requested consideration of the possibility of attendance of 
AHA Convention by the NYSNA parliamentarian to provide ready consultation 
on bylaws amendment. lbe Board identified as possible advantages: 
1) availability of expert consultation; and 
2) potential for establishment of a straightforward and collaborative 
relationship with ANA parliamentarian. 
1be Board also identified possible adverse reaction by ANA and other 
Sl!IAs co attendance by an HYSNA parliamentary advisory and the possibility 
of w:fu1wJ opportunity for consultation given the rapid pace of House 
deliberation and action. 
HlTIOII PauJann Andrews a,ved the Board of Directors authorize attendance 
by BYSHA parliB!IPDtaria.n of the 1982 AHA Convention for consultation · 
on bylawsaJEDdllent; structure and other matters if such attendance 
is deemed necessary and appropriate vis-a-vis the substance and 
tenor of ABl and SHA positions. Seconded. Carried. Vote: 
9 yes; Im. 
•rt~ 
.. "-1 \i~tl-A, 
N\f~hJ~-
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xxrv: . ANA PROPOSED DUES INCREASE 
A. ANA's 3/25/82 MeD>randum 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to ANA's 3/25/82 memorandum re Dues 
Increase and accompanying Description of ANA Activities. The Board 
determined official position on the increase would be premature given 
the pending structure issue, need for additional ANA financial data 
and the need for more data on the impact of the dues increase on SNAs. 
B. SNA Opposition to ANA Dues Increase 
The Board noted the Mississippi Nurses Association's 3/3/82 memorandum 
and North Carolina Nurses Associatiou's 4/6/82 response in opposition to 
ANA's proposed dues increase. In response to their requests for SNAs' 
opposition to the proposal, the Board will inform these two SNAs of its 
position as described above. 
-XXV. Z ·:SKA REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT OF PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS 
A. Maryland Nurses Association's "Nursing in Corrections" 
The Board determined the general content of Maryland Nurses Association's 
resolution "Nursing in Corrections" is supportable. However, its resolve 
that "ANA cooperate in implementing American Medical Association's 
Standards for Health Services in .Jails and Prisons" should be modified 
in light of the existence and effectiveness of NYSNA's Standards for 
Nursing Service in Prison Health Systems, which received highly favorable 
evaluaticn by ANA and the American Public Health Association's Standards 
for Health Services in Correctional Institutions. NYSNA' s propc,sed modi.fi-
cation will be coaaunicated to MNA. 
B. Georgia Nurses Association's "Resolution to Establish 1a Georgia Nurses 
Association Impaired Nurse Program" 
The Board determined to support Georgia Nurses Association's resolution 
with the recommendation that its references to the state be changed or 
deleted. 
XXVI. WASHINGTON STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION'S LETTER RE EUNICE COLE, CANDIDATE FOR 
ANA PRESIDENCY 
The Board noted WSNA's 2/23/82 letter announcing and urging support of the 
candidacy for ANA Presidency of Eunice Cole. 
XXVII. EXPRESSIONS OF APPRECIATION 
Dr. Welch informed the Board of the written expressions of gratitude to 
the Board by: M. Louise Fitzpatrick for its endorsement of her candidacy 
for the ANA Commission on Nursing F.ducation; Mildred L. Montag for its 
nomination of her for the 1982 James E. Al.1en, Jr., Memorial Award for 
Distinguished Service to Education; several. staff members. 
XXVIII. AWARDS COMHITrEE APPOINTMENT 
Dr. Welch directed attention to Elaine Beletz' letter of resignation frolll the 
Awards Committee because of her relocation to adcago, Illinois. and inability 
to participate fully in committee activity. An appointment in the category 
of past board member is required to fill Dr. Beletz' seat. 
XXIX. 
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!l>TION Paulann. Andrews moved the Board of Directors request that Iris 
Brice serve in her capacity asa past board member as a member 
of the Awards Committee·to fill the vacancy created by Elaine 
Beletz' resignation. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
!l>TION Cecilia Mulvey 1110ved the Board of Directors request Joan Scott 
to serve as a member of the Awards Committee in the event Ms. 
Brice declines appoinbnent. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
S'.1'.ATE BOARD FOR NURSING 
A. Meeting of Joint Executive Collllllittees of NYSNA and State Board for 
Nursing 
Ms. Fraley announced the prospective 5/20/82 joint meeting of executive 
collllllittees of NYSNA and the State Board. Association agenda items will 
include the State Board's Statement of Standards of Nursing Practice 
for Registered Professional Nurses and the National Council of State 
Boards of Nursing's model practice act. 
B. Availability of Information re Disposition of Applications for 
Licensure by Candidates with Felony Conviction 
lbe Education Department has cited prohibitive costs as the basis for 
failure to widely disseminate information that conviction of a felony 
may be determined to be the basis for ineligibility for nursing 
licensure (Rules of the New York State Board of Regents, Part 28):. Board 
members expressed concern given the implications for the public, the 
candi.date and educationa1 institutions. 
Following discussion, 
H>TION Ann Gothler moved the Association request all schools of nursing 
in the state to make available (e.g., by catalogue inclusion) 
·~ .·.NM,:5Pf\: 
'.°YV\/1\.Ju~ . 







Undertakfng of a systemad.c, compreheu.s:lve assessren!' of nursing and 
· in Nev York State taking into consideration such factors as. 
rejsour::ith problas· mrbidity and am:alicy suns. tics; populations 
ma or ' · educatios:r settings· organha-at risk; basics conUou1ng and graduate • · • ctice 
tional contexts and a>dels vhich facilitate or iapede pra t 
in the organization and deli.very of nursing care services., 'the i1llpac 
of changing patterns of financing health care services; and 
Development of a program of action to ensure public access to qualified 
nursing care services based on this assessaeut. 
Request of all NYSNA structural uni.ts to participate in chis project:., 
C. and request of staff to present a plan to the Boardu:! 1k
1
/une meeting 
for conduct of the study and formulation of the ac P • 
The Board coUBDended President P'raley's analysis and suggestion and ~t~= 
an Association undertaking would provide a basis for improved plantLng 
and outside the profession. 
H>TION Robert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors authorize the foregoing 
proposal in its entirety. Seconded. Carried by acclamation. 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING - Friday, June 18, 1982 
XXXII. ADJOURNMENT - 3:50 P!fs 4/15/82 
the information that conviction of a felony may be determined by 
the State F.clucation Department to constitute the basis for finding 
a candidate ineligible for licensure. Seconded. Carried unanimously.· 
XXX. NURSING NEEDS AND RESOURCES ASSESSMENT 
President Fraley shared with the Board her increasing frustration over efforts 
by various groups to engage in studies and activities which are the legitimate 
concern of the nursing profession. Ms. Fraley also called the Board's atten-
tion to the fact that the agenda at this Board meeting reflected extensive 
attention on issues which have preoccupied the Board for very long periods 
of time - e.g., assaults on the Nurse Practice Act, bylaws and structural 
problems and efforts by other groups to seize control of nursing through 
collective bargaining. Ms. Fraley emphasized the absolute necessity for 
uninterrupted attention to such matters despite the rare sense of obvious 
"success" or completion attendant upon that effort. 
Conversely. President Fraley identliied the obvious affirmative direction and 
activity of the' Association's various organizational units and suggested the 
Board endeavor to emphasize these in providing increased focus, unity and 
visibil.i.ty to all Association activity. . As a means of accomplishing this 
she suggested the Board of Directors authorize: 
AMG:CAW:wmb 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Pre-Convention Meeting 
Genessee Plaza Holiday Inn 
Rochester, New York 
October 22, 1981 
·PRESIDING: Elaine E. Beletz, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER - 1:05 PM, October 22, 1981 
II. ATTENDANCE 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Elaine E. Beletz, President 
Susan J. Fraley, President-elect· 
Ann M. Gothler, Secretary 
Ellen M. Burns, Treasurer 
Paulann H. Andrews, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Paul T. Hageman, Director at Large 
*Juanita K. Hunter, Director at Large 
Kathleen M. Nokes, Director at Large 
Margaret M. Rogers, Director at Large 
Laura L. Simms, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent: Lenora J. McClean, Vice President 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
lrWilliam J. Odendahl, Jr., Financial Management Consultant 
III. INVOCATION 
At the request of the President and with the agreement of the Board of 
Directors Ellen Burns offered an invocation. 
IV. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
H>TIO~ Paul Hageman moved acceptance of the minutes of the September 24-25, 
1981 meeting as circulated. Seconded. Carriecl. 
V. BEPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
cA. · Annual Reports 
Dr. Welch referred to the Book of Annual Reports with accompanying 
supplement as circulated and noted that these reflect the most current 
information about programs and related activities. 
*Present f'or portion of.meeting 
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B. f.,ta.ff Changes and Announcements 
Dr. Welch announced: 
1) Resignation of Frank Scheets, Labor Relations Specialist, Economic 
and General Welfare Program. because of desire to pursue other 
career opportunities. Dr. Welch expressed the Association's regret 
in accepting Hr. Scheets' resignation. 
2) Progress report on convalescence from automobile accident injury of 
Myrna Branker, Regional Coordinator, Regions III and IV, Economic 
and General Welfare Program. 
3) Successful outcome of major surgery for Edward J. Hardie, Plant 
Manager. 
4) Overview of Executive Director's meeting of October 7, 1981 in 
Buffalo with representatives of certain NYSNA Councils of Nursing 
Practitioners in Region I at which Council representatives 
expressed concern regarding Association staffing. 
VI. MEMBERSHIP 
Ms. Leach referred to the membership comparison figures for September 30, 1980-
1981 as contained in the Supplement to the 1980-81 Book of Reports, page 9. 
for the twelve-month period there is a net gain of 231 members. Month-end 
figures for September 1981 show a total of 27,660. 
VII. COMMI1TEE ON FINANCE 
Treasurer Ellen Burns reported the Committee on Finance held its pre-convention 
meeting this morning. Materials examined and reports received were: 
(a) Financial Statements and Auditor's Repor~ for Year End July 31, 1981; 
(b) Annual Report of the Conmittee; and (c) Membership Comparison Figures 
for September 30, 1980-81. 
A. Auditor's Report for Year End July 31, 1981 
The Treasurer made reference to the Board's in depth examination of the 
preliminary Analysis Report/Comparison with Budget for Period Ending 
July 31, 1981 at its meeting of September 24-25, 1981. After explaining 
that William J. Odendahl, Financial Management Consultant, was present 
to answer any questions the Board might have, the Treasurer presented an 
overvi.ew of the finalized audit as circulated, noting: 
1) The Association's 1980-81 Budget was based upon a projected membership 




at $2,683,567. The July 1981 membership figure was 27,933, representing 
1,067 short of projections. 
2) To offset reduced income and factors inherent in the general economy 
expenditures were reduced wherever possible. Year end income fell 
$194,746 below projections and stood at $2,588,697. Expenses were· 
held to $2,543,644 - or $139,923 below projections. Net income for 
the year was $45,053 with that for the previous fiscal year of 
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3) Despite a persistently tight cash flow and stringencies imposed by 
rampant inflation che Association was able to pay in full the 
outscanding balance on the $200,000 furniture loan secured in 1980 
and due in 1985. Because interest on the unpaid balance was tied 
to the prime rate the Association realized substantial long-term 
gain through early repayment. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved adoption of the finalized Audit for 
fiscal year end July 31, 1981 as presented. Seconded. 
carried unanimously. 
B. Annual. Report of Committee on Finance 
The Treasurer presented highlights from the Committee's Annual Report 
as contained in the supplement to the 1980-81 Book of Reports, pages 10 
through 12. In reference to that portion of the report entitled 
"Rationale for the Proposed Dues Increase" the Treasurer announced the 
dates and times for the two forums scheduled on the proposed dues increase. 
President Beletz explained the importance of the Board of Directors' 
attending the forums to demonstrate support of the Board's recommendation 
as well as to assist in responding to members' questions if necessary and/or 
desirable. 
Upon conclusion of the Treasurer's report the Fresident expressed the 
Board's respect for the Treasurer's competent performance throughout her 
term of office. Ms. Bums indicated her appreciation. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS' POSITION ON STATE BOARD FOR NURSING 1S PROMULGATION OF 
STANDARDS 
The President directed attention to the circulated position statement embodying 
_ the Board's opposition to promulgation of standards by the regulatory agency 
as enunciated at its September 24-25, 1981 meeting. 
MOTION Laura Si11111s moved adoption of the position statement and submission of 
it to the 1981 Voting Body for its endorsement. Seconded. Carried. 
PROPOSED REVISION OF JCAH NURSING SERVICE STANDARDS 
Dr. Welch directed the Board's attention to the Proposed Revision of JCAH 
Nursing Service Stand.;rds and current JCAH 1981 Nursing Service Standards, 
as circulated, noting the proposed JCAH "goals" reflect dilution of current 
standards of nursing service and seriously jeopardize access to quality nursing 
and health care services. 
HlTION Paul Hageman moved that the Board of Directors express its vehement 
opposition to the proposed revision of JCAH Nursing Service Standards. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
In response to Board inquiry, Dr. Yelch explained that despite the unrealistic 
deadline of October 30 for responding to the "goals., the Council on Nursing 
Praccice, Coundl on Ethical Practice and Functional Unit of Directors,· 
Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practices and Services are examining the 
goals in depth. It is anticipated that these groups will denounce the 
proposed standards and prepare a position on behalf of the Association for 






President Beletz explained these organizational units did not receive the 
proposed revision in time to complete their review for presentation to the 
Board and noted that further Board deliberation on this mat.ter would be 
possible at the post-convention Board meeting. 
OCTOBER 1, 1981 MEETING, COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE 
Dr. Welch directed attention to the report of the Council on Economic and 
General Welfare as contained in the Supplement to the. 1980-81 Book of Reports, 
pages 1 and 2. At its October 1, 1981 meeting the Coun.::il finalized plans for 
its Convention Program and its 1982 Winter Seminar, examined proposed amendments 
to NYSNA Bylaws and discussed legislative action on major nursing and labor 
legislation. 
OCTOBER 1, ,1.:181 MEETING, COMMITTEE ON MnmERSHIP RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
Ms. Leach directed attention to the report of the Committee on Membership 
Recruitment and Retention as appearing in the 1980-81 Book of Reports, 
pages 37 and 38. At its second meeting on October 1, 1981, prior to the 
Advisory Q>uncil meeting of that date, the Committee examin4"d 1981 District 
reports entitled, "Innovative Efforts to Involve Nurses in Association,." as 
included in district reports published in the current Book of Reports. After 
Convention the Co1I1111ittee will seek the cooperation of the districts in an 
effort to identify those "Innovative Efforts to Involve Nurses" which the 
respective districts found to be most effective. 
Secondly, as the Committee Chairman shared with the Advisory Council on 
October 1, 1981, the districts will be surveyed to determine which of the 
17 districts with provision for direct membership wish NYSNA to prepare 
renewal bills for direct district members. 
With respect to the Committee on Membership Recruitment and Retention,. 
Kathleen Nokes brought to the attention of the Board of Directors a memorandum 
of September 2, 1981, to the Committee which refers to NYSNA preparing renewal 
bills for direct district members and noted that Board action to date on this 
matter provides for exploration of its feasibility and referra1 back to the 
Board. Hs. Nokes also raised the point of whether i.t would be financial1y 
feasible for NYSNA to prepare renewal bills for direct district members. 
Staff apologized for any misunderstanding generated by the memo and explained 
that activity underway is the collection of data necessary to assess costs 
and feasibility. 
OCTOBER 1, 1981 MEETING, NYSNA ADVISORY COUNCIL 
President Beletz_reported that at its October 1, 1981 meeting the Advisory 
Council received: reports of district activitiesi report of the Chairman,. 
Committee on Membership Recruitment and Retention; Ruth Harper's presenta-
tion on parliamentary procedure. 
A presentation was.given by Lucie Kelly. Director. Hid-Atlantic Regional 
Nursing Association (MARNA) about that association's goals and activities .. 
Upon concluding her remarks about MARNA Dr. Kelly indicated no objection 
to entertaining questions from the Advisory Council in her role as a member 
o't the ANA Board of'Directors. In response to Advisory Council representatives 
expressing concern about the apparent: effort to convert ANA to a conglomerate 
type structure, Dr. Kl!lly st:ated she was unable to recall that particular Board 
discussion. 
-s-
XllI. OCTOBERS, 1981, MEETIRG, BOARD SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPOSED ANA STRUCTURAL 
CHA5GES. 
nv. 
Subcommittee Chairman Susan Fraley referred to the Board's comprehensive 
discussion from its September 24-25, 1981, meeting and directed attention 
- to the written report of the Subcommittee's October 5! 1981, meeting, 
highlighting those features of the proposed ANA bylaws that have serious 
negative implications and are, therefore, of major concern. 
Following revieor and discussion of the Resolution Opposing Conglomerate 
Hodel for Restructuring ANA. 
!l>TION Susan Fraley moved adoption of the Resolution Opposiug Conglomerate 
Hodel for Restructuring ANA and submission of the Resolution to the 
1981 Voting Body for its endorsement. Seconded. Carried 
uoan1mously. 
!IJTION Laura Simms moved that the Board of Directors approve the assessments 
put forth by the Subcoumittee to Study Proposed ANA Structural 
Changes and that the document in its entirety be presented to the 
Voting Body. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
Relative to the Subcommittee's plan to meet again in the near future to 
continue assessment of proposed ANA structural changes to assist the Board in 
developing proposals and strategies and to plan for informing the nursing 
COJIIDUllity in this state of options and proposals, 
!IJTION Paul Hageman moved that plans be formulated for informing the 
- nursing community in this state of the options to the proposed 
ANA bylaw revisions~ Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
OCTOBER.9, 1981, MEETING, STATEWIDE PLANNING COMMITTEE ON NURSING EDUCATION 
Dr. Welch referred to the Resolution from the Council on Nursing Education and 
Statewide Planning Committee on Nursing Education calling for "Support for 
Bacca]anreate Nursing Program at SUNY College of Technology at Utica/Rome" 
vi.th the recommendation that the Board of Directors adopt it.and submit it 
to the 1981 Voting Body for its endorsement. 
!IJTION Ann Gothler moved adoption of the Resolution in Support of Baccalaureate 
Nursing Program at· SUNY College of Technology at Utica/Rome and 
submission of the Resolution to the 1981 Voting Body for its endorse-
ment. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
XV. OCTOBER 15, 1981, MEETING, COMMITI'EE TO REVIEW NYSNA NOMINATION A.lffl' ELECTION 
PROCEOORES 
Committee Chairman Ellen Burns reviewed the written report in detail with the 
Board of Directors, outlining the reasons for the group's inception by 
J'une 1981 Board Action, :I.ts charge and deliberations. In addition to 
ermn1ning pertinent materials the Committee sought advice and guidance from 
the Association's parliamentarian and legal counsel. Throughout its 
deliberations the Committee placed primary emphasis upon protection of 
meabers• rights to participate in the nomination and election of other 
aembers as vell a.s to seek nomination and/or election themselves. Ms. Burns 
directed the Board's attention to the Committee's analysis» conclusions 
and reco endations relative to the '1118jor areas addressed. 
3) 
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NYSNA Nomination and Election Procedures 
1) The RoZe, Re8"p0nsibi7,.i,+-., and Acc~ ... ~-1.-•'7 ·-,... ,.P 
-:, ...,-•'-"U?.,1-1--:, o., t:he Nominating Cormrittee 
Information provided by Association liamen . 
confirms that the Nominatin Co par tan.an and legal counsel 
. ship; its obligation is to !e1e'::1!!:: is accountable to the member-
for respective positions; the Commit:te:~:sd!iiteems most qualified 
privileged and protected from an inf erations are 
construed. Y luence which might be adversely 
In light ·of this the Cammi . 
revision of existing autho;~:; ;;n~~;d:;5:e:m!:a, no need for 
The CoI!llllittee suggests including the abo • inf ting Colllllli.ttee. 
,of the Nominating Committee t i ve ormation in orientation 
its responsibilities B o ass st it in e£fectively discharging 
Committee's conclusi~n a~c~:::;~n~b~ Board agreed with the 
2) Flaop Nomi-nations 
The Committee sees three ti hi 
Permitting membe lop ons w ch would resolve the problem of 
to declare theirr;w:o~~:~::yon t~ :late by the Nominating Colllllli.ttee 
For reasons stated in the repor~rtho ~ominated by other members. 
two undesirable· the Comm! e · ttee finds options one and 
Following discu;sion ttee recommends adoption of option three. 
. , 
MOTION 
:athl~en Nokes moved adoption of ~ption three, to revise 
xisting policies, procedures and timeframes to provide f 
announcement of the 1 t l or 
self-d 1 ed s a e ear Y enough to perm:Lt inclusion of 
Ca iedec ar candidates on the official ballot. Seconded rr unanimously. • 
In regard to the foregoin i 
a revised timetable for i:a::t o~ staff has been. requested to develop 
rev.&.ew at the earliest possible date. 
Neec? fo: IYlCPeased Numbeps of Nominees; llnderstand-i-nn o-1" NISN./' 
Nom1,natum and Election Pr :x:edu:z,es -·-:s J '.1:1. 
The Committee concurred that th umb 
variable qualifications of e n er of nominees submitted and the 
increased inf i suggeSt ed nominees may re£lect a need for 0 rmat on about nominati d 
a manual, descriptive of nomi tio ons an e:ections. Preparation of 
be proVided to members seeki nai in and election procedures, which can 
organizational units char ed n!rt: ormation and used as a guide by 
is needed Such a man lg h responsibilities for these processes 
preparati~n of the pos~ios o~ld include general guidelines for 
nominees. Staff ha b n s atement now required of suggested 
Board reView i js een requested to assemble such a manual for 
n con unction with revision of mail ballot procedures. 
By consensus, the Board agreed wi h h · - , 
suggestion. t t e Co'lllllittee s conclusion and 
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4}: Simuttaneoua Se'l"1Jf.ce in Elective Positions 
Ms. Buma noted that the Committee concurs unanimously with the 
Board's view·tbat functioning is enhanced by maximum numbers of 
members holding elective office at any given time. However, 
current Association bylaws provide for holding office in one 
functional and clinical unit simultaneously and do not otherwise 
restri.ct simultaneous service in other elective positions. The 
Comnittee reco.mnends that the Board of Directors request the 
Committee on Bylaws to prepare a bylaws amendment restricting 
service to one elective NYSNA position at any given time. 
Discussion of this issue included distinguishing between elective 
and appointive offices and the undesirability of holding two offices 
. simultaneously - be they elective or appointive. Simultaneous 
service on the Board of Directors and a Board subcommittee was 
identified as an exception. 
N. Margaret Wineman expressed concern about the apparent inconsistency 
in endorsing simultaneous service in two units for members of the 
Board while restricting service to one unit for the membership at 
large. To illustrate her point Ms. Wineman noted that following 
her election to the Board of Directors she was appointed to 
simultaneous service on the Committee on Finance. Ms. Wineman 
requested that the minutes reflect that she would be unable to 
interpret this position to the membership if the need arose. 
President Beletz explained that the composition of the Committee on 
Finance is enunciated in the bylaws. 
MOTION Susan Fraley moved that the Board of Directors adopt a policy 
limiting service to une elective or one appointive office at 
any given til:le (with the exception of an elected individual 
being appointed to a Board subcommittee). Seconded. 
The foregoing motion was withdrawn after it was identified as untimely 
given the language in existing bylaws. 
HJTION Paul Hageman moved that the Committee on Bylaws be requested 
to prepare a bylaws amendment restricting service to one 
elective NYSNA position at any given time. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
The Board agreed that the manual to be drafted describing nomination 
and election procedures should include a statement concerning 
simultaneous service in elective/appointive office. 
5) Terms of Se'P1Jice, NYSNA Nominating Corrmittee 
The Cc:rumittee noted that while members of the Nominating Committee may 
not be eligible for re-election, bylaws permit unlimited non-
consecutive service in any given consecutive eight-year period. In 
the Committee's judgement this .is inconsistent with bylaws Article V, 
Section 3.0, which states O ••• no officer or director at large shall 
serve more than two consecutive terms in the same office nor a 
total of more than eight consecutive years." 
Therefore. the Committee recommends that the Board of Directors 
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provide that members of the Nominating Cmnmittee shall not be 
eligible to serve more than two terms in eight consecutive years .. 
MOTION Margaret Rogers moved that the Committee on Bylaws be 
requested to prepare a bylaws amendment to provide that 
members of the Nominating Committee shall not be eligible 
to se:rv:e more than two terms in eight consecutive years. 
Seconded. Carried. (one abstention) 
B. Role of NYSNA in ANA Nominations and Elections 
The Committee reviewed questions regarding whether submission of suggested 
nominees constitutes mere transmittal of possible nominees and facilitation 
of the process or endorsement of individuals' nomination and candidacy. 
The Committee concurred that mere transmittal is appropriate but should 
not be construed as support of either a member's nomination or election if 
nominated. 
Moreover, in the Committee's judgment it is in NYSNA's best interest as an 
ANA constituent association to attempt to insure election of highly 
qualified candidates to ANA elected office. In addition, the Comnittee 
believes support of an individual's nomination should not be automatically 
extended to support of an individual's candidacy. 
In response to Committee's request for advice. legal counsel confirmed 
that the NYSNA Board of Directors' past practices are consistent with 
applicable law - i.e., practices of: (a) choosing to endorse or not 
endorse individuals' nominations and/or candidacies for ANA office· 
and (b) publicly reporting its nominations and endorsements for ANA 
offices to Association members and ANA delegates. Hence, the Committee 
concurred these practices should be continued. 
By consensus, the Board agreed with the Committee's cou~lusion. 
C. Role of NYSNA Constituent District Nurses Association in NYSNA Nominations 
and Elections 
The Cotmnittee noted that questions regarding DNA participation in NYSNA 
nomination and election procedures are analogous to those raised regarding 
NYSNA participation in ANA nomination and election procedures. Legal 
counsel confirms that under applicable law the choices of DNA Boards of 
Directors vis-a-vis NYSNA procedures are also analogous to those of the 
NYSNA Bo.ard of Directors vis-a-vis ANA procedures. Therefore, the 
Committee recommends that the NYSNA Board of Directors inform NYSNA 
constituent district nurses associations of their right and opportunities 
to endorse individuals for nomination an,J/or election to NYSNA positions 
and to publicly report those endorsements. Following discussion, 
MOTION Margaret Rogers moved that the NYSNA Board of Directors inform 
NYSNA constituent district nurses associations of their right 
and opportunities to endorse individuals for nomination and/or 
election to NYSNA positions and to publicly report these 
endorsements. Seconded. Carried ,man1mously. 
4.'lg 
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D. Disclosure of Records of ANA Delegate Activities 
Tbe•Commi.tt:ee reviewed the Board of Directors' concerns and questions 
regarding NYSNA members' fulfillment of responsibilities as delegates to 
the ANA Bouse of Delegates. The Committee concurred there is a need to 
insure that these members: (1) understand their responsibilities; 
:"6-w...,~¥e.s 
(2).are informed of NYSNA expectations regarding attendance at caucuses, 
forums and delegate sessions; and (3) recognize that NYSNA's financial 
subsidy of expenses incurred in attending the ANA House of Delegates is 
intended to facilitate their responsible discharge of delegate responsi-
bilities. The Committee also concurred that practical problems preclude 
obtaining accurate voting records and that any action which might be 
construed as an effort to control or influence voting should be avoided. 
The Committee also noted that the current procedure for release of ANA 
delegate subsidy differs from other reimbursement practice in that it 
occurs automatically in advance of the expense incurred. After careful 
discussion the Committee recommends that caucus and delegate session 
attendance records of NYSNA members serving as ANA delegates be retained 
for use in evaluating the issue of delegate subsidy. Following discussion, 
MOTION Laura Simms moved that caucus and delegate session attendance 
records of NYSNA members serving as ANA delegates be retained 
for use in evaluating the issue of delegate subsidy. Seconded. 
HOTION Paul Hageman moved to amend the foregoing motion to include the 
following language: "that caucus and delegate session attendance 
records of NYSNA members serving as ANA delegates be retained .on 
file for use in evaluating the issue of delegate subsidy and be 
made available upon request by a member submitted in accordance 
with established policy. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
Mr. Hageman explained that the intent of the foregoing amendment is to 
provide for retaining on file and making available for review the records 
of those whose expenses have been subsidized by NYSNA. 
-10-· 
procedure provides for counting a minimum nuaber of 
members (40) from each of the five geographic areas and the required 
number of Board members to establish a quorum. 
M>TION Margaret Rogers moved that the Board of Directors adopt the 
procedure for establishing a quorum as presented. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
C. Honorary Recognition Resolutions 
President Beletz called attention to the resolutions conferring Honorary 
Recognition upon Iris Brice and Ellen Wulff as appearing in the 1980-81 
Book of Reports, pages A-1 and A-2. 
MOTION Laura Simms moved adoption of the resolutions conferring Honor:.iry 
Recognition upon Iris Brice and Ellen Wulff. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
Dr. Beletz noted that the Honorary Recognition resolutions will be 
introduced with the Secretary's Report during the first business session 
and conferred at the Awards Banquet, October 25, 1981. Mary Wulff,. 
sister of deceased staff member Ellen Wulff, will be present to accept 
that Honorary Recognition. · 
D. Report of Disposition of 1980 NYSNA Voting Body Action 
Dr. Beletz gave an overview of the written synopsis of 1980 Voting Body 
action disposition which will be presented by the Secretary at the 
annual meeting. 
E. Letter from Associate Director, Nursing Service, re Staffing Problems 
Dr. Beletz made reference to a circulated letter which included 
suggestions for resolving staffing problems related to permittee nurses. 
It was noted that the letter was for purposes of Board information 
only inasmuch as the author hoped a resolution on this matter might 
be offered by the Voting Body. 
MlTION Laura Simms moved that a policy be established to provide for 
release of delegate subsidy upon receipt of documentation of 
del.egate responsibilities. Seconded. 
XVII. NYSNA COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE APPOIN'IMENTS 
M>TION Margaret Rogers moved to amend the motion by adding: 0 and the 
policy be implemented in subsidy of 1982 ANA delegates." Seconded. 
Carried. (Vote: 10 yes; 1 no) 
XVI. CONVENrION MATTERS 
A. Activities and Schedules 
Referring to the Official Program, President Beletz summarized the 
business and program sessions and social activities in connection with 
the 66th Annual Meeting. 
B. Quorum Requirements and Procedure 
Dr. Welch referred to the revised bylaws provision for establishing a 
quorum for the transaction of business at the annual membership meeting 
(Article XVII:t Section 1) and the circulated item "Geographic Areas of 
New York State Designated .for Establishing Quorum at 1981 Annual Meeting." 
The circulated listing of those currently serving was reviewed and suggestions 
for new appointments considered. Dr. Beletz made reference to the October 
1979 Board action which provides for continuity through staggered appointments. 
The Board concurred with continuing the past practice of authorizing the 
President to finalize appointments should Board appointees be unavailable to 
serve. 
Where it is not indicated otherwise Council and Committee appointments are 
for a two-year term - i.e., until 10/83. 
Unless otherwise noted, appointments were unanimously agreed to. 
A. Committee on Bylaws 
MOTION Paul Hageman t110ved appointment of Thais Ashkenas as chairman 
and appointment of Sylvia Barker, Joanne Byrnes and Margaret 
Rogers. Seconded. Carried. 
. 4'1i 
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I«)tION Patil Hageman moved that the President be authorized to 
vacancy. Seconded. Carried. 
.')\If:tjl?~ 
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MOTION Paul Hageman moved that for purposes of continuity the Committee 
be authorized to utilize the expertise of former Committee members 
as consultants if the Committee desires. Seconded. Carried, 
B. · Council on Certification 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved appointment of Pamela Culbert-Hinthorn as 
chairman. Seconded. Carried. 
C. Council on Continuing F.clucation 
MOTION Margaret Rogers moved appointment of Carol Henretta as chairman, 
reappointment of Constance Tardio and appointment of Catherine 
Corbelli and Mary R. Price. Seconded. Carried. 
D. Council on Continuing Education Regional Review Teams 
1) Cent:ral 
MOTION Paul Hageman moved reappointment of Barbara Evans and 
appointment of Judy House and Kathy Colling. Seconded. 
Carried. 
2) Eastez,n 
MOTION Laura Simms moved appointment of Patricia Ames, Shirley 
Wallace and Barbara Zittel. Seconded. Carried. 
3) Long Island 
MOTION Margaret Hogers moved reappointment of Vicioria Chin-Sang and 
Gertrude C:lark and appointment of Gail Hasbmall. Seconded. 
Carried. 
4) NezJ York 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved reappointment of Phyllis Collins and 
Margherita Hawkins and appointment of Alice Gianella and 
Diane Mancino. Seconded. Carried. 
5) WestePn 
MOTION Paul Hageman moved reappointment of Margaret Frainier and 
appointment of.Jean Zehler. Seconded. Carried. 
E. Council on F.conomic and . General Welfare 
ll>TION Laura Simms moved appointment of Kathleen Buehler, Norene Buffaloe 
and Jerilyn Coon. Seconded. Carried. 
F. Council on Ethical Pract:ice .. 
!llTION Paul Hageman moved appointment of M. Janice Nelson as chairman, • 
reappointment of Elizabeth Maloney and appointment of Paula 
Metzler and Madeline Naegle. Seconded. Carried. 
I 
H. 
Council on.Nursing Practice 
MOTION Paul Hageman moved appointment of Dorsey Smith as e&:irman and 
appointment of Kathy Collins., Martha K'e:msl.ey and Alic:!.a Rose as 
members. Seconded. Carried. (Vote: 9 yes, 1 no, 1 abstention) 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved that Andrew Irish be considered as an 
alternative appointee for the Council on Nursing Practice. 
Seconded. Carried. 
Council on Nursing F.ducation 
MOTION Laura Simms moved appointment of V. Barbara Bynes as chairman,. 
reappointment of Joanne Donohue. appointment of Charlene ,JcKaig. 
Ellen M. Burns. Gail DeMarco and Joan Sweeney. Seconded. 
Carried. 
I. Consumer Advisory Council 
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved reappointment of those currently serving on 
the Council. Seconded. Cacried. 
M>TION Paul Hageman moved that the President be authorized to appoint 
members to this Council as necessary. Seconded. Carried. 
J. Council on Legislation 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved reappointment of Linda Goropeuschek and 
appointment of Hazel Forde, Evelyn Osborne, Ann Sedore and 
Eunice Turner. Seconded. Carried. 
K. Council on Nursing Research 
Relative to the Board's discussion of appointments to this Councl1 
Kathleen Nokes suggested consideration of appointing Shake Ketefian. 
MOTION Margaret Rogers moved that Shake Ketefian be appointed to serve 
where needed. Seconded. Carried. 
When prolonged discussion failed to elicit consensus in selecting appointees 
for the Council on Nursing Research, Dr. Simns suggested using a secret 
ballot to determine the preference of the majority. 
M>TION Paul Hageman moved appointment of Madeline Schmitt as chairman and 
appointment of Carole Blair~• Diane Elliott, Patricia Burley and 
Elizabeth Shields.* Seconded. Carried. (*to serve until 10/84) 
XVIII. OTHER 
A.' Recognition of President Elaine E. Beletz 
On behalf of the entire Board Paulann Andrews presented a gift to . 
Dr. Beletz and extended.a forul expression of. esteem for the leadership 
demonstrated throughout her term of office. II! turn, Dr. Belet~ expressed 
her gratitude for the opportunities for professional growth and contribu--
tion afforded her in the office of President and for the support and · 
cooperation of the Board during her tenure~ 
B. Outgoing Board !!embers ~. 
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Director lfarsaret Rogers approached the Chair, requesung!>ermission to make a statement for the record. 
lb. Rogers stated that while aha has enjoyed several r-rd:lng career 
egperi...,es, the privil- of serving on the "8socfation's Bo..,d of 
lli<ectors is the Dk>st •il!ni£icant Period io her professional career. 
Dr. s1- eo-,.i.., President Beletz for her leadership and ""Pressed 
her sratitude for the opportunity of ••rving the "8sociation over the Years. .. 
0a behalf of the Staff Dr. Welch expressed deep appreciatUm to those 
wl,ose te.,.. of offi<.e were e:q,fring for their many contributions to the · Association and for their -••ration and ••P?ort; 
nx. DATE oF NErr IIEE:rnvc - lamediately Eo"--ng close of the Voting Body 
Session on October 26. 1981. xx. 
ADJOURNMENT - 6:45 PM 










THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
September 17, 1982 
PRESIDING: Susan J. Fraley, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER - 9 :50 AH 
Attend.ance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Susan J. Fraley, President 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-elect 
Lenora J. McClean, Vice President 
Ann M. Gothler, Secretary 
Robert V. Piemonte, Treasurer 
Paula.on H. Andrews, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Paul 'I. Hageman, Director at Large 
Juanita K. Hunter, Director at Large 
Kathleen M. Nokes, Director at Large 
Bonnie J. Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
#2 
Sister Harle Celeste Allen, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Patricia M. Arcuri, Director, Organization Services 
Beth Eckler, Interim Associate Directo~, Nursing Education Program 
Leslie R. Grosser, Associate Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Hance,. Director, Legislative Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
Christine i.. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program 
Barbara L. Van Nortwick, Director, Library 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant 




. ,.·:·:·-~~·(;;~· ·'.·; '~ ·-·· . 
M>TION Juanita Hunter 1110ved acceptance of the minutes of the June 18> 1982 meeting. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
III. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CATHRYNE WELCH'S RECUPERATION 
Jane.Fielding announced that Cathryne Welch's recuperation after August 10 surgery 
is progressing very well. Dr. Fielding conveyed Dr. Welch's profound gratitude for 
the outpour of well wishes she has received from Board members during her recuperation. 
IV. 
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REPORT OF EXEC0UVE DIRECTOR 
Dr. Fielding informed the Board that Dr. Welch had prepared a report for Dr. Fielding 
to present: on her behalf. 
A. Staff H::r.tters 
Dr. F:f.elding announced: 
1) Retirement of Shirley Heatherington, Administrative .Assistant, effective 
9/10/82 after twenty-four years on Association staff. 
2) Appointments of -
Mary Ann Cuff as Nursing Representative, Region III, Economic and General 
Welfare Program. effective 8/9/82; 
Ruth Gee as Nursing Representative, Region IV, effective 8/2/82; 
Martlla Hogarth as Nursing Representative, Region II, effective 8/16/82. 3) Resignations of -
Glenn Courounis as Labor Relations Representative, Regions III and IV, 
effective 8/13/82; 
Lynn Plarr as Nursing Representative, Region II, effective 9/10/82. 
4) Death of father of Mary .Ann DeCristofaro, Nursing Representative, Region 
III, Economic and General Welfare Program. 
5) Death of husband of Hattie Sue Farrow, Nursing Representative, Region III, 
Economic and General Welfare Program. 
B. Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment Study 
Dr. Fielding informed the Board it is anticipated that formulation of preliminary 
plans for conduct of the Study will be presented at the pre-convention meeting. 
In addition. a resolution for voting body consideration concerning conduct of the 
Study will be presented to the Board at its pre-convention meeting. 
Dr. Fielding explained that Dr. Welch's analysis of parliamentary and legal report 
concerning the disciplinary provision of the bylaws, begun prior to her hospitaliz 
tion» would be completed for the pre-convention Board meeting~ 
Director at Large Kathleen Nokes expressed concern over the possibility that 
question would arise at convention about the bylaw provision. President Fraley 
expressed certitude the provision could be clarified for the voting body. She 
stated a report on the matter would be mailed to the Board and reviewed by the 
Executive Committee before the pre-convention meeting if feasible in the press 
of convention preparation. 
c. Cormrunieaticns/l'ubUcations and Public Relation.a 
Ms. Sheridan referred to the written report, noting: 
1) the Public Broadcast System Rochester affiliate production of CHRONICLE 
segment "Nursing" will be available to affiliates the week of 10/31; 
local listings should be consulted; 
-.2) convention ~gram advertising surpassed projection. 
Acknowledgement of receipt of Albany Mayor Corning' s greetings to membership 








Ms. Leach referred to month-end membership figures for July and August 1982 
noting an 8/82 figure of 27,663 - a decrease of 303 from August 1981 and a 
decrease of 70 from july 1982. Further impact of the membership campaign is 
anticipated. 
B. Resolut--.=on [ozo Implementing NeTil Deduction Amount [or PaymZZ Dedwnion J!embe1"8 
EmpZcued by -:he City of New .fol'k 
-Ms. Leach presented the resolution requiring board action, noting the increase 
in deduction represents the service fee approved by the Board of Directors in 
June 1982. 
!ETION Robert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors authorize the reso.lution for 
implementing new deduction amounts for payroll deduction members employed 
by the City of New York, changing the amount of deductions per bi-weekly 
period: 
from il~ 4.10 to KZ* 4.25 
from KZ 4.10 to lCZ 4.25 
from OP 4.10 to OP 4.25 
from NJ 7.20 to NJ' 7.30 
from KF 7.20 to KF 7.30 
and the amount per weekly period: 
frma KZ* 2.50 to KZ* 2.10 
effective 1/1/83. 
Seconded. Car~ied unanimously. 
VI. PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
A. Li.bzeary 
Ms. Van Nortwick directed attention to the written report:. noting: 
1) 9/27/82 visit to NYSNA Library by librarian of ICilmarnock, Scotland, College 
of Nursing; 
2) new shelving for archival and historical collections. 
B. Council. on Nuzosina Research 
Dr. Fielding referred to the written report and presented the Counc11•s proposals 
for recommendation to th4 Foundation Board of Trustees concerning criteria for the 
Distinguished Nurse Researcher Award. 
The Council's recommendations were: 
1) Recommendation that criterion #4 be amended to read: "Significant contribu-
tions to nursing knowledge and/or nursing practice.•• 
Board action and m:t:im,aZe: In light of the possibility the staceaeu.c may be 
misconstrued to devalue nursing research• s contribution to education. 
as well as to practice, and in light of the need for individuals in 
reseuch with expertise in education and administration u well as 
practice, the Boari agreed by general consent to suggest the Council 
consider criterion 14 state: "Significant coutributioas to nursing 




2) Becommendatiou tha1: a fifth criterion be added: 
support for research." 
3oard action fZ1'Ui. Pat:.ionate: It was the consensus of the Board that the 
proposed criterion is inappropriate because funding and/or support 
are not implicit guarantees of value or quality of research. The 
Board disapproved the reconmendation. 
ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WI.FARE PROGRAM 
Dr. Fielding referred to the written report, noting: 
A. 
B. 
Program activity is intense throughout the state. 
UFT and 1199 attempts to prompt a decertification election with NYSNA at Mount 
Sinai Hospital, New York. It was noted that guidelines regarding the disciplinary 
provision of the bylaws will take on added significance in light of the decertifi-
cation attempt. 






Dr. Fielding presented to the Board the Council's recommendation that the Board ;-
rec011111end to the ANA Board investigation of for-profit corporations which own t 
a.rul/or operate not-for-profit hospitals to evaluate impact on financial base l 
of hospitals and nursing services and extent of compliance with law applicable !.:•'.·.· 
to not-for-profit hospitals. _ · f 
In response to questions concerning the intent of the recommendation, President ,,~ 
Fraley explained the Council is concerned over the possibility that measures '.:.· 
to make hospital operations more cost-effective may be taken at the expense of "-' 
quality nursing service. Ms. Fraley emphasized that the recommendation embodies )'. 
a request for information ra~her than an assertion or action. Some Board members 
noted that profit-making does not implicitly preclude safe hospital management. 
Director at Large William Greiner suggested the word "investigation" in the 
recOJIIDe'ldation be replaced by "research" for purposes of expressing the request 
because of the negative implications "investigation" carries. Director at Large 
Kathleen Nokes stated that the recommendation's objective is not entirely clear. 
:!l>TION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors request from the Council on 
Economic and General Welfare clarification of the objective of its 
rec0111111endation that the Board recommend to the ANA Board investigation 
of for-profit corporations which own and/or operate not-for-profit 
hospitals to evaluate impact on financial base of hospitals and nursing 
services and extent of compliance with law applicable to not-for-profit 
hospitals. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
A. 9/10/82 Boaztd of Regents Legis7Ati.ve Conference 
President. Fraley referred to the Statement of the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion to che 9/10/82 Board of Regents Legislative Conference. Ms. Fraley 
charact:erized Begents' reactions co Association testimony as receptive. 
B. 9/J/83 NenrJMndzn. f:ztGm President PmZey to NYSNA Pun.ctionaZ llnit of P:eimain:1 Cazie 
P:mctiti.OIU1l"8 - -
Ms. Fraley called the Board's attention ~o the memorandum which requests primary 
care practidcmers' support: in obtaini.ng legislative action that will resolve 
the concroversy surrounding their practice and urging their 1982 convention 
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participation in formulation of the 1983 legislative program. Ms. Fraley 
explained she bas personally contacted several individuals to urge their 
participation in formulation of the 1983 program.. 
c. 9/8/82 LetteP to Ann Loedy, President, Coalition. of Oz,ganized Nui>se Practitioner 
Assoaiati.ons of Nei,J York State 
D. 
President Fraley reported that she extended to the Coalition a request for its 
current concems about and concepts it would support as components of legisla-
tion, in preparation for convention. The letter elicited prompt response by 
telephone by the Coalition, and Ms. Fraley anticipates being in direct 
communication with the Coalition president very shortly. 
Counai i on Legis Zation 
1983 Legislative Program 
1) Components Other> Than PPimaPy HeaZ.th Care LegisZation 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to the written report of the Legislative 
Program. She presented the Council's proposed 1983 legislative program. 
·to the Board and requested the Board consider first the program's 
components with the exception of primary health care legislation, 
which would be discuased separately. These components are: 
a) Revision of the Nurse Practice Act through enactment of "Entry Into 
Practice" legislation; 
b) Enactment of provision for third-party reimbursement for non-
institutional nursing services; 
c) Repeal of the exemption clause which permits unlicensed personnel of 
the Office of Mental Health and Office of Mental Retardation and 
Developmental Disabilities to practice professional and practical 
nursing, and defeat of any legislation permitting unlicensed persons 
to administer medications; 
d) Enactment of an educational mobility program especially for registered 
professional nurses seeking a baccalaureate degree in nursing; 
e) Support of an omnibus mandatory continuing education bill which would 
apply to all licensed health professionals and would protect the 
legitimate prerogatives of the related professional societies; 
f) Continuation of efforts to monitor and influence state, local and 
federal legislative proposals affecting health care issues, pub.lie 
advocacy and the nursing profession. 
Board discussion of these objectives included exp~ession of: 
a) need for activity to revitalize interest in passage of entry into 
practice proposal (it was noted small meetings of deans and directors 
of nursing have taken place led by the executive committee of the 
Functional Unit of Deans, Directors and Faculty of Nursing Education 
Programs); 
b) concern about distinctions between different educational preparations 
made in the employment setting; 
c) concern that planning for nursing education is static at a time when 
systematic educational planning is vitally needed. 
!l>TION Bc.bert Piemonte roved the Board of Directors approve for presenta-
tion to the 1982 voting body the foregoing components of a 1983 
legislative program. Seconded. Carried unau:fmously. 
Board members ack:Dovledged the need for consistent approach in attaining objective 
when opportunity ari.ses for legislative activity by functional unit representatives. 
!13TION Paul Hageman moved the Board of Directors charge Council on Legislation 
member(s) and/or staff to meet with representatives of Association functional 
units to identify the central thrust for implementing the NYSNA Legislative 
Program. Seconded. Carried. Vote: 9 yes; 3 no. 
In connection with the foregoing motion, Janet Mance emphasized the importance of 
maintaining the distinction between legislative contact and legislative strategy. 
To prevent dilution of effort and resource, formulation of strategy is the function 
of a single unit - the Council on Legislation. 
In connection with the Board's overall concern about lack of interest in and movement 
toward enact::ment of the entry into practice proposal, 
MOTION Kathl.een Nokes moved the Board of Directors establish an ad hoc committee of 
the Board to develop strategies for enacting the entry into practice proposal, 
to report to the Board at its pre-convention meeting. Seconded. Carried 
1manfmously. 
'!be President appointed to the ad hoc committee Cecilia Mulvey·and Kathleen Nokes. 
Ms. Fraley observed that the ad hoc committee's charge is pertinent to planning for 
the Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment Study. 
2) PPi..rnm-y Heal-th Care Le.¢.:31.ation 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to objective #2 of the Council on Legislation's 
proposed 1983 legislative program calling for enactment of legislation that will 
resolve the issue of the legal status of registered professional nurses' providing 
primary health care services and stipulating criteria of the proposal. 
M>TION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors approve for presentation to the 
1982 voting body as a component of the 1983 Legislative Program: 
Enactment of legislation that will resolve the issue of the legal status 
of registered professional nurses providing primary health services. The 
action must: 
a) protect the present scope of practice; 
b) maintain the tradition of a single legal title for the practice of 
professional nursing; 
c) improve consumer access to nursing care services; 
d) preserve control of nursing education within nursing; 
e) ensure that responsibility for nursing practice continues to 
rest with nurses. 
Seconded. 
Board discussion of the objective included: 
a) agreement about the need for a forum on this issue at convention (as suggested by 
the Advisory Council); 
b} agreement that rational~ constructive contribution from all existing viewpoints to 
formulation at convention of a resolution of the issue is essential; 
c) acknowledgement of anticipated reintroduction of a restrictive legislative proposal 
by Assemblymen Siegel and Tallon; 
d) discussion of possible implications of Governor Carey's leaving office; 
e) consideration of Association drafting proposed statutory language; 




consideration of re-establishing the Committee ta Study the Nurse 
Practice Act to examfn~ the issue and propose resolution; 
acknowledgement of need perceived by many concerned individuals 
for clarification by NYSNA of acceptable specificaticn:s of a primary 
health care law. 
President Fraley explained that, while specific plans and strategy could 
be resolved following conveetions it was essential that the Board agree 
now on the criteria of the measure. 
Th.e Board discussed the five criteria set forth by the Council and 
concurred with tha expressions of four of those. In consideratiou of the 
first criteria - "Protect the present scope of practice" - Board members 
f d " •• d II t" and discussed implications o the t.10r s protect an presen 
discussed the criterion's failure to address the evolution of practice. 
Several alteniatives to the statement were weighed.. 
By general consent, the Board agreed that the criterion should stipulate 
that legislation protect the current nature and scope of nursing practice 
and not restrict the evolution of nursing practice. Precise language will 
~formulated and considered again at the pre-convention meeting. 
The President called for votes seriatim on approval (for presentation to 
the voting body) of the remaining cri.t:er;i.a for legislation to resolve the 
legal status of registered professional nurses providing primary health 





criterion ( e) 




Because of questions expressed about criterion {b) concerning certification 
in specialty practice, 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek. moved the Board of Directors reconsider 
criterion (b). Seconded. 
!l>TION Lenora McClean moved the previous question. Seconded. 
'lbe President called for vote on the mtion to reconsider. lost. 
Vote: 5 yes; 5 no. 
However, after further dis~ussion, the Board agreed by general consent 
that precise language be formulated for criterion (b) and considered again 
at the pre-convention meeting. 
Ms. Fraley explained that one or two forums would be conducted at conven-
tion, and fact sheets on the issue would be developed for Board reference 
and for forum attendees. 
Ms. Fraley requested that Cecilia.!iilvey, Juanita Hunter and N. Margaret 
Wineman participate in the forua(s). Council on Legislation members will 
also be present. 
4'1i 
·.. N li 5ll-~V 
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E. Primary Health care Legi,s Zation in other States 
Dr. 'Fielding directed attention to information compiled for tbe Board's reference 
conceming specifications of· enacted primary health care legislation in other 
scates and a letter from Florida Nurses Association regarding Florida's law 
passed in 1975. Dr. Fielding cited high incidence in the south and west of 
passage of restrictive primary health care legislation and the reported 
"frustration" of several other SNAs in dealing progressively with restrictive law. 
tx. NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Dr. Iat1ma directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. Participation by Council on Nursing Education members in ANA Commission on Nursing 
Education poster/rap session at the ANA 1982 Convention; 
B. 12/10/82 program co-sponsored by SONY Downstate and NYSNA - "Use of Clinical 
Facilities for Nursing Education - Bridging the Gap Between Service and Education." 
X. NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. Co-,QiC'{. Z on Nu:t>sing Practice 
Infor:macion obcained by Council concerning: 
1) AHA's regional educational programs on nurse licensure; 
2) citation of hospita1s for non-compliance with the Hospital Code and Education 
Lav in assigning licensed practical nurses to perform venipunctures. 
B. Council on Ethical P:m.atiee 
• 
State Education Depart:IiiE.nt notification of new Professional Discipline Office policy. 
XI. ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
:Ms. Arcuri directed attention to the-written report~ noting: 
A. Convention 
1) Convention schedule and tours information; 
2) Expense reimbursement information; 
3) Exhibit reservations exceeding projection; 
4) Sponsoring by other groups of social functions. 
B. Membemhi,p CaPrpaign 
Ibe membership campaign - originally scheduled to end 1n October 1982 has been 
extended until 12/31/82. 
nr. COHMiffEE OR .FlJW!ICE 
A. Ana.7.ysu RepoI!'t/Cat:tparison un,th Budget 
Treasurer Robert Piemonte directed the Board's attention to the Analysis Report/ 
Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through 7/31/82. noting the report 




·· Piemonte noted in particular: 
I) Dues income remains below projection; 
2) Investment income is considerably above projection~ while subscriptions are 
below because of the recessionary trend; 
3) Administration salaries a1location continues below projection because of 
conservative hiring; 
4) Expense allocated to ANA 1982 delegate subsidy is final (although checks are 
still being issued) and falls below projection; 
5) Total expenses are $300,000 below projection; total income is $500,000 
below projection. 
B. Diatrict 9 Request fo:r Reduaed Convention Fee fol' RN Student.a Sezn.Jing as 
Attendants 
The Treasurer reported the Committee on Finance considered the District's request 
as referred to the Committee by the Board in June 1982. 'Ihe President informed 
the Board the District 9 President corrected the record of the recommendation to 
state the District recommended NYSNA Board consideration of a reduced convention 
fee for RN students only rather than "for members and/or RH students ..... as 
originally recorded. In its consideration, the Cotamittee weighed the possible 
inequitable precedential impact of providing such fee (it would not be equally 
advantageous to RN students throughout the state) versus its value in engendering 
interest in professional activity and membership. 
Dr. Piemonte reported that the Committee requested that staff evaluate the 
first Albany convention and make recommendations foilowing convention, and ask 
the District in turn to share any problems it experiences during convention in 
order to make the evaluation thorough. 
C. Guide lines fol' HonoParia for NYSNA Staff 
Staff reported to the Board in June intent to request bonoraria systematically 
because of increased costs and expenses in meeting engagements. Dr. Piemonte 
directed attention to the draft "Guidelines for Honoraria for NYSHA Staff." 
MOTION Paul Hageman '11¥>ved the Board of Directors approve "Guidelines for 
Honoraria for NYSNA Sta££." Seconded. Carried unaniu,usly. 
D. Update of cowomte Bo'1"Z'OL1i.ng Resolution a:r.d Cemfication (H.r.stezo Cha:PgeJ 
Dr. Piemonte directed the Board's attention to Key Bank's updated corporate 
borrowing resolution and certification enabling the Association to main~n 
Master Charge consumer and merchant arrangements. 
MOTION Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors approve the updated Key 
Bank corporate borrowing resolution and certification. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
9/8/82 ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 
Ms. Fraley referred to the written report of the 9/8/82 Advisory Council meeting noting: 
extensive discussion of primary health care legislation and ANA 198Z House of Delegates 
action; and the Council's suggestion of a forum at HYSNA convention on primary health 
care legislation. 
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XIV. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 1982 CONVENTION 
A.. E'Le.ct:ian Resu.Z.ts 
Ms. Fraley noted these New Yorkers (and former New Yorkers) were elected to 
AMA offices: 
Elaine E. Beletz - Member, Board of Directors 
Juanita L Hunter - Cabinet on Human Rights (also designated acting chairman) 
lldaura !iirillo Rohde - Cabinet on Human Rights 
M. Louise Fitzpat:rick - Cabinet on Nursing Education 
Judith Sullivan - Executive Committee, Division on Co11DDunity Health Nursing 
Practice 
Katherine Donohoe - Nomi.nating Committee, Divisio~ on Medical-Surgical Nursing 
Practice 
B. House of De "Legates Action 
President Fraley reported on the ANA 1982 Convention, June 25-July 1, 1982, •in 
Washington, D.C. Several Board members attended convention, six of whom served 
as delegates. Ms. Fraley stated that communication among delegates was effective 
and constructive. Strong and widespread support for NYSNA positions existed. 
She expressed pride over the contributions of New York delegates and gratifica-
tion over the prevailing spirit of solidarity which characterized the convention. 
Ms. Fraley's overview and Board discussion included: 
1) Resolutions 
a) Cretiantiaz.ing 
There was a significant movement to demand the "Resolution on Establish-
ment of a National Credentialing Center for Nursing" be presented to the 
House to enable serious consideration and debate of the issue of self-
regulation versus a free-standing accreditation system. The ANA Board 
had announced intent to present the measure for information only. Although 
not overwhelmingly so, the resolution passed. The development and activity 
of the Credentialing Center should be monitored. 
b) Prevention of Nu.aZea:r Disastezo 
Ms. Fraley outlined the controversy over the force of the ANA Committee 
on Resolutions• Resolution fl vis-a-vis the obligation by nurses in the 
military to comply with provisions of an "external disaster plan." if 
necessary, as set forth in JCAH Standards (Functional Safety and 
Sanitation, Standard III) and the possi.ble perception of such a plan 
as a plan for nuclear disa6ter. The resolution was amended to meet this 
concern. Ms. Fraley noted such amendment represents a gratifying sensitivity 
and respect by nurses for other nurses' professional rights and obligations. 
c) OtheP Resolutions 
Ms. Fraley summarized other major resolutions enacted. 
2) AHA Structure 
Ms. Fraley stated she and Dr. Welch found the cooperation among SNAs extremely 
gratifying in the effort toward passage of bylaws amendments designed to 
implement a 111)di£ied federation as the ANA organizational structure, as 
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introduced ·.by NYSNA and -Washington State Nurses Association. The lllOd.i.fied 
federation proposal was passed as a bylaw revision by the House with 
amendments ta meet some criticism and essential. elements preserved. 
The modified federation will: provide strong linkages between and among 
ANA, its constituent SNAs and their constituents; enhance ANA's legitimate 
role as tbe national nursing organization; enable greater participation by 
nurses throughout the country in organizational activities; provide 1110re 
cost-effective organizational mechanisms than those fome:rly in effect. 
The Association is awaiting receipt of ANA materials on the transition,. which 
will be disseminated to the Board ns soon as possible. 
Although support was widespread, some SNAs expressed opposition and apprehension 
about the transitional and long-term. effects of the federation on SNAs. The 
Association is in collllllUnication with those states in an effort to assist thE:111. 
Dr. Welch has been appointed to ANA's Ad Hoc Committee to Develop Guidelines for 
SNA Bylaws which wi.11 begin meetings in November. Reports of the September ANA 
Board meeting reflect firm commitment to the federation and successful transition. 
Advisory Council representatives' concerns about implication'- of the federa-
tio~ and transition for district bylaws were met by assurance no immediate 
changes were necessary. An Advisory Council meeting devoted exclusively to 
consideration of bylaws will be conducted within the next few months. The 
Board acknowledged district:' 3utonomy and corporate rights in connection 
with bylaws and the federation. 
In connection with allegations that the modified federation will hinder 
participation in organizational affairs by groups and individuals represen-
ting minorities, the Board acknowledged the new structure will allow evolution 
of mechanisms for representation of interests of all nurses within it. For 
example, the federation will afford more effective utilization of the 
participatory mechanism of holding national office. 
The Board will-discuss transition at its pre-convention meeting in prepara-
tion for inquiries by the voting body. 
C. New York Nurses ' lJonation to N-CAP 
Ann Gothler reported that at the N-CAP auction, delegates and others from New York 
had raised a substantial contribution in an effort to purchase a first edition of 
norence Nightingale's Notes at auction to donate the work to the Center for 
Nursing Library. This group lost the bid, but subsequently donated th,;: contribu-
tion to N-CAP in the names of Susan J. Fraley, Cecilia F. KJ.lvey, cathryne A. 
Yelch and NYSNA Staff. · Susan Talbott bas informed the Association of the purchase 
of other library items with a portion of the monies contributed. The Board's 
appreciation will be conveyed to this group. 
D. BoCD.'d Corrrnendation of &esident Fra.l,ey 
Following discussion of the foregoing ANA matters, by acclamation the Board of 
Directors expressed appreciation and respect for the leadership President Fraley 
offered in preparation for and conduct of ANA Bouse of Delegate business. 
XV. POLICY RE SALE OF MAILING LABELS 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the draft "Policy re Sa.le of Ma:JUng Labels" and its 
recomaendation that the Board of Directors authorize sale of Association u.iling labels 
to candidates in local,. state and federal elections and to agents and supporters of 
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candi.dates. 1he statement was prepared in response to several recent requests 
for 11&f)fng labels by supporters of candidates for government office. Interpretation 
of existing Board policy bas excluded sale of labels to candidates for political 
office or their agents on the basis that such sale might be interpreted as Associa-
tion participation in partisan politics. Dr. Fielding cited the Board's repeated 
support and encouragement of nurses' participation as informed citizens in political 
activities, and emphasized sale of labels would not constitute candidacy endorsement. 
In response to concerns about members' right of privacy and potential abuse of the 
service, Ms. Leach pointed out membership lists would not be issued. Ms. Leach also 
explained these sales would not constitute large revenue sources. The Board identified 
the alternative of mailing materials on the purchaser's behalf through NYSNA' s mailing-
house to prevent abuse. In addition, it was suggested the membership be given the 
opportunity to decide whether or not sale should be authorized. In.the course of 
deliberation, 
H'JTION · Hobert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors authorize sale of Association 
mailing labels to candidates in local, state and federal elections and to 
agents and supporters of such candidates. Seconded. !btion withdrawn. 
'Ihe Board decided by general consent to present this recommendation to the voting 
body for consideration and determination. 
XVI. MODIFICATION OF NOMINEES' POSITION STATEMENTS 
'Ihe President directed attention to the proposed new requirements for content of 
position statement of candidates for NYSNA office, developed in compliance with June 
Board action. The requirement calls for inclusion of · ''what you believe the key 
issues are for nursing and what your position is on these issues." The Board 
acknowledged existing criticism over statements' fail~re to relate informatively to 
the office being sought by the candidate. 
H>TION Hobert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors approve the requirement that 
the NYSNA nominee statement include the nominee's identification of key 
nursing issues and position on these issues. Seconded. 
Following brief discussion, the Board by general consent concurred that the motion 
should be revised to include the nominee's statement of qualifications for the posi-
tion sought. 
The motion as revised carried unanimously. 
XVII. 9/14/82 NIN YORK TIMES ARTICLE "PLANS TO REVISE HOSPITAL RULES STUDIED BY U.S." 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to the article which outlines proposed relaxation of 
hospital standards and stated a letter.would be forwarded to the President which 
reflects· repeated Association policy with respect to maximum precaution for 
patient protection. 
XVIII. APPOINTMENTS TO ANA UNITS 
Ms. Fraley called the Board's attention to ANA's 9/10/82 memoEendum requesting 
nominations by 10/22/82 to the ANA Committee on Committees for ANA Board considera- , 
tion of appointments to committees and cabinets. The Board determined to submit these :i 
individuals' names to ANA for consideration: 
.American Joumal of Nursing Company Board of Directors - Paul T. Hageman 
Coaaittee on Bylaws - Louise Hazeltine, M. Elaine-Wittmann 
Coaittee on Ethics - Sister Marie Celeste Allen 
.. --._::·_-·:.::"'.•-•... '..-









Honorary Awards Committee - Laura L. Simms 
Pearl Mciver Public Health Nurse Award Committee - lbetis M. Group 
Mary Mahoney Award Committee - Leota Brown 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice - Karen A. Ballard 
Cabinet on Nursing Research - Marilyn Oberst 
C.!lbinet on Nursing Services - Claire Murray 
OTHER ITEMS 
A. State Conversions of PsyahiatPia CentePs to Prison Facitit;ies 
Ms. Fraley read to the Board her 9/3/82 letter to Govemor Carey requesting 
information about conversions of psychiatric centers to prison facilities 
written in compliance with June Board action. 
B. National Nu.Jtses' Day. 5/8/83 
Ms. Fraley announced the official designation of S/6/83 as National Nurses' Day. 
She informed the Board that the Advisory Council considered use of the day to 
educate the public and nurses not active in organizational affai.rs. 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
The next Board meeting will be held on Monday, October 25, at 12:00 noon at the 
Albany Hilton Hotel (pre-convention meeting). 
ADJOURNMENT 
The President adjourned the meeting at 5:00 PM. 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES -ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
September 21, 1984 
# 2 C 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER.: 
At;tendance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-
Ellen M. Bums, President-elect 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent: Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
C&thryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Pielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director,. Adndn:fstration· 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Associate to the Executive Director 
Patricia M. Areno, Director, Organ:ization Services 
Frances Feldsine, Director,. Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Jayce L. Freyer, Nursing Representative, Economic and General 
Welfare Program 
.Josephine T,al :1JM, Director, Nursing F.ducation Program 
Madeline A. Laraia, Associate Director,. Nursing Practice and 
Services Program 
.Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Commmicatioos and Publications 
Cbriatine Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Prograa 
Barbara L. VanNortwick, Director, L:lbrary 
Wendy· H. Burbank, .Adm:lo1strative Assistant 
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II. .APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY PRO TEMPORE 
President-elect Ellen M. Burns accepted the request to serve as secretary 
pro tempore in the absence of the Secretary. 
III• HlNUT.ES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS IN EXECUTIVE SESSION (This discussion 
took place in Executive Session.) 
A. 6/7/84 EJ:eautive Session 
MOTION 'William Greiner moved the Board of Directors approve as amended 
the minutes of the 6/7/84 Executive Session of the Board. 
Seconded. Carried. Vote: 7 aye; l abstention. 
B. 6/11/84 E:r:e<m.tive Session 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve as amended the 
minutes of the 6/11/84 Executive Session of the Board. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
C. 7/9/84 EJ:eautive Session 
IDTION BonniePerratto moved the Board of Directors approve as amended 
the minutes of the 7/9/84 Executive Session of the Board. 
Seconded, Carried. Vote: 7 aye; 1 abstention. 
D. 8/9/84 E:r:ecutive Session 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve as amended the 
minutes of the 8/9/84 Executive Session of the Board. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
E. 8/13/84 EJ:eautive Session 
H>TION N. Margaret Wineman moved the Board of Directors approve as 
amended the minutes of the 8/13/84 Executive Session of the 
Board. Seconded. carried unanimously. 
F. Pe lephone Confer-ence Ca'LZ Minutes 
H>TION N. Margaret Wineman moved that minutes be prepared to record 
action taken in telephone conference calls subsequent to · 
June 7, 1984. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
IV. DEFERRAL OF AGENDA ITEMS . 
President Hulvey explained that agenda items 23 and 24 (Consideration of 
Remuneration for Services of NYSNA President; Consideration of Geographic 
Apportionment System, ?."YSNA Delegates to ANA House of Delegates) had 
initially been placed on the agenda at the request of Vice President 
Juanita Bunter. They would therefore be deferred• until the October 







V. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
A. staff Mattel's 
VI. 
Dr. Welch announced the following: 
I) Appointments 
a) Madeline A. Laraia, Associate Director, Nursing Practice 
and Services Program, effective Ju1y 23s 1984; 
b) Joyce Freyer, Nursing Representative, Region II, Econ\)lllfc 
and General Welfare Program, effective July 30, 1984; 
c) Regina R. ,Quattrochi, Labor Relations Representative, 
Economic ~nd General Welfare Program, effective July 23, 
1984. 
2) Resignations 
a) Patricia M. Areno, Director, Organization Services, 
effective November I, 1984; 
b) Lourae M. Depew, Assistant Manager, Data Processing 
Department, effective September 21, 1984; 
c) Betty Palega, Nursing Representative, Economic and 
Geperal Welfare Program, effective September 14, 1984. 
B. Corrmunications/PubZiaations and Public Relations 
Mrs. Sheridan directed attention to the wri.tten report and noted 
positive response to image campaign materials including airing 
in various parts of the state of TVpublic:service announcements 
(PSAs). 
MEMBERSHIP 
Ms. Leach directed attention to month-end membership figures for May, 
June, July and August 1984. Total membership for August was 29,612, 
a gain of 10 over July 1984 and a gain of 785 over August 1983. 
The Board noted enrollment continues to increase follow.ing t:he 
~/1/84 dues increase. 
VII. PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
A. /hatsing Needs and ReBOUl'Ces Assessment 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to: 
1) Action Plan and Evaluation portions of the final Hursing·!feeds. and 
Besources Assessment Report:mailedt:o Board aabers prior t:o the 
meeting-(these portions are contained in #2 below); 
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2) Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment Report; 
3) Assignments and Schedule for Implementation of Action Plan 
(internal working document). 
The Board noted the convention forum scheduled for discussion of the 
Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment would provide an opportunity 
for additional refinement of the Action Plan before its presentation 
to the Voting Body. 
Following discussion, 
K>TION Rita Reis Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment Action Plan for presen-
tation to and discµssion at the Membership Forum to be held 
during the 1984 convention prior to voting body action on 
the Assessment Report. (Final editing would be based on 
forum discussion.) Seconded. carried unanimously. 
The Report will be forwarded to workshop participants, council and 
committee members, officers of clinical practice and functional units 
and presidents and executive directors of NYSNA constituent district 
nurses associations during the week of 9/24/84 to assist these 
individuals' informed participation in the Convention Forum. 
B. Corm.ciZ on NUPsing Research 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written rpeort. 
C. Libraz,y 
Ms. Van Nortwick directed attention to the written report, noting 
passage in the Legislature of the 1984 Library Omnibus Bill, which 
would make available 13.3 million dollars in funding to 
libraries in the state. 
VIII. ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROGRAM 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. Status and implications for all SNA bargaining units of the.progress of 
the South Nassau NLRB case. 
B. Pending elections for decertification of District 1199 at three 
hospitals and of a single-facility labor organization at another. 
IX. LEGISLATIVE · PROGRAM 
A. PMposed 1986 Legislative Pzoogz,am 
Ms. Mance directed attention to the written report, presenting the 
Council on Legislation's rec011111endations and related·rationale for 
the 1985 Legislative Program. 
The Board concurred with the Council's recommendations and their 
radon.ales. Following discussion, 
4~ 
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MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors approve for.presentation 
to the 1984 Voting Body the following provisions as the components of 
the 1985 NYS?lA Legislative Program: 
-Enactment of Entry Into Practice legislation. 
' 
-Enactment of legislation to provide for third party reimbursement for 
non-institutional nursing services. 
-Repeal of the exemption clause of the Nurse Pract:i!'!e Act: which allows 
unlicensed personnel within the Department of Mental Health to practice 
professional and practical nursing. 
-Enactment of non-legislative measures that will affirm registered 
professional nu~ses' authority to provide primary health care services 
and preserve the profession's authority to identify specialty practice, 
titles and credentials through certification and other self-
regulatory activities. 
The action must: 
preserve the integrity of the Nurse Practice Act, 
protect the scope of practice of all nurses, 
maintain the tradition of a single legal title for the pra:::tice 
of professional nursing~ 
improve consumer access to nursing care services~ 
preserve control of nursing education within nursing, 
insure that responsibility for nursing practice continues to 
rest with nurses, 
provide for the continuing evolution of nursing. 
-Enactment of legislation which would provide financial support to RNs 
· seeking the BSN,.and to LPNs seeking professional nursing education. 
-Protection of the consumer's right to quality nursing care and 
protection of the nurse's legal responsibility for the delegation of 
appropriate nursing care functions and ultimate responsibility for 
nursing care plan through monitoring and influencing legislative 
measures to improve and control the preparation and regulation of 
non-licensed nursing personnel. 
-Protection of the Nurse Practice Act from inappropriate revision or 
amendment.· 
-Continuation of efforts to monitor and influence state. local and 
federal legislative proposals affecting health care issues. public 
advocacy, equal rights and the nursing profession. 
Seconded. Carried 1ma»imously. 
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~. Gubemat;m,,i,a'l, Veto of 1!him PaPty Reinina-sement BiU. 
The Board :noted vit:h grave concern the unexpected August 6, 1984 
veto by Governor Cuomo of S.2247-A, th~ Association's bill providing 
third party reimbursement for non-institutional nursing services. 
Board discussion of the vet:o included: 
1. The Governor's failure to cmrvey to the Association or legislat:ive 
sponsors the objections expressed in the veto message in the course of 
meetings with bis staff about the measure during the legislative session; 
2. The veto in the light of overwhelming Senate and Assembly approval 
of the bill; 
3. Inappropriateness of the veto message's indication that reimbursable 
nursing services should be enumerated; 
4. Unsoundness of the specific objections to the measure cited in the 
message. 
Dr. Welch reported Association representatives were scheduled to meet 
on 9/24/84 with the Governor's Deputy Secretary for Health end Human 
Services and his counsel to discuss the Governor's reservations about 
the bill. 
The Board noted several individuals and groups, including .ANA, have 
communicated to the Governor their dismay over his decision. 
c. 9/19/84 Board. of Regents Legislative Confe1'ence 
President-elect Ellen Burns directed attention to the Association's 
written statement delivered to ·the Board of Regents Legislative 
Conference. Ms. Burns noted several professional organi:ations' 
testimonies to the Board reflected their members were experiencing 
difficulties involving restriction or misinterpretation of appropriate 
and lawful scopes of practice. 
D. Pmposed Reguiation of Psychot1ierapy Pztactitionex>s 
Dr. Fielding reported on the 8/6/84 meeting concerning the State 
Education Department's proposal for legal recognition of psychotherapy 
practitioners. The meeting was attended by Dr. Fielidng and Madeline 
Laraia, Associate Director• Nursing Practice and Services Program. 
The Department's proposal and a proposal formulated by Mark Alan Siegel, 
Chair, Assembly Higher Education Commi:ttee, have been forwarded to the 
officers of the Psychi.atric Mental Health Nursing Clinical Practice Unit, 





E. 7/11/84 and 9/17/84 Meeting of NISIIA-SED Re:pesentatiws zae "&inm;f 
Heatth Care 
President Mulvey and Dr. Welch reported these meetings were 
characterized by agreement and cohesiveness on.the appropriateness 
and legality of regi.stered professional nurse provision of primary . 
health care services. State Education Department legal. counsel,. 
whose interpretation of the nurse pract:ice act with respect to authorized 
scope of practice has been restrictive, exp~essed 
desire for cooperation in resolution of the untenable constraints 
placed on the practices of registered professional nurses by the 
Department of Health's issuance of citations. Further collllDWlication on 
this matt.er is expected. 
X. NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
XI. 
Dr. LaLima directed attention to the written report, noting: 
Counei"l on Nw-sing Educat-ion 
Board of Regents' authorization of baccalaureate and associate 
degree nursing programs; 
- Sixth annual SUNY Conference on Nursing F.ducation; 
- Association testimony to Board of Regents re Regents Tentative 
· Statewide Plan for the Development of Post Secondary Education 
in New York State, 1984, presented by Council on Nursing Educa-
tion Chair. 
The Board noted dis.:.:::~:inuation because of attrition of a baccalaureate 
degree program of questionable soundness of curtj.culum design and control 
and establishment of a baccalaureate degree program by university-hospital 
collaboration. 
NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
Ms. Feldsine directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. 
B. 
Assoaiates and Assistants Nursi 
- success of 9/19/84 program on "Organizing, Financing and Delivery of 
Health Care in New York State." 
Funetionat Unit of mmary C02'e Practitumers 
- ,continuing review of Hospital Code revisions. 
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XII. ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
XIII. 
A. 1985 NYSNA Convention 
Ms. Areno directed attention to the written report and noted: 
1. Approximately 300 individuals have registered for Convention 
to date. 
2. Association and Albany Hilton Hotel staff have met extensively 
to prevent recurrence of the personnel and service problems 
which prompted widespread dissatisfaction among 1983 convention 
registrants. 
B. 1986 NYSNA Convention Site 
The Board noted that no site has been reserved for the 1986 NYSNA 
Convention. Staff was requested to conduct a preliminary information-
gathering investigation of possible convention sites to be considered 
in conjunction with consideration of holding the Convention at the 
Albany Hilton again. The Board noted staff's ability to maintain 
staff support and control hotel services afforded by holding the 
convention in Albany. 
COMMI'lTEE ON FINANCE 
A. Analysis Report/Corrrpqrison. unth Budget 
Treasurer Clare Rose directed the Board's attention to the Analysis 
Report/Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through 7/31/84 
noting the report is subject to year-end audit and requesting copies 
of it be returned at the close of discussion. 
The Board reviewed the total budget, noting wi.th great satisfaction a 
total income of $544,781, exceeding projection by more than $128,000 
~d placing the Association in a financially stable situation. 
B. Pzoor,osed Revisions to 8/1/84-? /31/85 Budaet 
The Treasurer reported to the Board that, in light of the amount of 
income over expenses with which the Association ended its last fiscal 
year, the Committee made the following recommendations to the Board for 
revision of the 8/1/84-7/31/85 Budget: 
1. Increase of the maximum daily meal allowance for members of organiza-
tional unics and staff to $25.00 (including tax and gratuity) effective 
10/1/84 -
Board discussion of the recommendation included acknowledgement that 
even the $5.00 increase would not bring the allowance to a rate 
commensurate with meal costs in many areas of the state. Some Board 
members stated the view that a $25.00 ·· reimbursement rate is 
insufficient. Others suggested the rate should be increased with 
caution in light of past unanticipated demands upon Association 
resources,, and urged that consideration of an increase 2reater than 






MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Comniittee on Finance's recommendation to increase the 
maximum daily meal allowance for organizational unit 
meooe.rs and staff to $25.00 (including tax and 
gratuity) effective 10/1/84. Seconded. 
MOTION William Greiner moved the foregoing motion be amended 
by striking "$25.00" and substituting "$30.00." Seconded. 
The amendment carried by a vote of: 5 yes; 3 no. 
The main motion as amended carried by a vote of: 6 yes; 2 no. 
Continuation of practice of providing for attendance by 
President and Executive Director of International Council of 
Nurse.s meetings for attendance of the 18th Quadr.lenn:fal Congress 
in Tel Avivin June 1985 - The Treasurer explained the Association 
has traditionally done this. Precise cost estimates are not yet 
available but it is anticipated the minimum expense would be $3,000. 
MOTION Clere Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
on Fin~nc~'s recomiendation to allocate a t!rl.nL"'U!!! of $3,,000 
for attendance by the President and Executive Director of the 
18th Ouadriennial Con~ess of the International Council of 
Nurses. Seconded. carried unanimously. 
Allocation of an additional $10,000 to the Nursing Needs and 
Resources Assessment ·budget to provide for implementation of 
the action plan as approved by the 1984 voting body -
IDTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Committee on Finance's recommendation to allocate an 
an additional $10,000 to the Nursing Needs and Resources 
Assessment !984-85 budget to provide for implementation 
of the action plan as approved by the 1984 voting body. 
Seconded. carried unanimously. 
Allocation of an additional $25,000 to the Legislative Program 
budget to provide for more vigorous legislative activity 
(providing specifically for: a breakfast 111eeting at Convention of 
NYSNA Council on Legislation and DNA Legislative Committee Chairmen,, 
a post convention workshop to develop legislacive strategy and 
supplemental staff resources) -
The Board concurred with the need for intensified legislative effort, 
and noted the recommended allocation may not be sufficient for 
such need. 
MJTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Committee on Finance's recommendation to allocate an 
additional $25,000 to the 1984-85 Legislative Program 
budget to provide for more ~!~rous legislative 
activity, providing specific y for a breakfast meeting at 
.Convention for NYSNA Council. on Legislation members and DNA 
Legislative Committee Chairmen, a post convention workshop to 
develop legislative strategy and supplemental. staff resources. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
·'I 













XIV. COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
Dr. Fielding reported the Department of Health and Ruman Services has 
denied the Committee's proposal for funding of a Survey of the Capacity 
of Schools of Nursing to Retain and Graduate Students from Disadvantaged 
Backgrounds. 
XV. TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL I SH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN THE PROFE~SION OF · NURSING 
Si.ster Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the.written report and 
the Task Force's 11Concepts of Peer Assistance" which was developed to ' 
help nurses assist peers with problems of alcoholism and substance 
abuse. 
XVI. AWARDS COMMITI'EE 
Director at Large and member of the 1984 Awards Committee Maggie Jacobs 
directed attention to the written report. Board review and action on the 
report were conducted in Executive Session. Subsequently, Ms. Jacobs 
reported the Board had approved Committee recommendations to confer NYSNA 
awards on these members, respectively: 
Nursing Practice Award 
Nursing Service Administration 
Award 
Nursing Education ~ward 




Karen A. Ballard 
Sylvia Barker 
Loretta C. Ford 
Josephine Bolus 
Linda Goropeuschek 
Beatrice M. Latremore 
Ms. Jacobs also reported the Board concurred with respect to future 
Comaittees' de1iberations: 
1. Any vacancy in the Committee's membership should be filled prior to 
its meeting to consider awards; 
2. Committee deliberations should.take place in meeting (as opposed to 
by telephone conference call); 
3. 'l'he Committee's meeting to determine awards conferral should be held 
earlier than Sept.ember of the year. 
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XVII 7/9/84 MEETING OF MSSNY AND NYSNA REPRESENTATIVES 
President Mulvey reported that discussion was productive in the July meeting 
of MSSNY and NYSNA representatives, and reported repres'eut.atives of the · 
two organizations were scheduled to meet again on October 1. 1984. 
XVIII. ANA 1984 HOUSE OF DEI.EGATE ACTION 
President Mulvey reported briefly on significant ANA 1984 Bouse of Delegate 
action, including reduction of the size of the House of Delegates to 
615 members effective in 1986. The Association supported reducti.ou of 
the size of the House at the 1982 ANA Convention. 
XIX. ANA 9/84 BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTION 
Ms. Mulvey and Dr. Welch reported on significant ANA 9/84 Board of ·Directors 
action. The report will be continued at the pre-convention meeting. 
A. ANA Board of Direc1:0I'B , EndoztBB111en1; of MondaZe/Feri-a.M'O Ti.cke.1; 
The Board noted with grave concern the ANA Board of Directors' 
decision to endorse the Mondale/Ferrarro presidential ticket. 
Board discussion of the action included its cl.ear violation of: 
1. The very nature and purposes of the organization; 
2. 1984 House of Delegates' mandate to the Board to develop a recommended 
process for House of Delegate con3ideration through which national 
endorsemenr!s would be recommended; 
3. The roles and responsibilities of ANA vis-a-vis those of 
N-CAP. 
The Board noted some NYSNA members and SNAs have expressed strong 
disaent over·the endorsement. 




:B. Center for- Cl'edentiaZ:ing 
The Board noted the ANA Board has deferred consideration of a free-
standing Center for Credentialing pending staff review and analysis 
of the feasibility of continuing an internal credentialing operation. 
NYSNA has opposed the 1980 proposal of establishment of a fre~ 
standing credentialing operation as an abdication of .ANA's standard-
settinf; rights and responsibilities. 
XX. SUGGESTED NOMINATIONS FOR.ANA. OFFICES 
President Hulvey directed attention to the written reports providing current 
membership in ANA units and NYSNA members suggested for nominations by 
various ANA units. The NYSNA Board was requested to suggest nominees to JiNA • 
offices, positions and units, and/or to endorse those nominees being submitted. 
Following discussion, the Board took the following actions: 
A. Board of Directors 
HJl'ION Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA members 
Elaine E. Beletz, Jacqueline Bose Hott, Juanita Hunter and 
Udaura Murillo-Bohde for submission to the ANA Nominating 
Committee as suggested nominees for election in i985 to.the ANA 
Board of Directors as directors at large. Seconded. Carried 
1.Dl8IUJIIC!US1Y. 
B. cabinet on Eaorzornic and Gene:ml fleZ[azte 
It was.noted cabinet member Jessie M. Colin is not eligible for 
reelection to the cabinet. However• she is eligible for appoint-
ment to the Cabinet. 
ll)TION Maggie Jacobs moved the Board of Directors recommend the 
appointment of present Cabinet member Jessie M. Colin 
t:o the Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
!IJTION Maggie Jacobs moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
members Margaret ·Evelyn and Ruth Korn for submission to 
the ANA Nominating Committee as suggested nominees 
election in 1985 to the Cabinet on Economic and General 
Welfare. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
c. Cabi,net on IluJ11a:n Rights 
HlTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directore endorse NYSNA 
Vice President and Chair of ANA's Cabinet ~n Buman Rights 
Juanita K. Hunter for submission to the ANA Nominating Committee 
as a suggested nominee for reelection in 1985 to the cabinet .. on 
Human Rights. Seconded. Carried unanimously. · 
; , .. -
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D. Cabinet on NUPsing Pmotice 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
member Carol Ann Mitchell for submission to the ANA Nominating 
Committee as a suggested nominee for election in 1985 to the 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
E. Cabinet on NUPsing Resea;r,eh 
MOTION Joanne Byrnes moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
members Diane Elliott and Jean Johnson for submission to the 
ANA Nominating Committee as suggested nominees for election 
in 1985 to the Cabinet on Nursing Research. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
F. Cabinet on Nu?>sing Sewices 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
members Claire Murray and Margaret Sovie for submission to 
the ANA Nominating Committee as suggested nominees for 
election in 1985 to the Cabinet on Nursing Services. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
G. ANA Nomina.ting Cormrit;tee 
MJTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
members Beverly Bonaparte, Barbara Holder and Marlene R. 
Ventura for submission to the ANA Nominating Committee as 
suggested nominees for election in 1985 to the Nominating 
Committee. Seconded. Carried nnan1mously. 
H. Cabinet on Nursing· Edu.cation 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA member 
Carrie Lenburg for submission to the ANA Nominating 
Committee as a suggested nominee for election in !985 to 
the Cabinet on Nursing Education. Seconded. Lost. 
Vote: 1 yes; 6 no. 
MOTION Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors endorse NYSNA 
members Margaret Sovie and M. Louise Fitzpatrick for submission 
to the ANA Nominating Committee as suggested nominees for 
election in 1985 to the Cabinet on Nursing Education. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
XXI. RATIFICATION OF REFERENDUM VOTE ON ENDORSEMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA NURSES 
ASSOCIATION SUGGESTED APPOINTEE TO ANA COMMITrEE ON Bn.AWS 
M>TION William F. Greiner moved the Board of Directors ratify its 
referendum vote to endorse Joan Large, Ed.D •• R.N., as a suggested 
appointee to the ANA Committee on Bylaws, as submitted by the 
Pennsylvania Nurses Association. Seconded. Carrl.ed unanimmJ.Gly. 
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XXII. NYSNA BONOBARY RECOGNITION 
· President Hulvey requested the Board .consider NYSNA ·1984···Honorary 
Recogni.tion. · · 
Following discussion, 
HJTION .Joanne Byrnes moved the Board of Directors reco11111end to the 1984 
voting body conferral of Honorary Recognition upon Ida O. 
Benderson. Seconded. Carriedunanimously. 
HJTION Joanne Byrnes 1110Ved the Board of Directors recommend to the 1984 
voting body·conferral of Honorary Recognition upon Evelyn M. 
Peck. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
XXIII. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
'lhe pre-convention meeting will be held on Monday, October 15,. 1984, at 
12:00 noon at the Albany Hilton Hotel. 
XXIV. ADJODRNMEN'I 
'lhe President adjourned the meeti.J:lg at 4:45 PM. 
EllenM. Burns, Secretary Pro Tempore 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MIN0TEs OF MEETING OF BOA.RD OF DIRECTORS 
l'he·Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, Ne.w York 
April 5-6, 1984, 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mul.vey, President 
I. CALL TO ORDER: l1 :30 AM 
A~ter.:it::nce 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
Ellen M. Burns, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Maggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
Jean Sweeney-Dunn, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent Joanne Byrnes, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Cath:ryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Associate to the E::ecutive Director 
Patricia M. Arena, Director, Organization Services 
!'.'ranees Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Warren G. Hawkes, Associate Librarian 
i<at:hleen Hoover~ Director, Legislative Program 
Josephine LaLima., Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Joanne Reilly, Nursing Representative, Economic and General 
Welfare Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
Christine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program 
Elizabeth M. White, Nursing Representative, Econocrl.c and General 
Welfare Program 
Barbara Zittel, Associate Director, Nursing Education Program 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant 
Guest 
~ginia O. Allen, Executive Secretary, State Board for Nursing 
Observers 
' iiinarlene. Gifford, Student Intern, ~-YSNA Legislative Program 
~. Jane Schlick, Member, NYSNA Committee on Finance 
""Present for portion of 4/5 session only 
'lhtpresent for 4/5 session only 
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II. INTRODUcrIONS 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President Mulvey welcomed: Director at Large 
.Jean Sweeney-Dunn, appointed to the Board at the January 20s 1984 meeting; and 
meeting observers Darlene Gifford and L. Jane Schlick (see attendance). Board and 
staff members exchanged introductions. 
III. MINUTES OF 1/20/84 MEETING 
!IJTION Martha Orr moved acceptance of the minutes of the January 20, 1984 meeting. 
SecOD.ded. Carried unanimously. 
IV. AGENDA 
President Mulvey announced: agenda. items 14, 15 and 18 would be discussed on 
4/6/84; di.scussion with State Board for Nursing Executive Secretary Virginia O. 
Allen would take place at 4:00 PM on 4/5/84. 
V. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
A. Annmm.cements 
Dr. Welch announced the following: 
1.. Financial Management Consultant William J. Odendahl, Jr., was hospitalized 
on March 20, 1984, and remained in the hospital for approximately ten · 
days. 
2. New Association membership jeTNelry is available; Board members were 
presented with the Association pin. 
B. Ccrrtrrunications/PubZ.iaations and Pubtic: ReZations 
Mrs. Sheridan directed attention to the written report, noting: 
1. Implementation and components of 5/84-5/85 Image Campaign; 
2. Association assistance in plans for: an article on overlapping roles 
in health care to be published in U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT; and a 
series on chemical dependency in the health professions by a New 
York City TV station. 
In connection with discussion of the image of the profession in the media, 
several Board members expressed serious concern over current prevalent 
detrimental characterizations of professional issues and problems in the 
media~ • 
c. Selected Liaison Aetivi.ty 
Dr. Ve1ch directed attention to the written report. 
VI. MEMBEltSBIP 
Ms. Leach referred to 1110llth-endmembership figures for January and February 1984 
noting 2/29/84 enrol.11aent of 29,090 - an increase of 1,456 over February 1983 and 
a decrease of 82 compared with January 1984. The Board noted the decrease in 
enrollment from January to February is significantly lower than past decreases 
which immediately followed increases in dues. 
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V. PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
A. Council on Nia-sing Resea:roh 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report. 
B. Nuzosing Needs and Resources Assessment 
Dr. Fielding reported on: progress of Association units~ woxk. on formul.ati01! 
of the plan of action; and the schedule for the April. 25-26, 1984 second 
invitational workshop. 
c. LibMPY 
Mr. Hawkes directed attention to the written report. 
VI. ECONOMIC AND GENERAL YELFARE PROGRAM 
Ms. Hoover directed attention to the written report. The Board noted: 
A. Conduct of 4/6-7/84 Spring Seminar for CNP leaders at the Center for Nursing. 
B. Impact vis-a-vis North Shore University Hospita1 case of U.S. Court: of 
Appeals 1/16/84 ruling that Alabama State Nurses Association, whose practices 
were alleged to be "supervisocy dominated," is an appropriate collective 
bargaining representative for the registered nurses ac the Walker County 
Medical Center. 
C. Procurement by Association on behalf of nurses employed by Onondaga County 
of show cause order in case involving payroll changes causing loss of money 
to members. 
D. Ending on 1/31/84 of open period for filing petition for decertification of 
the Association as collective bargaining representative of nurses employed 
by the Health and Hospitals Corporation and City of New York with no petition. 
filed - preparation is in progress for 1984 contract negotiations. 
VII. LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
A. 1984 NYSNA Legis tative Program 
Ms. Mance directed attention to the written report, noting: 
I. Approval by Assembly Insurance Committee and referral to Ways and Means 
Committee and pending status on Senate calendar of Third Party Reimburse-
ment Bill • 
2. Conduct of district nurses associations' Lobby Days. 
B. 3/21/84 Meetin B12tr.Jeen Re resent:ativea a NYSNA and the Coalition o .. 
Orgam,ze Nta>se Proct1,tumer Associations of NBlv York State 
Ms. Mulvey reported Association and Coalition representatives met at the 
Coalition's request on March 21~ 1984 to review a bill draft forwarded to 
the Association on March 15 by Coalition legal counse1. The meeting was 
attended by President Mulvey~ President-elect Burns, Ingrid PearSOl\, Cbair-!-
man of NYSNA's Functional Unit of Pr:l:mary Care Practitioners, Dr. Welch, 
Dr. Fieldin2 and Ms. Feldsine. . 
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lhe draft reflects no substantive change from former Coalition positions; 
in addi.tion, certain of its elements are more restrictive of nursing practice 
than previous proposals. Association representatives informed Coalition 
representatives that the Association could not support it. ~soci~tion 
representatives reiterated willingness to maintain communication with the 
organization about resolution of the issue of registered professional 
nurse P.rovisiou of primary health care services. 
c. J/22/84 Workshop "Removing 0bsta.a7.es to Independent Nursing Proatice" 
President Mulvey reported the workshop was extremely successful. It 
featured presentations by: one of the two Missouri nurses alleged to have 
been engaged in the unauthorized practice of medicine by a circuit court 
but found by the Missouri Supreme Court to be practicing ~ithin the 
provisions of the state's Nursing Practice Act; the administrator of the 
facility which employed the nurses; and their attorney. 
The Board noted the presenters informed workshop participants that - bad 
the Missouri Act included restrictive provision for specialized or 
advanced practice - it is very unlikely appropriate resolution of the 
case could have been achieved. 
D. 3/9-11/84 ANA Strategy Workshop on Nurse Practitioner Issues 
Ks. Feldsine reported the majority of.participants in this workshop - "nurse 
practitioners" from throughout the country - agreed that inclusion in t~e 
state nurse practice act of provision for specialized or advanced practice 
exposes all registered professional nurses practicing in the state to 
inappropriate legal challenge. 
VIII. STATUS OF DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS (EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
The Board reviewed the status of and current activities in relation to two 
pending disciplinary hearings and a legal action to dismiss discipline imposed 
in a third proceeding. · 
IX. EXECOtlVE COMMitTEE MEETil,GS, 1/25/84 AND 2/4/84 (EXECUTIVE SESSION) 
President Mulvey reported on the deliberations and actions regarding the 
Executive Director selection process at the Executive Committee's 1/25 and 
2/4/84 meetings. 
X. NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Dr. I-aJ.ima directed attention to the written report, noting: 
Council. on Nur>sing Education 
1. Board of Regents authorization of Interfaith Medical Center School of 
Nursing to.establish an associate in applied science degree program 
brings the number of fomer hospital diploma programs granting the 
associate degree to six ed the number of AD programs in the state to 




· The Council has requested to · meet formally with the New York State 
Associate Degree Nursing Council concerning a poss~~le diminution in 
the Council's heretofore active opposition to the !::ntry Into Practice 
Proposal. 
The report contains a typographical error on page 2, paragraph 1, line 3: 
substitute "evolution" for "evaluation." 
n. ?-."URSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
Ms. Feldsine directed attention to the written report. 
XII. ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
Ms. Areno directed attention to the written report. 
XIII. COMMITIEE ON FINANCE 
A. AnaZ.ysis Report/Corrpal'ison !iJith Budget as of FellJ.tua:ey 291 1984 
The treasurer directed attention to the Analysis Report/Comparison 
with Budget which the Board reviewed ite:n. by item. Ms. Rose noted in 
particular: 
1. For the seven month period beginning August l, 1983, the total 
actual income is $2,285,145 while the total actual expenses are 
$2,217,671, bringing the net income to $157,474. -
2. Both income and expenses are under projections. Notable exceptions 
of selected budget items exceeding year to date projections are staff 
travel in selected areas, supplies and Executive Coumu.ttee meetings. 
3. EApenses for April 25-26 Needs and Resources Workshop will be reflected 
in the next analysis report, as will a portion of expenses for the up-
coming Image Campaign. 
B. Proposed ANA Dues Assessment 
1. Assessment Amount 
Dr. Welch noted that: the ANA Board of Directors bas recommended a per 
capita assessment of $55.00 for the period 7/1/84 - 12/31/84 and is 
expected to propose an increase to $75.00 effective 1/1/85. This 
assessment would be based on the number of full pay member equivalents 
i.e. , the number of SNA members for which dues are paid which equals 
one full-pay member. 
Given the facts that for the last two fiscal. years ANA has real1.zed 
substantial income over expense, that SNAs have borne the burden of 
implementing a fixed ANA assessment during this period" many SNAs are 
contemplating seeking a reduction in the assessment amount, rather 
than an increase. 
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2. Services/Activities Funded by Assessment 
Dr. Welch called attention to item 9 in the ANA document "Assessment 
and Representation" which provides for ANA to "maintain a billing, 
collection and disbursement system~ the costs to be borne by all 
constituent SNAs and funded by member dues." This will be an extremely 
controversial issue because (a) ANA's current system is less than satis-
factory to participating SNAs who are seeking other viable options and 
(b) non participating SNA (New York and Florida) are already financing 
their own billing operations. 
Another problematic proposal of the ANA board is the SNA's assessment 
providing for every member to belong to one ANA Council. At present 
individuals holding ANA Countil membership remit an annual fee of 
$25.00. 
XIV. COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report. The Board noted and 
discussed briefly the Committee's efforts to resolve a severe housing problem 
experienced by Filipino nurses as employees of Bellevue Hospital. The Board 
expressed concern about similar situations occurring elsewhere in the New York 
Ciey area. The Committee will continue to investigate reports of maltreatment 
of groups of nurses with reapect to human or civil rights. 
XV. NYSNA ADVISORY COUNCll. MEETINGS, 1/24/84 and 3/28/84 
President Mulvey directed attention to the written report of the 1/24/84 
Adv1sory Council Meeting. 
At the March 28 meeting Advisory Council representatives held a luncheon 
honoring Cathryne Welch for her contributions to the professional nursing 
organization. 
Ms. Mulvey report:ed die March 28 meeting included a productive discussion about 
necessary refinement of the dues collection and distribution system. 
XVI. APPOINTMENTS/NOMINATIONS 
A. ANA Cabinets 
Dr. Welch reported the Board will lf,eceive information about nominations for 
appointmencs to ANA Cabinets in the near future. 
B. Nuzosea Coalition fop Action in Politics Boaztd of Tzrustees 
Dr. Fielding reported member Juanita Majewski, Chairman of the Legislative 
Committee of Constituent District Nurses Association #1, expressed interest 
in applying for appointment to the N-cAP Board of Trustees and requested 
Association endorsement of her application. Following brief discussion, 
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MOTION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors endorse the 
application of Juanita Majewski for consideration of 
appointment to t:he N-CAP Board of Trustees. Seconded. Carried. 
XVII. MEETING WITH VIRGINIA O. ALLEN, Ed.D., R.N., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY STATE 
BOARD FOR NURSING ' 
On behalf oi the Board of Directors President Mulvey welcomed Virginia o. 
Allen, Ed. D., R.N., who was appointed Executive Secretary of the State Board 
for Nursing on 2/2/84. Board members and staff inttoduced themselves to Dr. 
Allen. 
During t~e discussion between the Board and Dr. Allen, Dr. Allen emphasized 
her conviction that conduct of regular meetings characterized by open dis-
cussion between the Association and the State Board for Nursing is vital 
The Association Board concurred such exchange is essential. • 
Dr. Allen informed the Board that since her appointment she bas been intensel.y 
involved in gathering and evaluating information about issues and positions 
and establishing a communication system. Dr. Allen declined statement of 
position on several issues of concern to the Board pending completion of her 
own analyses. . 
In the course of discussion, Dr. lllen expressed these views: 
A. Establishment of the baccalaureate degree as the prerequisite for 
entry into professional nursing practice is one of the 11110st important 
objectives the profession is facing. 
B. Careful long-range planning and consultation of all appropriate groups 
anri in'1ivitfuals will be essential for ~ffect:iv!! simultaneous re1>resen.t:a-
tion of the interests of both the State Board for Nursing and the Board 
of Regents. 
C. The State Board for Nursing Practice Committee is interested in continued. 
discussion among the State Board, the Association and the Coalition of 
Organized Nurse Practitioner Association~ in an effort to resolve the 
controversy surrounding registered professional nurse provision of 
primary health care services. 
D. The standards of nursing practice promulgated by the State Board for 
Nursing in 1981 have not been accepted as Commissioner's Regulations. 
Promulgation of standards of nursing practice is the right and respon-
sibility of the professional nursing organization. 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President Mulvey expressed. deep appreciation 
to Dr. Allen for meeting with the Board. Ms. Mulvey stated the Association looks 
forward to continued collaborative endeavors with the State Board to advance the 
nursing profession and the effectiveness of health care delivery in the state. 
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The Board agreed the meeting was positive~ and Dr. Allen's beliaf in colla-
boracion and openness lieuld enhance joint efforts of the groups. In addition~ 
the Board noted Dr. Allen's concurrence with Association positions with respect 
to staudar,lization and elevation of nursing education and promulgation of stan-
dards of nursing practice. 
XVIII. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION ITEMS 
A. Lydia E. Hall Selected foz, Induct;ion into Nu:t>sing HaU. of Fame 
The Board noted with pleasure selection of Lydia E. Hall into the ANA 
Nursing Hall of Fame. The nomination was endorsed by the Association 
Board. 
B. Pzooposed Amendments to ANA By7,all}s 
The Board noted and disc .. 1ssed the following proposed amendments to the 
AHA bylaws: 
1. Article II Membership, Section 3 Responsibilities, b. - This proposed 
amendment was recommended by NYSNA. 
2. Article IV House of Delegates, Section 5 Apportionment - This proposed 
amendment was recommended by NYSNA. 
3. Article VIII Councils - The Board expressed concerns about: 
a. potential loss of cohesiveness and appropriate authority of the 
Board of Directors of proposed deletion of provision for council's 
direct accountability to the Board. 
b. divertion of resources from objectives of federation to operation 
of councils as a result of proposed provision of opportunity for 
council membership without charge, increase in size of council 
executive committees from three to five and provision for mail 
ballot: election. 
4. Article IX Constituent Forum - The Board noted that elimination of 
1:he Constituenl: Forum was favored by the Association in 1982 at the 
time of the federation's establishment. However, it bas become apparent 
that the Forum provides a necessary exchange for small SNAs and/or SNAs 
without a regional communication network such as ESREC. 
5. Article X Nursing Organization Liaison Forum - The Board expressed con-
cerns about the ambiguity of purpose of this unit and the posture ANA 
is assuming by agreeing to hold the same voting privileges as nursing 
organ1ucions invited to participate in the forum. 
::~f~ 
. fl\JU . 
. . ~-, ·- ". 
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Prur,osed Policies Re: 
1. Assessment and Representation 
The Board expressed serious concerns about the following provisions of 
this proposed policy: 
a. potential inequity of determination by the A..~ Board of the race 
of late charge of interest imposed upon SNAs who are twenty days 
in arrears in payment of assessment; 
b. stipulation that SNAs three months in arrears be subject to disciplinary 
action in light of the likelihood that such d~nquency would stem from 
the kind of difficulty the severity of which.could only continue to 
prohibit payment and should warrant understanding assistance from the 
organization as a whole rather than penalty. 
2. ANA Access to and Use of SNA Membership Rosters 
The Board's concerns about this proposal included: 
a. ANA's past practice of rental of membership rosters to groups and/or 
individuals to whom SNA Boards. of Directors or memberships have al-
ready denied access. 
b. Omission among the proposed uses of rosters of AN.A's original 
purpose for requesting the::i - i.e., verification of the lllemher-
ship base. 
c. Its potential to render organizational communication fragmented 
and duplicative. 
3. Professional Liability Insurance 
Board concerns about this proposal included: 
The negative impact on SNAs which have utilized the program for recuit-
ment and recention and the potential challenge to SNA acceptance of an 
administrative fee for service the SNA. does not render. 
D. 3/23-25/84 Conference on Legislation 
Vice President Juanita Hunter reported this group> comprised.of .\.'it\ cabinet 
chairmen and two Board members, met in Washington, D.C., to identify legis-
lative priorities. The group agreed concentration of legislative effort 
should be directed toward the issue of budget cuts vis-a-vis access to care. 
E. Convention Items 
The Board concurred on scheduling a function during ANA Convention in 
honor of Veronica M. Driscoll who will receive the ANA Honorary Recognition 
Award and Lydia Hall's induction into the Nursing Hall of Fame. 
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F. Location of ANA Headquarters 
The Board noted the &'ilA Board has determined to remain at its Kansas City 
site until 1992. 
XIX. TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN THE PROFESSION OF NU.RSING 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the written report noting 
the Task Force's recommendations to the Board. 
The Task 'Force recommends the Board approve the Task Force's change in status 
to standing committee or council. 
The Board di~cussed the Task Force's recolllll1endation and rationale. Concerns 
and questions expressed included: 
A. Need for both protection of the consumer and assistance of the nurse 
whose practice is impaired by drug addiction or alcoholism. 
B. The specific objectives or purpose of the proposed standing unit. 
C. Appropriate emphasis of the group's work on education and referral 
as opposed to treatment. 
After some discussion, the Board requested the Task Force to present addi-
tional information regarding the objectives and activities of the proposed 
unit including anticipated budgetary needs. 
The Board noted the Task Force's recommendation that it be increased in size 
to a minimum of seven members. 
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors increase the number of 
members of the Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse to seven. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board appoint Miriam Aaron and Joanne Griffin, 
consultants to the Task Force, as Task Force members. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
The Board agreed on the appointment of Betty J. Smith (New York State Associa-
tion of Nurse Anesthetists liaison) as a representative of specialty practice. 
The Task Force will be requested to consider another appointment and make a 
recouunendat:ion to the Board. · 
XX. CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen reported the Council's discussions have included 
ethical issues, the image of nursing and the Nursing Needs and Resources 
Assessment. 




A. CcnamtuZaring NYSNA Constit:uent Dis'trict !"lul.oses Associations on Signiiicmrt 
.4.1'1.niversa:t>ies 
!be Board noted NYSNA Constituent District: Nurses Associations #4 and #13 were 
celebrating significant anniversaries in April and May. 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Direc~ors approve resolutions 
honoring NYSNA Constituent District NurioeS Associations 1#4 and 1#13 
on the occasions of th~ir 50th and 80th anniversaries respectively. 
Seconded. Carried by acclamation. 
B. Commendir.a James Bro.du f'ozt Commitment to Heal.th 
Staff reported consideration has been given to an appropriate acknowledgement 
of nurses week~ i.e., an observance which would emphasize nursing's commit-
ment to the public rather than simply projecting self-serving or vested pro-
fessional interest. Among the possibilities identified was that of commending 
an individual whose own commitment to health could inspire and encourage 
others to overcome illness or disability and utilize even limited individual 
resources to maximize well being and independence. 
Recent TV coverage of James Brady, Press Secretary to President Reagan, 
and his progress prompted the idea of commending him this year. 
Ms. Mulvey reported Mr. Brady bas been invited to the Center for Nursing 
on May 8, 1984 in order to,recognize and commend him for his courage. 
The Board considered observing Nurse Recognition Day this year and 
in succeeding years by recognizing and commending a citizen who 
has demonstrated commitment to health. 
Following discussion, 
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors approve a 
resolution honoring James Brady for his commitment to 
health. Seconded. Carried. Vote: 9 yes, l abstention. 
C. Commending Sylvia J. AZ.Zison 's Leadership 
The Board noted Sylvia J. Allison, President, Licensed Practical Nurses and 
Technicians of New York, Inc •• would retire in ~Y 1984 after a decade in 
office. Mrs. Allison bas been a singular force in prOlllOting ongoing com-
munication between NYSNA and LPNTNY. She represented LPNTNY on the NYSNA 
Council on Continuing Education and attempted to maintain LPNTNY support 
of the Entry Into Practice Proposal. 
MOTION Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors approve a resolution 
honoring Sylvia J. Allison; President, Licensed Practical Nurses 
and Technicians of New York, Inc., on the occasion of her retire-. 
ment for her distinguished organizationa1 leadership and concri-
butions to nursing. Seconded. Carried uoantmously. 
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XXII. OTHER 
A. Iia~io11ai OPgan Donor Ai..l:ll'"anese Week 
Director at Large Martha Orr informed the Board that the week of April 22, 
1984 has been designated as National Organ Donor Awareness Week. 
Ms. Orr also informed the Board of controversial federal legislation calling 
for measures which would improve organ retrieval. Ms. Orr encouraged com-
pletion of donor cards. 
Dr. ~elch informed the Board that Susan Fraley declined appointwenc co the 
Ai.ards Committee. Laura L. Simms has accepted appointment as chairman • . 
It was noted individuals appointed to the Committee as member and alternate 
by the Board in January who are not currently serving on the Board do not 
l!!eet the criterion of prior Board service. 
~!ON Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors appoint Celia Heffron to 
the Awards Committee and Geraldine Brown as alternate. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
The Board noted several professional organizations offer subscriptions to 
their journals as a benefit of membership, and as membership incentive. 
In the course of discussion about AJN, several Board members voiced serious 
concern about a weakening in the journal's professional and editorial focus. 
The Board agreed its concerns be conveyed to AJN's President and Publisher 
and to the American Journal of Nursing Company Board of Directors. 
The Board noted with pleasure planned conferral by the New York Counties 
Registered Nurses Association (District 13) of the Jane Delano Award on 
NYSNA Director at Large Rita Reis Yieczorek; the Amanda Silver Award on 
~illiam R. Donovan, Chairman of the Medical-Surgical Nursing Clinical 
Prac~ice Unit; and the Honorary Recognition Award on NYSNA Executive 
Director Cathryne A. Welch. 
mrr. DATE OF NEXT HEETL'lG 




tBE NEW YOBK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MIHDTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DI.RECTOBS 
?he Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
September 27, 1983 
PRESIDING: Susan .J. Fraley, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 
Actendance 
Officers and Di?"eC'tors at La.zoge 
Susan J. Fraley, President 
Cecili.a F. Hulvey, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Arnoline Jones. Secretary 
Patrlcia Ann Bailey, Treasurer 
Paul.mm H. Andrews, Director at Large 
1lfl:1JJ1am Y. Greiner, Director at Large 
ICat:hleen H. Nokes, Director at Large 
Veronica O'Day, Director at Large 
Mardi.a Lane Orr, Director at Large 
Boonie Perratto. Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Si:aff 
Absent: Riea Reis Wieczorek, Di.rec-cor at Large 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Depw:y Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Depucy Di.rector, Ac:bofo1st:ration 
Si.seer Marie Celeste Allen,, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Patrlcia M. Areno, Di.rect:or, Organ:izat:i.on Services 
Leslie R. Grosser, Associate Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
.Stephanie D.:imetz, Nursing Representative, Economic and General Welfare Program 
.Josephine IaJ 1ma Di.ractor, Nursing Education Program 
.Janet P. Hance, Di.rector,, Legislative Program 
Glenda Mar.shall, Senior Nurs~ng Represent"-tive, Economic and General 
ilelfare Program 
B0seaary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
0lristine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program 
Barbara Van Nortwict., Director, Library 
:la.J:bara Zittel, Associate Director,. Nursing Education Program· 
Wendy M. Burbank, Mmin1strative Assistant 
ClbseZ'tJe%fB 
Cynch1a Engel. Russell Sage College Graduate Studeo.t 
Lynn Xrlsa, Member 
!far,:y Marr1.el., Russell Sage College Graduate Studeo.t 
L=- .Jane Scill.1clc,. Comittee on Finance Member 
?hereaa S1.J:lpidns • Uembe?' 
Ellen. Slcelly, Russell Sage College·Graduace Student 
*am.val approxtmacely 12:30 PM 
,-.:-1 .-
I. 
On bebal.f of che lloard of Mrectors, President Fraley welcomed observers. 
members, suff and observers exchanged :introductions. Board 
II. AGENDA 
Ms. Fraley amioun.ced Executi.ve Session would be called for discussion of agenda 
items 19. 20 and 21 at approximatel.y 12:30 immediately following luncheon. 
III. ?fiNDt'ES 
mt'ION Juanita Bu:ater moved acceptance of the minutes of the June 28~ 1983 meeting. 
IV. R£POB? OF EXECDI'IVE DIREC!OR 
A. Annozozceme,zts 
1) Staff Cumges 
Dr. Welch announced: 
a) Resignations of: Pat:rlcia M. Deak, Di.ane Tomel-Norman and William E. 
Noman, Nursing Representat:i.~ ~·· Economic and Genera1 Wel.farP- Program, 
effective 9/9/83, 12/2/83 and 12/2/83 respectively. 
b) Appointment of 3essie H. Colin, Senior Nursing Representative, to 
newly established position of Assist:ant Director, Economic and General 
Welfare Program, effective 9/6/83 - Major responsibilities include 
assisting the Program Director and Associate Director in overall 
program adm1o1stration, coord:l.nating educational programs for 
Councils of Nursing Practitioners' leadership and meni>ers and conducting 
and developing continuing education for E&Gl Program staff. 
c) Appointments of: 
1. Lourae Depew t:o Assistant Manager, Data Processing Department, 
effective 9/19/83 (fozmerly employed as Programmer in the Depart-
ment) - Major responsibilities of this new position include 
assisting in the design and programming of remaining elements of 
conversion to the new system as well as new operations and 
oversight: of day-to-day department operations. 
2) Be~ements of SNA Executive Directors 
Dr. Welch announced the recent or imminent retirements of: Dorothy Cornelius 
as Executi.ve Director. Ohio Nurses Association; Kachryn J. Grove as 
Execut:iw. .Administrator, Pennsylvania Nurses Association; Beverly Smith as 
Executive Director, Washington State Nurses Association. 
the Board noted t:be retirements of these executive directors - each of 
whose tenures were marked by long-term distinguished service - would leave 
a void in che complement of professional organizational leadership at the 
nationa.l level. Their retirements come during adjustment to a major 
orp.nizacional transicion which could be facilitated by thei.r expertise. 
lhe sillultan.eous departure of three leaders from the national scene 
demonstrates the need for syst:ema:tic identification aod preparation of 
inclividu.als for leadersbi.p positions in the professional organization. 







I • I 
I 
B. Corrmun:iaationa/P-.1i:iZ.u,aticns and Pubtic Re'tat:ums 
:irs. Sheridan referred to the vri.tten report, noting: 
l) placement of additional advertisement:s in the Couvention Program; 
2) provision for and placement of constituent district nurses assod.ation 
advertisements in the Program at 50 percent discount; 
3) favorable reception to 7/8/83 New York City discussion/call-in radio program 
segment focusing on the issue of nurses providing primaxy care services 
in which Director at Large Martha Orr participated. The Board and staff 
expressed appreciation for Ms. Orr's able participation in the discussion; 
4) 9/21/83 PBS-TV Mac.~eil/Lehrer News Hour segment featuring NYSNA member 
Loretta Ford in a discussion about the issue of professioua1 nurses providing 
primary care services in the context of a current: Missouri Supreme Court: 
case. The Board acknowledged the show's astute treatment of this and 
related matters served to provide excellent coverage of the issue. 
V. MEMBERSHIP 
Dr. Welch directed attention to month-end June, July and August: membershi.p figures» 
noting August enrollment of 28,827, an increase of 307 over July 1983 and an 
increase of 1,164 over August 1982. 
VI. PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
A. Council on Nr,atei.,t,g Resefn'Ch 
Dr. Fielding announced the fourth module of the Council's Oral History Project 
featuring a videotaped interview of Veronica M. Driscoll would be presented 
on 9/29/83 at the Annual Meeting and Research Conference of the Foundation of 
The New York State Nurses Association. 
B. Cour.ciZ on Cer-tification 
Dr. Welch reported the Council on Certification met on 7/21 and 8/22 and wil.l 
meet on 9/30. The Council has determined to undertake a comprehensive 
evaluation of the entire system of certification and NISNA's role in that 
system. 
c. LibMPy 
Mrs. Van Nortwick directed attention . to the written report, noting receipt of 
second large donation of monographs and documents from Eleanor c. Lambertsen
11 
including four.historical fill!IS now available for rental. 
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VII. ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WI.FARE PROGRAM' 
Dr. lielch directed attention co the written report. She reported the Massachusetts 
Nurses Associacion has contested initial result of an election between MNA and 1199 
as an 1199 v:lccory. A second election is being conducted by mail ballot. MNA must 
recei.ve cwo-ttu.rds of the vote in order to prevail. It is possible the second 
election w:ill not decide the dispute. 
VIII. LEGISLATIVE PBOGRAM 
A. 9/21/83 Boa:zrd o-F Regents f,egi,sZative Conference 
. 
President-elect Cecilia Hulvey, Jane Fielding and Janet Mance reported on the 
Conference at which Mrs. Mulvey presented the Associations' testimony. Testimony 
presented by the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner Associations of New 
York State concentrated on the Coalition's conviction of the need for statutory 
provision of the "nurse practitioner" title. The New York State Association of 
Nurse Anesthetists' testified in support of "nurse practitioner" legislation 
as proposed by Assenitlymen Siegel and Tallon during the 1983 legislative session. 
Testimony of the Medical Society of the State of New York included no reference 
to nursing. 
B. 9/23/83 Meeting of NYSNA and State Boazod foz, llursing &eeutive Committees 
President Fraley reporced the 9/23/83 meeting was marked by a heartening 
C011Vergence and mutual respect of opinion by the two organizations which 
will enable constructive consultation. State Board representatives remain 
in agreement vi.th NYSNA's opposition to segments of the Siegel-Tallon ~roposal. 
Dr. Bailey, Dr. Hunter and Hrs. &lvey acknowledged State Board representatives' 
candor and desire for cooperation with the Association exhibited at the 
meeting were significant .. 
c. N!SNA Praposed 1984 t.egis lative Pl'ogmm 
Mrs. Mance directed attention to the written report. Mrs. Mance presented 
the Council on Legislation's rec011l1Delldations and related rationale for the 
1984 Legislative Program. The Board considered each of the Council's 
pa,posal.s separately. 
1) EntrY Into Practice 
The Board concurred with all aspects of the Council's rationale for 
introduction of the Entry Into Practice proposal in the 1984 legislative 
session. 
H>TION .\xnoline Jones moved the Board of Directors approve for 
presentation to the 1983 voting body introduction of the Entry 
Into Practice proposal as a component of the 1984 Legislative 
Program. Seconded. Carried 1man1mom3ly. 
2) Primary Health.Ca.re Legislation 
l'he Council noted Association introduction of legislation to resolve the 
primuy health care issue may be advisable. In the Council's judgment 
chis language from last year's program would prov:lde for that if it is 
deemed advisable: 
,.enactaent of legislation and/or other measures that will affirm 
registered professional nurses' authority to provide primary health 
-s-
care services and preserve the profession's authority to identify 
specialty practice, titles and credentials through certification 
and other voluntary self-regulatory activities." 
The Council emphasues any proposed legislation must meet these 
criteria: 
a) preserve the integrity of the Nurse Practice Act 
b) protect the scope of practice of all nurses 
c) maintain the tradition of a single legal title for the practice of 
professional nursing 
d) improve consumer access to nursing care services 
e) preserve control of nursing education within nursing 
f) insure that responsibility for nursing practice continues to rest 
with nurses 
g) provide for the continuing evolution of nursing 
Board discussion of the Council's recommendation and rationale included: 
a) acknowledgement that introduction of legislation would serve to 
reinforce the Association's commitment t~ appropriate resolution of 
the controversy, and would be represented as a positive measure 
rather than a response to constraint by groups and individuals who 
have misinterp~eted the Association's concerns; detexmination of the 
advisability will require continuing careful analysis. 
b) concern over legal and professional challenges currently in force 
because of misinterpretation of the legal definition of nursing 
practice by hospital administrations, regulatory agencies, physicians 
and others; 
c) implications of appropriate resolution of the primary health care 
issue for enactment of third party reiui>ursement legislation. 
In conjuncti011 with discussion of the matter Dr. Welch reported ou her 
8/18/83 meeting with Directors of Nursing of the New York City Health. and 
Hospitals Corporation about their concerns over threats to the practice 
of "nurse practitioners" within the Corporation. The Directors requested 
the meeting to provide information about this to NYSNA and to receive 
information which might be utilized in their response to Health Department 
citations regarding Corporation practices. The problem. is not widespread 
in the Corporation which as a general rule advocates the practice rl.ghts 
of its nurses. The spirit of the meeting was very cooperative. Directors 
expressed enthusiastic willingness to work closely with NYSNA in this 
matter to assure a consistent and coordinated response to any impediments 
or challenges to practice. 
Following Board discussion, 
H>TION Martha Orr moved the Board of Directors approve for presentation 
to the 1983 voting body inclusion in the 1984 legislative program of 
the language: 
"enactment of legislation and/or other measures that will affirm 
registered professional nurses' authority to provide primaey 
health care services and preserve the profession's authority 
to identify specialty practice, titles and credentials through 
certification and other voluntary self-regulatory activities" 
with the proviso that the foregoing criteria apply to implementation 
of this provision. Seconded. Carried. •P1animoualy. 
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3} Third Party Reiaburaement 
The Board concurred w:idl all aspeces of the Council's ra1:ionale for 
introduction of che third Party Reimbursement Bill in the 1984 
legislative session. 
S>TION Paulartn Andrews moved che Board of Directors approve for 
presentation to the 1983 voting body introduction of the 
Third Pany Reimbursement Bill as a component of the 1984 
Legislac:tve Program. Seconded. Carried nnan·bno•JSly. 
In response to a Board inquiry, Mrs. Hance stated responses were being 
formulated to questions posed by the Business Council of New York State 
concerning third party reimbursement legislation. The questions were 
predicated. on the Business Council's opposition to the measure. 
4) Exempt Clause Repeal Bill 
The Board concurred vi.th the Council's rationale for introduction of 
the Exempt Clause Repeal Bill in the 1984 legislative session. 
!IJTION Pautann Andrews moved the Board of Directors approve for 
presentacion to the 1983 voting body introduction of the 
Exempt Clause Repeal Bill as a component of the 1984 
Legislative Program. Seconded. Carried imanimoqsly. 
Paul211n Andrews suggested the concerns of the Association of Retarded 
Cli ldren m:ight prompt that orgam.zation to advocate enactment of this 
measure. It was noted consumers are of great potential assistance in 
enactment of this proposed legislation as well as third party reimburse-
ment legislation. The Board acknowledged consume.rs' attention should 
be drawn to the moral and ethical elements of the former and the social, 
professional and economic effects of the latter. 
5) EducaUonal Mobility Bill 
The Board concurred with the Council's rationale for resumption of 
the effort to enact legislation providing financial support to RNs 
seeking the BSN and to LPNs seeking professional nursing education. 
Board diseussion of the legislation included acknowledgement of the 
possibility that introduction of a "companion" bill to provide for 
funding of LPNs seeking professional nursing education might be more 
feasible than proposal of a measure inclusive of both conditions. 
This aspect of the issue would be explored with representat.ives of 
Li.ceased Praccical Nurses and Tec:hnicians of New York, Inc. 
Dr. Hunter noted it would be necessary to refute the position of 
some persuasive groups which continue to espouse and promote involve-
ment in the "ladder" approach to nursing education. 
H>IION Paulann Andrews moved the Board of Directors approve for 
presentation to the 1983 voting body introduction of educational 
mobility legislation as a component of the 1984 Legislative 
Program. Seconded. Carried uaaafmously. 
6) Other Elemencs of che 1984 Legislative Program 
the Board concurred with the Council's rationale for inclusion of other 
stipulad.ons in the 1984 Program. 




Paulann Andrews moved the Board of Di.rectors approve for 
presentation to the 1983 voting body the follOlrlng provisions 
as components of the 1984 Legislative Program: 
l} Protection of the Nurse Practice Act from. inappropriate 
revis1011 or amendment. 
2) Support of an omnibus mandatory continuing education bill. 
which would apply to all licensed health professionals and 
would protect the legitimate prerogatives of the related. 
professional societies. 
3) Continuation of efforts to 11101litor and influence state. 
local aud federal legislative proposals affecting health 
care issues, public advocacy• equal rights and the nursing 
profession. 
Seconded. Carr:l.ed unanimously. 
IX. NURSING EDUCATION PROGIW! 
Dr. taT,1ma called attention to the written report, noting: 
A. Counci. Z. on Nursing Education 
- SONY Upstate Medical Center addition of Master of Science Degree in Nursing 
pending funding. ·· " 
B. CC1W'IC'iZ on Continuing Education 
- progress report on continuing education review and approval process. 
Associate Director Barbara Zittel provided a summary of the proceedings of the 
Fifth Annual SUNY Conference on Nursing Education. 
X. NURSL~G PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
A. CounciZ on NUPsina Pmt:tice 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the Council's draft "Guidelines 
~Promoting Productive Communication and Resolution of Conflicts" Some Board 
ers expressed concern over the question of the necessity and ai, ro riaten 
of a document outlining measures to resolve conflict: occurring betw:enpand ess 
among professionals. Sister Allen explained the Council received r 
from nurses.for assistance and support 1n maintainin d 1 equesu with medical taf f She g pro uct ve commmu.cation 
a s. pointed out the document provides guidelines for 
resolution of conflict and not specifications. 
Following discussion. 
HO'TION N. Margaret Wineman moved the Board of Directors adopt the Council. 
on Nursing Practice's recommended "Guidelines for Promoting 
Productive Communication and Resolution of Conflicts." Seconded. 
Carried. Vote: 6 yes; 4 abstencioas. 
-s-
B. Ct:rJN:i.Z on Ethical "Pztacti,ce 
Sister Allen referred to the Council's draft "Opinion (or Position Statement) 
ou the Bole of the Nursing Practitioner re the Determinat£i-1d Not to 
Besuscit:ate." 
!llrIO?i Martha Orr moved the Board of Directors adopt the Council on Ethical 
Practice's recomended "Opinion (or Position Statement) an the Role 
of the Nursing Practitioner re the Determination Not t:o Resuscitate." 
Secon~. carried ,mao1mc>11sly. 
Board :lle!li,ers acknowledged there is critical need for establishment of 
conditions which would enable health care professionals to care for 
terminall.y ill. patiencs and their fam:llies sensitively and responsibly. 
As the issue stands the roles, responsibilities and rights of nurses, 
physicians and clients are in a legal, professional and moral maelstrom. 
The Board concurred: 
.· 4'7j 
titfe~~ij~~i .. 
,··> .. ·-Y¥\'N~¼ -· 
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IDTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors direct dissemination to 
media of the Opinion. Seconded. Carried unan:hno•\Sly. 
, D. CZiniaa'l. "Pz,(1.(!tice Units 
Leslie Grosser directed the Board's attention to the proposed "Resolution 
Regarding Health Hazards in the Workplace" formulated by the five clinical 
practice units. 
IDTION Cecilla Mulvey moved the Board of Directors approve for presentation 
to the i983 voting body the clinical practice units' proposed 
"Resolution Regarding Health Hazards in the Workplace." Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
E. 1/84 Convocation foz, BaccaZau:reate Nul'sing Educatoz,s 
1) collDUDication with "appropriate or significant others and/or agencies" should be 
included in the document's concluding statement: "When there is any 
Mrs. Grosser announced receipt of $100.00 in subsidy for the January 1984 
convocation of baccalaureate nursing educators cosponsored by the 
Gerontological Nursing Clinical Practice Unit and the Council on Nursing 
Education. The Unit and Council are awaiting respOllSe t:o additiona1 
requests for funding. actual oc suspected discrepancy between the expressed lr.~hes of the 
client and/or family and the determination not to resuscitate, the 
nurse will docU1D1211t the fact in the client's record and cOIIIDUllicate 
with the client's physician." 
2) the document should be ~ignated as a "position statement" (as opposed to 
"opinion"). 
C. Punm:umaZ Unit of Di-zoect;crs 11 Associates and Assistxuzta, Nu.z>sing Fzaactiae ana Semces - - -
Sister All.en directed attention to the Functional Unit's dreft "Opinion: The . 
Bole of the Nursing Practitioner re Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome." The 
Board concurred with the need for commitment by the professional nursing 
organization to the effort to ensure that AIDS patients receive quality health 
care ill light of public anxiety over tile disease and reports of malt:reat:ment: 
and lack of treacment of patients. 
l:athleen ?iokes recomaended deletion of the word "adequate" in the document's 
fiual s1:ate111e11t of opinion because ''adequate" care of any client is an 
expectation. The Board concurred. 
!l>'rI01 Kathleen Nokes 1110ved the Board of Directors adopt the Functional 
Unit of Directors, Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practice and 
Services• recoanended "Opinion: The Role of the Nursing Practitioner 
Be Acquired Inaune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)" with the foregoing 
amendment. Seconded. Carried 1manfmously. 
XI. ORGA.~IZATION SERVICES 
Ms. Areno directed attention to the written report. 
1983 Convention 
1) Audiotaping of Convention Programs 
Ms. Areno informed the Board that 1983 convention programs will. be recorded 
on cassette tattes by Alldio-Stat:s Educational Services,. Inc. The tapes vi.11 
be sold for $7.00 to $10.00 on-site and through post-convention marketing. 
2) 1983 Convention Keynote 
The Board noted with pleasure engagement of Paul Starr, Associate Professor 
of Sociology at Harvard University and author of The Social Transformation 
of American Medicine, as 1983 convention keynoter. 
Kathleen Nokes suggested Martha Orr as Board representative provide 
Professor Starr with background information about the Association 
because of her familiarity with and keen interest in his book. Staff 
will facilitate communication to Pmfessor Starr of Ms. Orr's comients 
re the focus of his presentat:ion. 
3) 1984 Convention KeYnote 
Dr. Welch informed the Board that Margretta Stvles. who bad to decline the 
invitation to present the 1983 keynote, had volunteered to be cite 1984 keynoter. 
The Board expressed its pleasure over Dr. Scyles' availability. 
4) Convem:::ion Fa-rum. re Association Structure 
President Fraley requested participation in the convention forum on 
Associati.cm st:ruct:ure by Patricia Ann Bailey, Juanit:a Hunter and 
Ce.cili.a Mul.vey. 
XII. a>MMITTEE ON FINANCE 
AnaZftsis Rer,on/Comrxrztison unth Budget 
Treasurer Patricia Ann Bailey directed the Board's attention to the Analysis 
Report:/Comparison with Budget for income and expenses through 7 /31/83, noting 
cbe report: is subject to year-end audit: and requesting copies of it be returned 
at: the close of discussion. 
Dr. Bailey noted in particular: 
l) Travel expenses are below projec:t:ions and telephone and telegraph 
expenses exceed projections because calls, conference calls and mailgrams/ 
telegrams were used to enable Board and other units' deliberations in 
place of more costly meetings. 
2) Convention income exceeds projection. 
Dr. Slelch infomed the Board it is anticipated the final audit will reveal 
the Association realized 90 percent of projected income. Cecilia Mulvey 
noced members should be.made.aware that this :is a si.gn:1.ficant accomp.lishment 
in light of the financial constraints ilUder which the Association has operated, 
and the Association cannot continue effective operation with the resources the 
present dues rate allovs. 
XIII. COMHI'l'TEE ON 1lUMAN RIGHTS 
In Qsairman Juanita Hunter's absence Dr. Fielding presented the written report of 
the Coumittee on Human rights, noting the Colllllittee continues to examine and 
anal.yze practices in adm1n1s~ration of examinations by the Collllllission on Graduates 
of Foreign Nursing Schools. The Committee met wi.th a State Education Department 
representative about the issue. 
Ccnni.ttee Ret:!011fflendation. 'P2 CounaiZ. on Hu,rrm Riahts 
'Ihe Board noted and discussed briefly the Colllllittee's assertion that it has 
funct10'1led as a necessary vehicle for study of human rights issues. 
HJIION N. Margaret Wineman 1110Ved the Board of Directors approve the Committee's 
recoiam.endation that the RYSNA Bylaws be amended to include a Council on 
Buman lights. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
The Board determined it would be advisable to defer implementation of this 
bylaws amendment because the proximity of convention does not: allow sufficient 
time to notify the membership of the Board's proposal. 
H>rIOH Martha Orr moved the·Board of Directors refer to the Bylaws 
Comaittee the proposal to amend the bylaws to provide for a Council 
on Human Rights. Seconded. Carried ,mani:mo11sly. 
The Board agreed to request Dr. Hunter's contribution to its deliberations 














XIV. AWARDS COMMITrEE 
Chairman Paulann Andrews direct:ed att:ention 1:0 the written report,. naci.ng: 
A. Committee recommendations for conferral of 1983 NYSNA Awards and Honorary 
Recognition were approved by the Board of Directors in conference call on 
7/27/83. The following members will receive Awards: 
Nursing Practice Award - Roberta G. Cohen 
Nursing Service Adm:inistration Award - Claire Murray 
Nursing Education Award - Nina Argondizzo 
Economic and General Welfare Award - Sidney Horgan 
Legislative Award - Diana J. Mason 
Membership Award - Celia L. Heffron 
The Board will recommend to the 1983 voting body conferral of Honorary 
Recognition upon Mildred Greene and Mildred Montag. 
B. The Collllli.ttee suggests the criterion for eligibility fo!" awards of current 
NYSNA membership and maintenance of membership in the preceding five years 
be further considered to determine whether active participation in 
Association affairs should be stipulated. 
!he Board expressed appreciation to the Committee for its thoughtful review of 
nominations. 
XV. ANA STATEGY CONFERENCE ON ENTRY, 7/28-29/83 
President-elect Cecilia ~fulvey and Dr. Welch reported on the 7/28-29/83 ANA 
Conference on Entry. The Conference was convened to discuss s tategies for a 
unit:ed ANA.-SNA development: of a coordinated nationalstrategy for establishi.r,g 
the baccalaureate entry requirement. NYSNA. was one of the t:wenty-five SNAs 
whose representation at the conference was funded by ANA. Mrs. Mulvey and 
Dr. Welch reported NYSNA's leadership in the effort to enact entry legislation 
is widely respected and appreciated by SNAs. While enthusiastic desire to enact: 
, the measure i.s more prevalent than was known, the substantial. aggressive 
opposition of some groups continues to impede and create apprehe:.ision about the 
effort. 
The ANA Cabinet on Nursing Education is si:rongly committed to establislu:leut of 
the requ:l.rement: and has allocat:ed $75 9 000 t:o the nationa1 effort. 
XVI. NYSNA-LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES AND TECHNICIANS OF NEW YORK, INC., EnCOtlVE 
COMMITrEE MEETING, 8/9/83 
President Fraley reported the 8/9/83 meeting of representatives of NYSNA and 
Licensed Practical Nurses and Technicians of Na, York was very positive and 
constructive. 
LPNTNY representatives reported the organtzat'.i.ou's legislative program will. be. 
very active in 1983-84. 'l'be Association's and LPNTNY's legislative !lrograms 





Establ.iahment; of .Joint Practice Co11'1Tritt;ee 
President Fraley conveyed to the Board jout Executive Committee concurrence 
of the need for establishment of a Joint Practice Committee of NYSNA and 
Licensed Practical ~urses and Technicians of New York. The Committee would 
examinP scope of practice issues, impediments to delivery of nursing care 
services. improved practical-professional nurse communication and collabora-
tion and formulate reco11111endations on these matters for consideration by 
LP?-c"TNY and NYSNA Boards of Directors. 
!flTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors approve establishment 
of a Joint Practice Committee of NYSNA and Licensed Practical Nurses 
and Technicians of New York. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
The Board emphasized the significance and value of this joint undertaking. 
~'YSNA ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING, 9/20/83 
President Fraley raported the 9/20/83 Advisory Council meeting was positive and 
productive. Dr. Welch reported district representatives determined to address 
whether aspects of the federated structure might be appropriately applied to 
district-state roles and relationships. 
EASTERN SEABOARD REGIONAL EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE MEETING, 8/28/83 
Ms. Fraley and Dr. Welch reported the 8/28/83 ESREC meeting was distinguished by 
cohesiveness. A federation transition team was established to promote 
constructive systematic input from the ESREC states to ANA. New York is a member 
of the transition team. 
ANA CONSTITUENT FORUM MEETING, 8/29-30/83 







Entry Into Practice - various positions were voiced, with a large number of 
SNAs advocating entry. 
ANA/SNA Services F:lnancial. Arrangements - a draft document was circulated 
for discussion;; revised draft will be circulated by ANA for additional SNA 
response and input. 
Bylaws Amendments - proposed amendments were reviewed; SNAs have been requested 
to respond to proposals by 12/83. The ESREC transition team will give immediate 
attention to this. 
Reference Committee - the Committee will process proposals submitted to the 
1984 House of Delegates. Establishment of the Committee was met .with some 
ambivalence and controversy; however. it seems most likely the Committee 
was established strictly to avoid protracted disorganized operations in the 
House. 
ANA Liaison wii:h National Council of Scace Boards of Nursing - the liaison 
continues to be problematic, and ANA continues to view NCSBN activity as being 







G. "Nurses: Visible in Politics" Project - this is a "compromise" program 
adopted after support of the "Presidential Project" was rescinded. Its 
major thrust is to increase nurse participation in national political 
activi.ties. Some SNAs are very supportive; others seem essentially 
acquiescent. NYSNA voiced concern re the ambiguity of N-CAP and ANA 
roles in the project as well as the feasibility of accomplishing project 
objectives. 
H. ANA Headquarters Location - the Board of Directors v~cc~ to continue 
location in Kansas City. A report on its investigation and dec:lsion. will 
be presented to the 1984 ANA Rouse of Delegates. 
APPOINTMENrS TO NYSNA PENSION PI.AN BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Dr. Welch informed the Board that Gary Rohrs , whom the Board requested to serve 
as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Pension Plan at the June Board 
meeting. has declined that appointment for personal reasons. Consist:ent with 
employee Trustees' recommendation of appointment of a menmer of the Council of 
Nursing Practitioners at St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center (of which Hr. Rohrs 
is a member), Patricia Campbell, Vice Chairman of the CNP at St. Luke's, has 
been recommended. 
M:>TION Arnoline Jones moved the Board of Directors request that Patricia Campbell 
serve as a Irustee·on the NYSNA Pension Plan Board of 
Trustees unt:l.1 December 31, 1985 or unti1 a successor is appointed. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
Dr. Welch informed the Board that Isabel Charen has resigned her trusteeship on 
the Board of the Pension Plan because she has been promoted 
and is no longer a member of the CNP. Dorothy Carey has been recommended for 
appointlllent to fill the vacancy created by Ms. Chareu's resignation. 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors request that Dorothy Carey 
serve as a Trustee on the NYSNA Pension Plan until December 31, 1985 
or until a successor is appointed. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
OTHER ITEMS 
A. Sta:te Educa:tion DepaZ'tmrmt Distl"ibution of Nu.Pse l'Mc-tice Aet: r.1ith License 
In conjunction with discussion of the NYSNA-State Board for Nursing meeting 
Kathleen Nokes inquired about disposition of the Association's recommendation 
that the Nurse Practice Act and the Rules of the New York State Beard. of Regencs 
relatug to Defi.nitions of Unprofessional Conduct be distributed with issuance 
of the license. Staff reported the State Board has determined to issue the 
Act rlt.1t the license to all ner liceruJees. 
B. Nationa.Z League fo1!' Nursing 
Dr. Welch reported the Association bad received the information 1:hat thirty-
two staff members of the Nati.ona1 League for Nursug bad been l.a:J.cl off au or 
about 9/23/83. Subsequently an Nl.J."i staff member reported only seven staff had 
been laid off. While early reports .indicated the lay-offs might be of staff 
at the director level, the later report indicated they were of research 
tesd.ng and financing personnel. 'Ihe Board expressed couc.ern over the 
possible implications for the stability of the accreditation process. the 
Board reiterated the need for·ANA to assume its appropriate role 1n acc:red:lcation. 
F. ANA Nursing Organization Liaison Forum - plans are underway for the first meeting. 
ANA expresses optimism that it will be a viable mechanism for dialogue and 
may decrease interest in incorporation by members of the Federation of 
Specialty Nursing Organizations. 
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C. AiiA i)e Zeca+.,e Si.lbsid:.I 
In conjunction with the report of the ANA Constituent Forum meeting the Board 
discussed briefly the question of allocation of subsidy for delegates to the 
1984 A,.~A House of Delegates. It was noted rising ai.rline fares make expense 
estimations difficult at this point: in time. 
}l)TIDN N. Margaret Wineman moved the Board of Directors request the Committee 
on Finance consider the question of feasible timing of determination 
of ANA 1984 delegate subsidy. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
D. ADooi.ntme.n.ts to Net,J Yoz•k. State Bosr,itat. Reviel.J and PZanning Cowu::iZ and Ner,J 
:f-:;pk State Council, on Home Care Se'P1Jices 
1) Hospital Review and Planning Council 
The Board received with pleasure Paulann Andrews' notification that she had 
been recommended for appointment to the New York State Hospital Review 
and Planning Council. The Governor makes appointments to the Council. 
Senate approval of these appointments is required. Ms. Andrews requested 
the Board of Di~ectors' support of her recommended appoint:ment. 
!fJTION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors support the appointment 
of Paulann Andrews to the New York State Hospital Review and 
Planning Council. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
2) State Council on Home Care Services 
In response to Ms. Andrews comment that appointments are also open for this 
body, 
MITION Kathleen Nokes moved that NYSNA recouanend appointment of Marian 
Ebner to the State Council on Home Care Services, assuming 
Ms. Ebner is an Association member. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
E. ~~ion of Board Merrbers' Attendance of Convention in Mil.itary Uniform 
In Ms. Wineman's absence President Fraley informed the Board of the U.S. 
Army's suggestion that, in conjunction with her stat.us as an officer in the 
Army Reserve, she wear her uniform at Convention. Ms. Wineman requested 
Board consideration of the proposal, indicating she would act according to 
the whole Board's wishes. 
Ihe Board~ noted that while attending convention officers and directors at 
large are representatives of the Board of Directors. The Board expressed 
concern that the uniform might prompt confusion within the membership about 
Ms. Wineman's representation and role. The Board will suggest that 
Ms. Wineman not: wear the military uniform at convention. 
F. Novelfi,ezo 1983 PLA:tBOY .1/agazine Feat-..cre 
The Board noted and discussed bri.efly the feacure in the November issue of 
PlayboY Magazine ''Women in White, Out of Uniform." The Board concurred the 
feature. is distasteful and exploitive. In the Board's judgment, public 
comment on it would increase its visibility; therefore, comment will be 
withhel.d. 
XXIII. REPORT OF IMPARrIAL INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE RE DISCIPLINARY COMPLAINT RECEIVED 
7/5,20/83* 
After review and discussion, 
MOTION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee 
recommendation to issue the charge and specifications contained in its report 
against the individual named in the complaint. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
XXIV. STATUS OF OTHER DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS* 
A. Court P!'Oceedin(Js re Heal'inos on Charaes Issued Aaainst IndiviauaZ.S ,Va111ed in 
Comr,'laint Reaeived Noverriber 161 1982 
The Appellate Division has scheduled oral argument September 29 on the 
.Association's request for appeal from lower court ruling ordering a trial 
on legal issues to determine whether the Association may proceed with hearings 
on charges issued against individuals named in complaint received 
November 16, 1982. A written decision will be issued within thirt:y days 
after that date. 
B. Prooosed Hearing Dates re Charges Issued Against In<.tividuaZ. ,Varned in ComDlaint 
Received J/28/83 • 
Dates suggested by the Associat:ion have not: been convenient for the named 
individual. Additional dates will be proposed following Convention. 
XXV. NOMINATIONS FOR ANA AWARDS* 
After review of award criteria, prior NYSNA submissions, requests for support of 
nominees from other seates: 
K>TION Veroni~O'Day moved NYSNA nominate Veronica M. Driscoll for the ANA 
Honorary Recognition Award. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved NYSNA nominate Maggie Jacobs for the ANA Honorary 
Nursing Practice Award. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
M:>TION William Greiner moved NYSNA nominate Rnth W. Harper for the ANA Honorary 
Membership Award. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
MOTION Cecilia Mulvey moved NYSNA endorse the Georgia Nurses Association's 
nomination of Verdelle B. Bellamy for the ANA Mary Mahoney Award. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
M>TION Kathleen Nokes moved NYSNA endorse the ANA Cabinet on Economic and General 
Welfare's nomination of Veronica M. Driscoll for the A.~ Shirley Titus 
Award. Seconded. carried unanimously. 
!IJTION Cecilia Mulvey moved NYSNA nominate Loret:ta C. Fo1:d for t:be A.."IA Jessie M. 
Scott Award. Seconded. Carried •manimo•1&ly. 
*Handled in Executive Session 
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XXVI. BEQUEST. FOll SlJPPOR1'· OF·LEAH ctntt'IN'S NOMINATION FOR ANA PRES_IDENT* 
The Board noced letters from members and non-members urging support of Ms. Curtin 
as a DOlllinee for ANA President. No request or information about he:r nomination 
has been received from Ms. Curd.:a directly. Ms~ Orr shared with the Board 
informad.on regarding Ms. Curtin's presentation of her views and positions at 
a recent in.formal meeting 1n Nev York City. Other Board members commented on 
their perceptions of Ms. Curtin' s views and .. qualifications. 
ll>TION YUJ:fam Greiner moved che Board not: endorse the nomina:cion of Leah 
curtln for ANA President. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
I.IVII. DAl'E OF NEXT MEETING 
The pre-convention meeting will be held on Thursday, October 20, 1983, at 12:00 
noon in the Beverwyck Room of the Albany Hilton Hotel. 
AJ:CAW:wmb 
10/19/83 
stlaadled in Executive Session 
Amo line Joles, S retary 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
June 28, 1983 
PRESIDING: Susan J. Fraley, President 
CALL TO ORDER: 9: 30 AM 
Attendance 
Officers and Di.rectors at Large 
Susan J. Fraley, President 
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Amoline Jones, Secretary 
Patricia Ann Ba i1 ey, Treasurer 
Paulann H. Andrews, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Kathleen M. Nokes, Director at Large 
Veronica O'Day, Director at Large 
Martha Lane Orr, Director at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Staff 
cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Patricia M. Arena, Director, Organization Services 
Leslie R. Grosser, Associate Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Kathleen Hoover, Director, Economic and General Welfare Program 
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program 
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program 
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
Christine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program 
Barbara L. Van Nortwick, Director, Library 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant 
Guest 
.tl)onna M. Costello-Nickitas, Chairperson, New York State Nurses for 
Political Action 





Margaret Fiset, Russell Sage College Graduate Student 
L. Jane Schlick, Hent>er, Co11111ittee on Finance 
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President Fraley welcomed observers 
Margaret Fiset and L. Jane Schlick. Board ment>ers, staff and observers 
exchanged introductions. 
II. MINUTES OF 4/21-22/83 MEETING 
The minutes of the 4/21-22/83 meeting were accepted with correction of the 
following typographical errors: 
page 9, second nntion under B. Council on Continuing Education, line 2: 
11report 11 
page 9, second line from end of page: "Henretta11 
page 10, 8. Meni>ership Recruitment/Retention, last line: 11 35 11 , not 235. 
III. AGENDA 
Ms. Fraley announced NYS-NPA Chairperson, Donna Costello-Nickitas, would be 
present to make NYS-NPA's requested presentation to the Board at 12:00 noon 
(agenda item #21). 
Ms. Fraley added to the agenda item #23, Appointments to NYSNA Pension 
Plan and Benefits Fund and Welfare Plan. 
IV. ANNOUNCEMENT 
President Fraley expressed appreciation to Board nl!mbers for their col'!lllitment 
throughout the 1983 Legislative Session in efforts to resolve the controversy 
over enactment of appropriate legislation re provision of primary health 
care services by registered professional nurses, for their cohesiveness and 
sensitivity in dealing with the difficult issue. 
V. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
A. Announaements 
1) Death of Fonner President Cora Pike 
Dr. Welch announced with deep regret the death of Cora Pike, President 
of NYSNA from 1961 to 1965, fonner President of the Maine State Nurses 
Association and fornEr Treasurer of the American Nurses I Association. 
Toe Board noted Miss Pike's family's expression of gratitude to the 
Board for its condolence. The Board's contribution in Hiss Pike's 
mennr:v to the Maine State Nurses Association Mennrial Education Loan 




2} Staff Matters 
Dr. Welch announced: 
a) Resignation of Peggy Wolfe, Associate Director, Nursing Education 
Program (on one year's educational leave of absence until 6/30/83), 
to continue full-time doct~ral study. 
b} Conclusion on 7/1/83 of Beth Eckler's tenn of employment as Interim 
Associate Director, Nursing Education Program. 
c) Appointmer.t of Barbara Zittel as Associate Director, Nursing 
Education Program, effective in July. 
d) Appointment of Glenda Marshall, Senior Nursing Representative, 
E&GW Program (New York City Office), effective 7/5/83. 
B. Corrmunications/Pubz.ic:atums and PubZic Rel.ations 
Ms. Sheridan directed attention to the written report. 
VI. MEl'tBERSHIP 
In Ms. Leach's absence Dr. Welch directed attention to nnnth-end April and May 
1983 membership figures, noting the May 1983 rnemership enrollment of 28,129. 
Dr. Welch announced on 4/29/83 ment>ership enrollment exceeded 28,000 for the 
first time since August 1979. 
VII. PLANNING ANO RESEARCH 
A. CounciZ on Nursing Researoh 
Or. Fielding directed attention to the written report, noting: 
1) plans for Fall 1983 and Spring 1984 workshops to promote staff nurses• 
interest in clinical research; 
2) anticipated completion before fall of the Veronica M. Driscoll oral 
history project module. 
B. NUI'Sing Needs and ResOUPaes Assessment 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the 6/15-16/83 Nursing Needs and Resources 
Assessment Invitational Workshop Results of Participant Evaluation and 
Responses of Participants to Question of 11Single Most Significant Question 
Before the Profession. 11 Dr. Fielding reported the workshop was very 
successful. Thirty representatives of the NYSNA organizational units 
involved in the project and six memers of the Board met together and in 
small groups. 
Ms. Fraley stated the workshop was an exciting exchange of innovative 
ideas - devoid of special interest - about the profession's capacity to 
fulfill public need. . 
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Ms. Fraley requ~s~ed B~ard me'!De!'5 in a~tendance at the workshop offer 
conments. Patr1c1a Ba1ley, W1ll1am Gre1ner, Cecilia Mulvey and Veronica 
o•t?a.r reported w~rkshop participants exhibited mutual respect for professional 
op1n1on~ and a h1gh degree of cohesiveness in their perspectives on the 
profess1on 1s responsibilities and capabilities. Juanita Hunter reported 
~ome parti~ipants who_w~re skeptical at the outset of the program about 
1t~ po~ent1al ~roduct1v1ty ~ame away from the session satisfied that its 
ob~ect1yes had ~een accompl1shed. The Board agreed co11111unication among 
I!"~ ts aoout the1 r work generated by the workshop wi 11 foster and enhance 
J01~t_endeavor and prevent duplicative endeavor in overall Association 
act1v1ty. · 
Staff was conmended for effective workshop planning and conduct. 
C. Libra:rry 
Mrs. Van Nortwick directed attention to the written report, noting: 
1) sta~us ~f_Rural Hospital Library Services Grant Program; 
2) ava1lab1l1ty of the Manual for Assessing the Quality of Health Science 
libraries in Hospitals. 
VIII. ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROGRAM 
Ms. Hoover directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. Filing of decertification petition by Erie County Nurses Association 
against NYSNA for the right to represent nurses employed by Erie County 
who have been represented by the Association for nine years. ' 
B. Dif!i~ult nego;iation~ in multiple facilities and filing of decertification 
pet1t1on at maJor Region II facility. 
In addition, the Board noted: 
A. Importance of maintaining Association neutrality toward striking nurses 
represented by other labor organizations, notwithstanding resultant mis-
understanding and criticism. 
B. Rat~fication of agreement at large Region IV hospital, averting i11111inent 
str1ke. 
C. Wa~hington State Nurses Association loss of 1200-meni>er collective bargaining 
~nt t~ 1199 after 32 years of ~!SNA representation - staffs of three SMs 
1nclud1ng NYSNA had assisted WSNA in its unit presentation effort· WSNA 
maintains stability despite this defeat. ' 
IX. LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
Mrs. Mance directed attention to the written 'report, noting the progress and 
stat~ of NYSNA Legislative Program Bills at the close of the 1983 legislative 
sess10n. 
A. NYSNA 19 83 Program Bil.Zs 
Third Party Reimursement Bill 
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The Board noted: recent endorsement of the Third Party Reimursement Bill 
by the New York City Council largely due to the efforts of ,Association 
members; opposition to the measure by the Business Council of New York 
State. a statewide organization of large and small businesses; some progress 
during the 1983 legislative session of a bill providing for third party 
reimbursement of social workers. The Board concurred involvement in the 
effort toward enactment of third party reini>ursement legislation by the 
Association's Consumer Advisory Council would be appropriate and valuable. 
B. StatUB of Activities/Meetinas/Cormrunications re rnma:ey Health Care Legislation 
The Board noted A.7063, S.5828 was awaiting consideration by the Asseni>ly 
Ways and Means ColTlllittee at the close of the 1983 legislative session. 
Ms. Fraley and Dr. Welch reported primary health care legislation was 
discussed at: the NYSNA Advisory Council meeting on 4/26/83; Association 
forums in Rochester and New York City on 4/30 and 5/14/83; meeting of NYSNA, 
State Board for Nursing and Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner Asso-
ciation representation with legislators, District Nurses Associations and 
individual members. State Board for Nursing Executive Co11111ittee represen-
tatives concurred with NYSNA's position in opposition to the Siegel-Tallon 
proposal. NYSNA representatives expressed support for the neasure. 
During the week of June 13 the Association Board of Directors was requested 
to consider - and voted on June 16 to oppose - an amendment to the bill which 
would add a phrase to the disclaimer clause. The Board reiterated: finn 
conviction that if A. 7063, S.5828 were enacted as written it would expose 
all registered professional nurses to serious legal and professional 
challenge; corrmitment to appropriate resolution to the controversy; and 
regret that the controversy over this legislativ~ proposal has prompted so 
much strife and misinterpretation of mtive and intent within the nursing 
conmunity. 
X. NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Dr. Lalima directed attention to the written report, noting units' activities 
and: 
NLN Reaffinnation of Baccalaureate Degree Requirement for Entry into 
Professional Practice 
The voting bod,Y at the NLN 1983 Convention in May voted overwhelmingly to 
defeat resolutions calling for recision of NLN's position calling for the 
baccalaureate degree in nursing for entry into professional practice. 
XI. NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the written report, noting: 
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A. CounciZ • on Nu.r8ing PMatiae 
1) dissemination in the nursing co11111unity of infonnatfonal materials re 
Acquired Ifllllune Deficiency Syndrome; 
2) progress of joint activity of Council and New York State Council of 
Hospital Phannacists. 
8. Couneil on Ethi.ca.Z Pr>actice 
-- cosponsorship with American Socidy of Law and Medicine of "Legal 
Controversies in Nursing" program in New York City on 9/23-24/83. 
Leslie Grosser reported the Co11111unity Health and Medical-Surgical Nursing Clinical 
Practice Units will cosponsor a late 1983 or early 1984 program on AIDS. 
XII. ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
Ms. Areno directed attention to the written report, noting: 
A. 1983 Convention 
l) declining of invitations to present keynote by Governor Mario Cuomo and 
Linda Aiken, Assistant Vice President of the Robert Wood Johnson 
Follldation; 
2) scheduling of reception for chainnen of councils and committees as 
approved by the Board at its April meeting. 
B. lleni,ership Reei>u.itment/Retention 
-- conferral at June Advisory Council meeting of ment>ership recruitment 
awards on District 15 and Ruth W. Harper, District 14 Executive Director, 
for most successful district and individual recruitment efforts during 
the Association's campaign. 
XII I. COftUmE ON FINANCE 
A~ Analysis RepoPt/Comparison lwith Budget 
Treasurer Patricia Ann Bailey reviewed the Analysis Report/Comparison with 
Budget for income and expenses through 5/31/83, noting: 
1) Telephone and telegraph expenses exceeded projection because telephone 
calls, conference calls and mailgrams/telegrams have been used to enable 
Board and other units' deliberations in place of more costly meetings 
and reduce staff travel expense. 
2) Allocation for public relations/special projects has not yet~been 
utilized because of numerous demands on Association attention and 
resources. 
8. Proposed 8/1/83 - 7 /31/84 Budget 
Or. Bailey and Dr. Welch reviewed for the Board the Proposed 8/1/83 -
7/31/848udget and accompanying Explanation of the Budget. 
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1) Proposed Dues Increase 
The Board noted and discussed: 
a) Expectation that net income for fisc~l year ending 1983 will not 
reach projections; the Board's decis1ons to !'8<1uest 1!10~st dues 
increase in 1981 and none in 1982 reflected 1ts s~ns1t1v1ty to 
members• financial constraints and necessary caut~on over: need . 
to maintain ment>ership in tt-.e face of hi~dran~es llllJ?<>Se~ by competmg 
labor organizations and opponents of leg1slat1Ve obJect1Ves; 
potential impact on Association finances of 1982 ANA bylaws changes. 
b) Inevitable curtailment of critical Association programs and 
activities unless a substantial dues increase is secured. 
It was noted an increase of $75.00 in annual dues would increase direct 
meni>ers• dues by $1.44 per week and 11 tr!-level 11 meni>er.5 1 _dues b? only 
$.39 per week because under the fede:at1on structure tn-level 
members will no longer remit $55.00 m dues to ANA. 
Following discussion, 
t«>TI0N N. Margaret Wineman rooved the Board of Directors re7onmend 
to the 1983 NYSNA Voting Body adoption of a resolut10n to . 
increase the annual dues of the New York State Hurses Assoc1a-
tion from $100.00 to $175.00 effective 1/1/84. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
2) Proposed Continuing Education Review and Approval Graduated Fee 
Structure 
t«>TI0N Rita Wieczorek moved the Board of Di rectors approve the 
Conmittee on Finance's recormiendation of establishment 
of a graduated fee structure for continuing education review 
and approval of: 
$35.00 for 1-25 hours 
$45 .00 for 26-50 hours 
$55.00 for over 50 hours 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
~} Proposed Olanses in Policies ,re Rei'!E~rsement of Expenses Incurred 
in Participat1on in Assoc1at10n Act1v1ty 
The Board noted existing Association reint>ursement policies which 
prohibit single hotel acco11100dations and tolls and p~rkin~ fees may. 
impede elected and appointed Association ~~res!ntat1ves 1n_pe~fonmng 
effectively and exercising prudence in ut1l1zat1on of Assoc1at1on 
resources in travel. 
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K)TION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Collllrittee on Finance's reconmendation that these expenses 
incurred in conjunction with participation in Association 
activities be reini>ursed: 
1) single room hotel acconrnodations; 
2) maximum hotel room rate to conform to rate secured 
by Association; 
3) .tolls and parking fees. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
4) Key Bank Lockbox Services Proposal 
Dr. Welch reported on staff evaluation of the Key Bank Lockbox proposal 
noting it will promote cost-effectiveness and better utilization of 
Association staff. Mr. Odendahl has confinned the proposed procedures 
as secure and consistent with reconmended standards. 
f()TION Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Di rectors approve the 
Co11111itt~ on Finance's reconmendation of engagement of Key 
Bank's Lockbox service for processing dues payments. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
5} Honoraria for Speakers at Association Programs 
Kathleen Nokes urged that the Association consistently provide 
honoraria to speakers at Association programs as a demonstration of 
respect for speakers• competence and in recognition of the contribution 
rendered to the Association. 
6} Approval of Proposed Budget 
MOTION Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Di rectors approve the 
Colllllittee on Finance's Proposed Budget for 8/1/83 - 7/31/84 
with a total estimated income of $4,653,390 and total estimated 
expenses of $4,234,387 for an income projection of $419,003. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
XIV. COMMimE ON HI.MAN RIGHTS 
Chai nnan Juanita Hunter reported on Co11111i ttee on Human Rights acti vi ti es , 
noting status of conmunications with the Conrnission on Graduates of Foreign 
Nursing Schools regarding examination and analysis of alleged discriminatory 
factors and practices in the preparation and administration of licensing 
examinations. The Conrnittee met with representatives of the Philippine 
Nurses Association about that organization's concerns over the issue. 
XV. TASK FORCE ON ECONOMIC ANO GENERAL WELFARE 
Dr. Welch directed attention to the written report and explained it contained 




A. The Task Force's recommendation that its report be adopted by the19Bo8a3rd as the group's final report and approved for presentation to the 
NYSNA voting body. 
B. The Task Force's willingness to undertake additional study the Board 
might deem appropriate. 
c. Latitude and objectivity in deliberations pennitted by the group's diverse 
composition. 
D. Factors ; dentified by the Task Force as facilitating and impeding strength 
and effectiveness of NYSNA Councils of Nursing Practitioners. 
The Board concurred with the Task Force's analy~is. In addition, the Bo~rd 
concurred with the Task Force's conclusion that maintenance and systemat1c 
improvement of existing resources and operations constitute th~ best and 
ioost reasonable means of strengthening the Program and prevent1ng other labor 
organizations from dividing nurses professionally. 
The Board expressed appreciation and colflllendation of the Task Force for a 
comprehensive study an-0 report. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Di rectors approve the Report of the 
Task Force on Economic and General Welfare for presentation to ·the 
1983 NYSNA Voting Body. Seconded. Carried unanimus1y. 
XVI. COMMITTEE ON BYLAWS 
Or. Welch directed attention to the written r·eport. 
Dr. Welch reported the Corrmittee has completed its work. absent the Board'~ 
request for additional study a~d highlighted deliberations and reco1I111endat1ons. 
A. Imptications of June 1982 ANA Byl.ahl8 fop NYSNA BylCibJS 
The Co11111ittee reviewed ANA and NYSNA bylaws and ANA materials prepared to 
assist SNAs in bylaws review. Following this review, the Conmitte~ noted 
that NYSNA bylaws amendments and revision of recent years are cons1stent 
with major elements of the ANA bylaws adopted in 1982. 
1) State Nurses Association Responsibilities Requiring Specific Bylaws 
Language 
To reflect NYSNA's status. rights and responsibilities as a ment>er of 
ANA the ColTIDittee drafted a revision of NYSNA Article 'XV - Represen-
tation at National Meetings. The revision provides for the mre 
appropriate ti~le, Organizationai Menibersh~p. i7! .AmePiaaa Nurses' 
Association, and specifies NYSNA's respons1!nl1ty for payment of 
· dues and right of representation in ANA's voting body. In the Conrnttee•s 
judgment, bylaws sequence would be more log~cal _if this article _wer_:e 
moved to follow AI'tioZe XIV - Constituent matnct Nurses Associapums 
and precede Ai-ticle XX - Pa:r-1..iamentary Aut1writy. 
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MOTION Paulann Andrews moved the Board of Directors approve the 
COD11Jittee on Bylaws recolTlllendation to propose to the 1983 
NYSNA Voting Boqy the amendment of NYSNA bylaw Article XV 
as follows: 
. Organizational MentJership in American Nurses I Association 
Section 1. Meei>ership 
This association is a member state nurses' association of 
the American Nurses• Association. 
Section 2. Dues 
This association shall pay dues to the American Nurses' 
Association in accordance with policies adopted by the 
American Nurses' Association House of Delegates. 
Section 3. Representation in ANA House of Delegates 
a) This association is entitled to representation at voting 
boqy meetings of the American Nurses' Association in 
accordance with American Nurses' Association bylaws and 
policy. 
b) Delegates. alternates and delegates at large to meetings 
of the American Nurses' Association voting body shall be 
elected by secret mail ballot for the tenn specified in 
the P.merican Nurses' Association bylaws. 
Section 4. Representation at ANA Constituent Forum 
This association is entitled to representation at Constituent 
Forum meetings of the American Nurses' Association in 
accordance with American Nurses' Association bylaws and 
policy. 
Seconded. Carried unanirously. 
MOTION Veronica O'Day moved the Board of Directors approve the Conmittee 
on Bylaws reconmendation to propose to-the 1983 NYSNA Voting 
Body amendment of NYSNA bylaws by renumbering of current Articles 
XVI, XVII., XVI II and XIX to enab 1 e the foregoing revised a rtic 1 e 
to become Article XIX. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
2)· Qualifications of SNA Memers/Non-Discrimination 
ANA Bylaws Article II, Section le states "A constituent SNA is an 
association that maintains a meri>er.;hip that meets the qualifications 
in these bylaws, unrestricted by consideration of nationality, race. 
creed., lifestyle, color, sex or age. 11 Current NYSNA bylaws and 
Articles of Incorporation include no exclusions or restrictions. The 
Colllnittee noted the Association is lawfully prohibited from engaging 
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in discriminatory practices. Omission of non-discrirni~ation clauses 
is deliberate since an,y enumeration would be only partially complete 
and inevitably prompt questions regarding characteristics or factors 
not identified • 
Director at Large Kathleen Nokes expressed concern over the Conmittee 1s 
position concerning omiss~on of. a n~n:dis~rinrir.ati_on cl~use in~smuch 
as legal prohibitions aga1nst d1scr1m1nat1on on the bas1s of life-
style are inadequate or inadequately enforced. Some Board ment>ers 
expressed agreement with the Colllilittee 1s estimation that an enumeration 
would be only partially complete. Others expressed the view that 
some reference might be desirable as reflective of Association 
ph i1 OS ophy. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors request the 
Conmittee on Bylaws formulate suggested language for a 
bylaws non-discrimination clause consistent with ANA . 
bylaws. Seconded. Carried. Vote: 7 yes; 2 no; 1 abstent1on. 
3) Editorial Amendments Consistent with ANA's Federated Structure 
The Coumittee also noted three ANA references in NYSNA bylaws are 
inappropriate given revision of ANA bylaws. The first of these 
refers to violation of ANA bylaws by an SNA nent>er; the others to 
individual memership in the American Nurses• Association. 
MOTION Veronice O'Day moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Conmittee on Bylaws reconmendation to propose to the 1983 
NYSNA Voting Body amendment of NYSNA bylaws by deletion of 
:underlined language in: 
Am-ale II - Members - Dues, Section 1. Qualifications, 
Subsection { d) 
whose meni>ership has not been tenninated for violation of 
the American Nurses' Association Code for Nurses, or the 
American Nurses' Association's bylaws or the bylaws of 
this association. 
Article XI - ConaumeI' Advisory Council, Section 1., 
Subsection (e} 
memers of the Consumer Advisory Council are ineligible for 
ment>ership in this association. the American Nurses' Association 
or a constituent district nurses association. 
APtiaZe XII - Nominations, Section 2., Paragraph 2 
In the odd years, it shall also request the names of metmers 
of the American Nurses I Association who are qualified and 
w11ling to serve if elected as delegates, delegates at large 
and a ltemates to the American Nurses' Associ atfon' s convention 
and special meetings. 
Seconded. Carried unanimusly. 
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B. of N1SNA Board of lJimatoros Refex>roaZs 
1) Simultaneous Service in Elective Positions 
The Conmittee reviewed the Board-approved recorrmendation of the 
Committee to Review Nomination and Election Procedures that the 
Comnittee on Bylaws be requested "to prepare a bylaws amendment 
restricting service to one elective NYSNA position at any given time. 11 
The Conmittee concurs with the Board's view that association functioning 
is enhanced by maximum nuimers of members holding elective office at 
any given time and notes the restriction against simultaneous service 
in ANA bylaws. 
r«>TION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Colllnittee on Bylaws recommendation to propose to the NYSNA 
1983 Voting Body amendment of NYSNA Bylaws Article XII. 
Nominations. Section 3 by addition of the sentence "Menbers 
shall be eligible to serve in only one elective position in 
NYSNA at any one time. 11 Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
r«>TION Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Co11111ittee on Bylaws reconmendation to propose tc the NYSNA 
1983 Voting Body amendment of NYSNA Bylaws Article VIII. 
Clinical and Functional Units by deletion of Section 4. 
•Menoers may hold office in only one clinical and one functional 
unit." Seconded. Carried unanirously. 
2) Terms of Service, NYSNA Nominating Co11111ittee 
The Conmittee considered the rationale for the Board-approved recommen-
dation of the Conmittee to Review Nomination and Election Procedures 
that the Committee on Bylaws be requested "to prepare a bylaws 
amendment to provide that meREers of the Nominating Committee shall 
not be eligible to serve roore than two terms in eight consecutive years. 11 
The Conmittee noted such an amendment would restrict service to two 
non-consecutive years in any consecutive eight-year period. Aroticle v, 
Section 3, Subsection ( c), states "no officer or· di rector ar large 
shall serve more than two consecutive tenns in the same office nor a 
total of llllre than eight consecutive years. 11 The Conmittee believes 
the proposed limit of service on the Nominating Conmittee inconsistent 
with Anicle V, Section 3, and urges the Board of Directors to withdraw 
its request for the amendment. · 
r«>no., Cecilia Mulvey rooved the Board of Directors withdraw its request 
for preparation of "a bylaws amendment to pro vi de that members 
of the Nominating Conmittee shall not be eligible to serve 
mre than two tenns in eight consecutive years 11 on the basis 
of the Conmittee's foregoing rationale. Seconded. Carried 
111animusly. 
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C. Reviers, of 1982 Voting Body Motion Re: cUnical- and Fu.national Unit 
Election Procedures 
Following review of the rootion approved by the 1982 voting body "that the 
Bylaws Conmittee be requested to review the procedures for the election of 
the Executive Co11111ittees of the Clinical Practice and Functional Units and 
bring recorrmendations to the 1983 NVSNA voting body.u the Co11111ittee noted 
comunications from the Gerontological and Medical-Surgical Nursing 
Clinical Practice Units Executive Comittees and a member of the Functional 
Unit of Directors, Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practice and Services. 
The Conmittee noted concerns regarding on-site elections included: 
1) limited participation in nominations and voting and the subsequent 
potential of a non-representative election; 
2) limited information about suggested nominees. 
The Co11111ittee observed: 
1} clinical practice and functional unit membership numbers vary widely; 
2) degree of interest in unit involvement has fluctuated dramatically; 
3) ineffectiveness ..: := the election procedure is symptomatic of larger 
operational problems for some units; 
4) the procedure has been in effect for only two years and is subject to 
refinement and more testing. 
For these reasonss the Conmittee reconrnends that the Board of Directors 
suggest that Clinical Practice and Functional Units continue refinement 
and evaluation of the on-site election procedures as a basis for deter-
mining whether a mail ballot system should be re-instituted. 
Director at Large Bonnie Perratto pointed out that other professional 
conmitments preclude attendance by many at convention and hence partici-
oation in unit elections. Or. Welch responded the Co11111ittee believes 
additional experience with the on-site election procedure is necessary 
and appropriate before resorting to an expensive re-institution of the 
mail ballot system. Mr. Greiner suggested and the Board concurred that 
an evaluation of the procedure take place after a specified period of 
time. 
MOTION Paulann Andrews moved the Board of Directors approve the Conmittee 
on Bylaws reconmendation that the Board suggest that Clinical 
Practice and Functional Units continue for one additional year 
refinement and evaluation of on•site election procedures as a 
basis for determining whether a mail ballot system should be 
re-instituted. Seconded. carried. Vote: 7 yes; 1 no. 
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XVII. NOMINATING COf9UffiE 
Dr. Welch reported one candidate has withdrawn her name from the 1983 
ticket. Therefore. the final slate will differ from the initial version. 
XVIII. 4/26/83 AND 6/22/83 ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETINGS 
Ms. Fraley directed attention to the written report of the 4/26/83 meeting. She 
reported discussions at the April and June meetings were very productive. 
District representatives were supportive of each other's and the Association's 
efforts and needs, open in sharing ideas and solutions. 
At the June meeting the Advisory Council recorrmended to the Board consideration 
of a sound aiq:,lification system to facilitate meeting conduct. Staff will 
explore costs and feasibility. 
XIX. 4/83 SUMMARY REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS: NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NURSING 
President Fraley reported receipt of the report and noted a sunmary will be 
reviewed later. 
XX. MAY 18-20 ANA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Ms. Fraley and Dr. Welch reported highlights of action taken by the ANA Board 
of Di rectors at its May meeting. 
A. Report of the National Ta.sk Force on Education for Nursing P1'aatice~ 
Educa~n [or Nursing Pzractiae in the Conte:r:t of the l980's 
lhe Task Force report was received by the AHA Board during the May 
meeting. Before its release, the report was rumored to be reflective 
of the position that the baccalaureate entry requirement need not be 
achieved through legislation. The report does emphasize the need for 
establishing the entry requirement in statute but notes this may not 
be unifonnly achieved in the irmtediate future. 
Dr. Welch attended the ANA Board lll!eting primarily for the purpose of 
presenting the NYSNA Board's proposal of a united ANA-SNA development 
of a coordinated national strategy for establishing the baccalaureate 
entry requirement. The ANA Board authorized $17,000 to the Cabinet on 
Nursing Education for a two-day meeting of twenty-five ANA and SNA 
representatives to explore this strategy. 
B. Revort of Corrmit;tee to Study Coryoz'Clte ReZoaatian 
The Board received the report of Lee-Crippin Company, Inc. conceming 
location factors of Washington~ D.C., Chicago, Kansas City and Indianapolis 
as site of ANA headquarters. The Board decided against relocation to 
Indianapolis. In exploring the remaining sites, the Board was urged 
to consider that ANA would be a significant conmercial and professional. 
asset to any metropolitan area. 
4'1~ 
:~~\.~;~t}f.\: . 
. N\<.tJu:~ . 
' 
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C. N-CAP PiioposaZ. for Increasing NU?'sing's PoUtiaaZ P()b)el' (The ''Presiden-
tial. Pzro,jeat"J 
The Board reconsidered the project and determined use of the approoriation 
made to the proposal in March be diversified rather than restricted to 
the presidential election. Several Board meni>ers believe the project 
is potentially divisive. The issue was to be reviewed on June 16 by the 
Board when it attended the AJN stockholders meeting. 
D. EZ.eation of Veronica M. Drisaol,l, to MN Board 
The Board noted with pleasure the election of Veronica M. Driscoll to 
the American Journal of Nursing Company Board of Directors. 






The President called an executive session of the Board to review the report of 
the impartial committee for the disciplinary complaint received 3/28/83. 
MOTION Juanita Hunter moved that the Board of Directors approve the Conmittee 
recorrmendation to issue a charge and specifications against the 
individual named in the complaint. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
XXII. NYS-NPA BOARD OF TRUSTEES REPORT 
On behalf of the Board of Direct~~=. President Fraley welcomed New York State 
Nurses for Political Action Chairperson Donna Costello-Nickitas. Ms. Costello-
Nickitas expressed appreciation to the Board for the opportunity to report 
on behalf of NYS-NPA. 
Ms. Costello-Nickitas reported NYS-NPA's major objective for the coming year 
would be expansion and fonnalization of a strong statewide political activity 
program. Until this time, NYS-NPA's sphere of activity and influence had 
been concentrated in downstate New York. The Board of Trustees has determined 
a concerted effort to expand its program to encompass the entire state is 
necessary and appropriate. Ms. Costello-Nickitas emphasized the NYS-NPA 
Board of Trustees' desire for a collaborative and colleagial relationship 
with NYSNA and its respect for the separate roles and responsibilities of the 
two organizations. 
Strategies NYS-NPA has determined to utilize in strengthening its program are: 
A. Implementation of an intensive voter registration dirve; 
B. "Outreach" to NYSNA constituent district nurses' associations• boards of 
directors; 
C. Building of network of nurses active in politics. 
In conjunctio~ with discus~i .. of t._hese strategie.s, President Fraley suggested 
the NVSNA Advisory Council mg1t~ w1sh to schedule a discussion witn NYS-NPA 
representatives at one of 1 uture meetings. Ms. Costell-Nickitas requested 
that NYSNA Board members provide NYS-NPA with names and information about 
nurs~s interested~" political activity. Ms. Costello-Nickitas agreed to 
provide bulk supplies of NYS-NPA brochures to be used in promoting interest 
and involvement in NYS-NPA. 
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Hs. Fraley thanked Ms. Costello-Nickitas for her presentation, and reiterated 
the NYSNA Board of Directors• position that continuation of a cooperative 
relationship between NYSNA and NYS-NPA is essential. Ms. Costello-Nickitas 
reiterated appreciation for the Board's attention and hospitality. 
XXIII. ANA NOMINATIONS 
Board ment>ers offered preliminary suggestions for ANA nominees, reviewed 
requests for support of nominees from other states and determined that compilation 
of ffYSHA suggestions should be referred to the Executive Comnittee. 
XXIV. APPOINTMErITS TO NYSNA WELFARE PLAN AND PENSION PLAN/BENEFITS FUND 
A. tle1.fa't'e Plan 
Dr. Welch reported that Glenda Marshall. appointed as Plan Trustee at the 
April 1983 meeting, was subsequently appointed to an NYSNA staff position. 
Because of the intense desire of NYSNA Council of Nursing Practitioner 
mermers in the Health and Hospitals Corporation to serve as Trustees. it 
is suggested that Ruth DuBerry, whose name was also considered at the 
April meeting,, be appointed to the Trusteeship to which Glenda Marshall 
was originally named. The Board unanimously concurred that Ruth DuBerry 
should be requested to accept the appointment. 
B. Pension Pl.an and Benefite Fund 
Dr. Welch reported that employee Trustees have concurred with employer 
Trustees reconmendation that an additional trusteeship be established. 
further, employee Trustees reco11111end appointment of a ment>er of the NYSNA 
Council of Nursing Practitioners at St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 
given the number of plan participants at that facility. The Board 
unanimously concurred that Gary Rohrs shQuld be requested to accept the 
appointment. 
XXV. DATE · OF NEXT MEETING 
The next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Septent>er 27, 1983, at 9:30 AM 
XXVI. ADJOURNMEHT 
The meeting adjourned at 4:50 PM. 
AJ:CAW:lm 
9/22/83 
mE NEW·YORK S!ATE NURSES.ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIREcrORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, new York 
January 20, 1984 
PUSlJ>ING: Cecilia F.. Hulvey, President 
CALL TO ORDER.: . 9:20 AH 
At.tendance 
OfF.,ce'!'B and Di.reatoztS at La:Z'ge 
Cec1Jia F. ~vey, President 
El1en !I. Bums, President-elect 
Jwmita L Hunter, Vice President 
Amoline Jones, Secretary 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
Joanne R.. Byrnes, Director at Large 
'1:f J J 1 am F. Greiner• Director at Large 
Jacobs, Director at Large 
L. Orr, Direct:or at Large 
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large 
lit:a Bei.s Wieczorek, Director at Large 
.4bsen~ N. ~garec Wineman, Director at Large 
§!Eff.. 
Cath%yne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Direct:or, Administration 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Associate to the Executive Director 
Patricia H. Arena, Director, Organization Services 
2 
Frances Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program 
Georgia Hebert:, Nursing Representative, Economic and General Welfare Program 
josephine T,afima, Director, ~ursing Educacion Program 
Janet?. Mance, Director, Legislat:ive Program 
ilosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications 
C!itistine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program 
Barbara Van Nortwick, Direct:or, Library 
Leslie Woodard, ~urs:ing Represent:at:ive, Economic and General Welfare Program 
Barbara Zittel, Associate Director, Nursing Education Program 
I. aBOlJBCEMF.sr 
On behalf of die Board of Directors~ President i'fulvey welcomed Secret:ary arnoUne 
Jones, who haci been recuperating from an illness since early Oct:ober ~!rs. Jones 
expressed dee.p appreciation for Board members' and staff's many expressions of 
-:ODCem during her illness and recovery. 
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n. HINDTES OF PBEVIOUS MEETINGS 
m'!ION Amoline Jones moved acceptance of the minutes of the October 20, 1983 
and October 24, 1983 pre- and post:-convention meetings. Seconded. Carried. 
III. AGENDA 
Pres:idenc Mulvey announced #13 on the agenda - Status of Disciplinary Proceedings 
- would 'be discuaaed :hmne•i:fately. 
IV. S'IATUS OF DISCIPLINAB.Y PBOCEEDINGS (Executive Session) 
A. ComDZaurt Beceived 7/61 20/83 
President Mul.ve:y called an Executive Session of the Board to discuss the status 
of disciplinary proceedings on charges issued against an individual named in a 
ccmpl.ainc received 7/S,20/83. A hearing on these charges was held on 
Decelllber 7., 1983 at which the Board of Directors: found the named individual 
gailcy of the charge of engaging in conduce detrimental and injurious to the 
Associacion and its purposes; and imposed the discipline of expulsion. 
President Mulvey informed the Board that the Association received on January 9,, 
1984, a request from the charged individual for Board of Directors' reconsidera-
tion of its findings and decision regarding disposition of charges. The request 
was submitted in compliance with the provisions of tb.e Guidelines, Policies and 
Procedures re Conduct Detrimental or Injurious to the Associacion or Its 
Purposes. President Mulvey requested the Board review the transcript of the 
12/7/83 hearing. 
lhe Board noted the charged individual declined to submit any additional infonna-
tiOJ1 concerning the basis of charges. Following review of the transcript of . the 
hearing and discussion of the request, 
!IJTION William F. Greiner moved the Board of Directors reaffirm its 12/7/83 
findings on the charge and accompanying specifications against an 
indi.vidual named in a complaint received 7/5,20/83 and the discipline 
imposed. Seconded. Carried. 
B. CctttrJlt::r:utt Iiecei::;ed ll/16 /82 
Dr. Q'elch reported that upon recommendation of Association legal counsel 
co-counsel located in New York City had been retained to assist in litigation 
prompted by individuals named in the com:pl.aint. Efforts are underway to 
schedule pre-trial exam1nations of certain of the named indi.viduals. 
c. Conrolaint Received 3/28/83 
The individual named in this complaint reports that her physician has s~ted 
she is now able to attend a hearing. the Board agreed to offer 2/29, 3/23, 
4/5 or 4/6 as suggested dates. 
V. REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
A. Staff Ma:ttez,s 
Dr. Welch announced the following: 
1) Announcements 
a) Return to work of Edward Hardie, NYSNA Plant Manager, following 
recovery from October automobile accident; 
b) Death of father of Monica White Kehoe, per diem Nursing Represen-
tative, Economic and General Welfare Program; 
c) Death of uncle of Dorothy Carey> Senior !lursing Representat:ive, 
Economic and General Welfare Program; 
d) Six-month leave of absence commencing 12/15/83) of Barbara 
Van Nortwi.ck, Library Director, to accept the appoin1:ment of 
Chairman of Senator Hugh Farley's COmmittees on Aging and Rural 
Hospital Libraries - Dr. Welch explained the knovledge gained 
would enhance effectiveness of legislative and other effort:s. 
2) Resignations - of Mary Ann Cuff, Nursing Representative, Ecouomic 
and General Welfare Program, effective 2/3/84; and 
Mary Ann DeCristofaro, Labor Relations Representative, 
Economic and General Welfare Program, effective 
12/2/83. 
B. Communica-ticns/PubZicatians and Public Ret.at-t..ons 
Mrs. Sheridan directed attention to the written report, t10ting positive 
image of nursing presented by 11/ 10/83 NEW YOmt TIMES article on the 
practice of tvo NY~ ~ers providing prlma:ey heal.th care 
services. 
c. SeZect;ed Liaison A.ativi:ties 
Sist:er Mar:f.e Celeste Allen directed attention. to the written report. 
VI. MEMBERSHIP 
Ms Leach referred to t:10t1th-end me11iJership figures for October, Yovember and 
De~ember 1983, noting 12/31/83 emollmen~ of 29,116 - an increase of 1,458 
over Dece!!lber 1982 and a decrease of 37 compared with November 1983. 
VII. PI.A!lNING AND RESEABCH 
A. Council. on llursina P.esetrzteit 
Dr. Fielding di.rected att:ention. to the.written report: and nomination forms 




.B. l"m"Bing Needs and Resouzrce.s Assessment; 
President Mu.Ivey and Dr. Fielding reported the second Nursing Needs and 
Besources Assessment invitational workshop to crltique the plan of acr.ion 
and make recommendations regarding its implementation is scheduled for 
April. 25-26,. 1983 u t:he Americana Inn in Albany. Association units are 
currea.1:l.y working intensively on formulation of the plan of action. 
C. Librm.-4 
Barbara van Bortv.ick direct:ed'attent:ion to the wrl.tten report,. noting 
acd.vi.cy of Interagency Couucil. on Library Resources for Nursing,. 
including plans for a 1984 At.'fA Convention program. 
ECONOMIC A..'ID GENEBAL WELFARE PROGRAM 
Dr. Velch. directed. att:ention to the written report> noting: 
A. Lockout at Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester from 12/ 15/83 to 
1/9/84 and consequent filing by the Association of unfair labor practice 
charges against VNS. 
B. u. s. Collrt of Appeals denial of petition for contract enforcement and 
remand to NI.BB of the North Shore University Hospital. case. Dr. Welch 
summa:rized. the histoey of this case and the subst::,nce of the Court 
decisioa.. Board members repori:ed membership expression of interest in 
and anxiety over the dec:uioa.. Dr. Welch noted the decision has no . 
impact ou NYSHA's collective baraining activities in institutions other 
than ~rth Shore and explained the decision may be used by employers 
and compec:i:D.g labor organizat:ions for propaganda. Given the current NLRB 
backlog it is not possible to predict wben_the NLRB may act on the remand. 
lhe cas; il1ustrates the vulnerability inherent in nurs:lng's predominantly 
employee status. It is hoped this decision will not prompt other employers 
to challenge NYSNA's scatus as a labor organization. 
IX. LEGISLATIVE PB0GR.AM 
A.. 13 84 P-SNA Leai.8 ~ve ?!.toara:m 
Mance directed att:ention to the written report, noting automatic 
r~troduct:iou in Assembly and Senate of the Associat:ion' s bills under , 
1983 bill numbers in accordance with the principle of the "roll-over year•' 
B. F.ecer,ticn ror- Leaisiators 
lhe Board noted the Beception is scheduled for Tuesday, 1/24/84, 5:00 to 
7:00 PM, in the Legislative Office Building. 
C. Stat:ls of Vute Education and Repistrati.on Proqrams 
Mrs Ma.nee reported representatives of NYS-NPA, the League of Women Voters 
and.the Assod.at:1011 are meeting to formulate action to implement the 1983 
NYSBA Conve!ttion resolud.on. 
4'1i . ·. "N ta Q..l\ ti\ 
'.Jif~i~ 
-s-
b • . Primaztu Health C'azte Leaial.ation 
President Mulvey suggested thac orderly discussion of this matc:er would be 
facilitated 1.f the 12/2/83 Executive Comm:l.ttee l!leeting noced in Agenda It:em 
112 were discussed now. 
1) 12/2/83 Meeting of Association. Executive Commit.tee and. Executive 
Committ.ee of Primary Care Practitioners Functional. Unit 
President Mulvey reported the 12/2/83 meeting of the Executive Committees 
of NYSNA and the Primary Care l"ractitioaer !'unction.al. Unit, scheduled 
pursuant to 10/24/83 Board action. was attended by President: Mulveyjl 
President-elect lllen Burns,, vice President .Juanita Hunter and Treasurer 





Receipt by the Association on the da.y of the meeting of notification. 
of the Missouri Supreme Court decision that the acts of H:f.ssouri. 
nurses providing primary health care services alleged as constituting 
the unlawful practice of medicine are authorized by the Missouri. 
Nursing Practice Act; 
Board and Functional Unit Executive Commtitee members concurrence 
that this decision represents a significant triumph for the right 
of registered professional nurses tci provide primacy health care 
services and for the integrity of nurse practice ac-cs aati011all.y. 
Evidence of value of clarification of Board position conceming 
the issue. of registered professiottal. nurse provision of primaxy health 
care services and of communication and representation syscems involving 
the Board and Unit leadership. 
Staff reported the joint meeting had a positive effect toward resolving 
Unit representatives' misunderstanding and dissatisfaction. vi.th respect: 
to positions, roles and relationships. 
2) Commun:Lcation with Department: of _ Health Commissioner re Hospital. Code 
Provisions 
Dr. Welch reported staff continues to cOIIIIDUlli.cate with Deoartment of 
Health Commissioner David Axelrod about DePart:ment d.tati~ns 
re primary health care by nurses .. Since the Departnent's issuance 
of citations has been prompted by State Education. Department interpret:a-
t:i.Qn of the definition of nursing practice, there is nc,w interest ao. the 
part of the Realth Commissioner and the State .Board for Nursing in 
bringing about modification. of such interpretation. Dr. Axelrod has 
·-·- ----~-~ -~-7;~~~-~-P.~s __ f'!._£~!!1'- health department_ code,. rules and 
regulations in an effort to remove inappropriace restrictions on · 
registered professional. nurse provision. of primary health care services. 
L 
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3) Introdw:tian of 1984 Primary Health Care Legislation 
the Board noted although the Siegel/Tallon proposal will be reintroduced 
in the "roll-over" year it is not known whether the bill will be moved 
forward by its sponsors. 
4) Other SNA Experience 
Dr. Welch reported that at the January meeting of SNA Executive Directors 
several states reported restrictions on practice via legislation in their 
states and ANA reiterated its view that primary health care services should 
be authorized as components of generic practice. 
NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Dr. I.aUma directed attention to the written report, noting: 
Counei.Z on Continui:ng Education 
'lhe Council has formulated Information and Guidelines for Approval of 
Conference/Convention/Annual Meeting Continuing Education Activities in 
Nursing, and recommends Board adoption of the document. 
Director at Large Joanne Byrnes expressed concern that the statement "The 
approval process is a rigorous one • • • " on page 2 of the document is 
unnecessary and might discourage sdbmission of programs. The Board 
aclmawledged the individuals involved in the review process are committed 
to approval of pm grams which meet extremely high standards. However, 
Ms. Byrnes noted the statement seems to represent the application procedure 
as clifficult rather than convey stringency of criteria for approval. 
~ON Ellen Burns moved the Board of Directors adopt the Council on 
Continuing Education's recommended Information and Guidelines 
for Appmval of Conference/Convention/Annual Meeting Continuing 
Education Activities in Nursing with the fol1'3Wi.ng revision: 
Delete the words "a rigorous" in the st:atement "The 
approval process is a rigorous one which beg:f.ns with ••• " 
on page 2. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
l'heBoard agreed on the following additional revisions: 
1) Revision of ''This is followed by another examination in whi<:fl five 
Regional Review Teams ••• " to " ••• in which one of five ••• " in line 3 
of page 2. 
2) Substitutiou of an adjective which denotes excellence for the 
word "quality" in line 3, page l. 
n. NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES .PROGRAM 
Ms. Feldsine clirected attention to the written report and flyers publicizing 
upc0111:1ng programs sponsored by-Clinical and Functional Units including the 









Ms. Areno directed attention to the written report. 
NYSNA 1984 Convention 
The Board noted the possibility that Margretta Styles may be unable to present 
the keynote address at the 1984 Convention. The Board will consider alternative 
speakers at a later time if necessary. 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
A. AnaZ.ysis Reoon/Comr:xrz,,i,son "fl1ith Budget 
B. 
Treasurer Clare Rose summarized the Ana1ysis Report/Comparison with Budget 
for income and expenses through 12/31/83. noting: 
1) The following corrections: 
a) Act:ual convention expenses for Proceedings to $0 and Special Services 
to $3.775 for a tot~ convention income of $14,738 (as opposed to 
$5,874); 
b) Elections expense under Corporate C011111ittees and Matters to $27,031. 
2) Adjustments resulting from above corrections of: 
Income oeher than dues 
Total estimated income 
Corporate committees and 
::natters expenses 
Total administration expenses 






3) Income and expenses are close to projections in all major areas with 
the exceptions of New York City Office maintenance expense, which 
exceeded projection because of repair expenses for which the Aasocj,a-
tion is liab~e, and Equipment expense, which fell be.low projection 
because acquisition of equipment is being deferred until later in 
the year. 
4) Admin1strat:ion salaries remain below projections but w:ill increase in 
the near future. 
5) The dues increase eff~tive 1/1/84 is not yec reflected in Income,. 
6) A budget allocation is required for the Task Force on Alcohol and 
Substance Abuse in Nursing. 
~TION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors allocate $3.,000 as 
expense projection for the "!ask Force on Alcohol and. Substance 
Abuse in Nursing. Seconded. Carried •man1mously. 
19 84 Convention. Reaiatl'a:tion Fees 
Ms. Rose presented to the Board che Committee on Finauce's proposal. that: 
registration fees for the 1984 m'.SNA Convention remain the same as 1983 fees 
with the addition of reduced fees for last-day-only registration in light of 





';?\~{~J¼ ... · 
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Hn'IO?i Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee on 
Finance's proposed 1984 Convention Registration. Fees as follows 
(representing retention of last year's fees and addition of 
reduced fees for last-day-only registration): · 
Registrant Type Advance !legul.ar One DaI Last Daz OnlI 
NYSNA member $ 70.00 $ 90.00 $ 35.00 $ 20.00 
NYSHA member c eligible 
for reduced fee*) -: · 45.00 50.00 35.00 20.00 
Non member 105.00 125.00 60.00 40.00 
Basic nursing studer~ctt 15.00 20.00 l0.00 s.oo 
Basic nursing studr:mt 
(groups of 10 or tilc't"~) 5.00 3.00 
*An NYSNA meni>er will be eligible for the reduced rate if he/s~e: 
(l) has graduated from basic nursing school within past twelve 
months; or (2) is 62 or older and is unemployed err not 
earning more than allowed under Social Security; or (3) is a 
full-time student; or (4) is unemployed. 
HBasic nursing student means a student enrolled in a professional 
nursing program who has not yet received a license to practice. 
Seconded. Carried unaoimo115ly. 
C. ANA De1.eqate Subsidy 
Ms. Rose explained the Committee on Finance's proposed subsidy of 5300.00 for 
each NYSNA delegate to the ANA 1984 House of Delegates is based on recent 
review of travel costs from major New York State cities to New Orleans. 
The review revealed: travel for attendance of ANA convent:ion would be 
required on days which correspond with some airlines' specific-day-of-the 
week reduced fare availability; and availability of reduced fares for 
advance reservation. 
The Board noted under the federated structure the del.egate is a representative 
oi ~SNA rather than ANA as was previously the case. 
MOTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve the Committee on 
Finance's reC011111:eUded subsidy for each delegate to the 1984 ANA 
House of Delegates of $300. Seconded. 
The Board discussed the subsidy amount vis-a-vis overall high cost of participa-
tion. the equity factor and Associacion financial. capabilities. 
!O'l'ION .ruaai:ta Bunter moved to call the previous question. Seconded. Carried. 
1'he prm.ous mtioa. was carried unani:m011Sly. 
XIV. RESIGNATION OF EXECUTIVE DIREC'!OB. CMBB.YNE A. WELCH (Executive Session) 
Immediately following luncheon President Hulvey requested the Board to 
meet in Executive Session. President Mulvey reported to the Board that 
Dr. Welch had earlier in the day presenced her letter of resignation. 
effect:ive July 20. to the President and Presidenc-elect and requested 
that discussion of the matter be held in Ezp:, ..itive Session at a point: 
following discussion of major ite1118 on the t11eeting agenda. President: 
Mulvey invited Dr. Welch to comment. 
Dr. Welch. summarized her letter of resignation (copy attached). emphasized 
the fmmeasurable satisfactiO'll she had realized in the positi.orr of Executive 
Director and extended deepest appreciation to the Board of Directors for 
the extraordinary support and cooperation i.t bad extended to her.* 
Presiden~ }hlvey expressed the Board's regret over Dr. Welch's decision. 
In response to questions regarding whether the Board might take any 
action to encourage reconsideration of the decision, Dr. Welch reiterated 
that the Board's support of the role and position of Executive Director 
was outstanding and that her decision was based on her view that it: was 
a propitious time for change for the Association and herself. On behalf 
of the Board and membership, President Mulvey expressed deepest apprecia-
tion for Dr. Welch's commitment and contributions co the Association and 
the profession. 
Dr. Welch then respectfully urged that the Board provide to her successor 
the same support and administrative authority extended to the Executive 
Director position since 1969. Dr. Welch expressed full confidence in 
Deputy Director Dr. Jane Fielding's capaciey to assume the Executive 
Director position but noted that Dr. Fielding's personal responsibilities 
may preclude her availability. Dr. Welch encouraged expeditious appoinc-
ment of the next Executive Director and offered to assist in any way the 
Board wishes. 
The Board requested the Executive Committee to immediately assume 
responsibility for the process of selection of an Executive Di.rector. 
The Executive Committee agreed to meet: upon. adjournment of today's Board 
meeting to begin.its work. 
-illDr. Welch explained the timing of the resignation would provide continuiey 
through the 1984 ANA House of Delegates and enable the next Executive 
Director to be appointed well in advance of the 1984 NYSNA Voting Body 
Meeting. 
X:/. rncUIIVE COMMITrEE CONFERENCE CALL, 1/5/84 
?resident Mulvey repon:ed to the Board on action taken by the Executive 
Committee in conference call on 1/5/84 with respect to resolutions submitted 
to NYSNA _for approval and submission to the ANA Referenc.a Committee. In 
reviewing the proposed resolutions, cbe Executive Committee referred to the 
guidelines contained in ANA's Policies and Procedures for Sublllission of Pro-
posals to and Hearing Guidelines for the 1984 AHA House·of Delegates. 
A. P.t-orJosed ResoZu'i:ion on Suo,:,on of Ped.eMZ Drug Administration Cheat 
I-Ra:y Cmtfe'Z"Ml. Cr,i,t;a,i.a 
"Dus resolution.. submitted by two NYSNA members. was approved for submission 
to the AHA Comittee. 
B. hrmosed B.esoZu.ticm He Sn:>king 
Erec.ud.ve Commil.ttee concluded the action plan proposed for implementation 
of tins resolution was 110t sufficiently specific, and declined to approve 
ad submit cbe proposal. However, the Committee did determine to foi:ward 
the proposed resolution to tbe Reference Committee for its infotmation and 
posai.ble use in formlating proposals dealing with the subject of S1110king. 
XVI. CO!lfinEE OH HUMAN B.IGJITS 
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report, noting the Committee's 
fiat meeting of the year is scheduled for February 22, 1984. 
XVII. TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN NURSING 
Phi.Zosorihy and Obiect:ives 
Sister Marie Celeste Allen directed attention to the written report noting 
the l'.uk Force's revision of Objective 18. The Board approved the Philosophy 
and Objectives on liJ/20/83 with revisions and contingent on the Task Force's 
clarification at this meeting of Objective 18. 
'lhe Board coo.curred the revised Objective 18 is clearly and appropriately 
stated. 
XVIII. CONStlMER ADVISORY COU!iCll. 
Sister Marte Celeste Allen directed attention to the written report. 
XIX. SL\TE BOARD FOR NURSING 
A. Amx>i;n:tmen"t of Vi.ztqima. ALZen, Ed. D., R .. V. 1 E:::eauti11e Sec:retaz,y 
?residenc !mlve;y reported to the Board that Virginia B. .lllen, Ed. D., R.~., 
for:zaer director of ::he Diviaion of Accrediution Services of the National 
League for Nuaing, has been appointed Executive Secreury of the State 
Board for ~iug, effective February 2, 1984. Dr. Welch will meet with 
Dr. Al1en in the near fucure. 
B. 1lotrtina:t:ion [01! State Board for Nursina .\fembezts 
heside:a~ ~ve;y reporce<i the State Board for Nursing is seeking nomi:nations 
for appoincment to the St.u:e Board and has requested Association recommenda-
tions. NYSNA member L. Jane Schlick (currently serving on the Committee on 
P'i:sublce). who received notification of State Board solicitation of nominees 
in her capaciey as Asristaat Commissioner for Patient Services~ Broome 
Comley Depa:tt::...au: of Health, haa expressed interest in nomination to the 
State Board. 
!«1.tICB Ellen Bums moved the Board of Directors recouaend to the Stace 
Board for Nursing appointment oft. Jane Schlick to the State 
.Board in light of her interest and excellent qualifications. 
Seconded.. Carr.f.e6 unaiaouely. 
l 
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xx. .\MERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION AcrIVITIES 
:ca. 
.\. Hon.ozoa:ey Reoogniti.cn ALJa:r:td to Vel'Onica M. 'Dztisoott. 
President Mulvey announced conferral by ANA of the Honorary Recognition Award 
upon Veronica M. Driscoll, the NYSNA Board of Directors' nominee, and shared 
with the Board Dr. Driscoll's letter expressing appreciation of the nominat:iou. 
The Board expressed grea1: pleasure over Dr. Driscoll's deserved recognition.· 
B. Pmposed ReaoZutione [porn Otheza SNAs 
President Mulvey summarized briefly proposed resolutions subm:itted to the 
Ai.'lA Reference Committee by other state nurses associations re endorsement 
o.f Democratic presidential caud:ida.te ill 1984 election {Massachusetts Nurses 
Association) and ANA relocation to Washington, D.C. (California Nurses 
Association) • 
c. Federation Transition 
1) ESREC Transition Team 
President Mulvey and Dr. Welch reported ESBEC Federation Transition 
Team meetings are scheduled for February and April to formulate 
recommendations to the 1984 A..~ House of Delegates. 
2) Proposed Bylaws Amendments 
The Board noted Association proposed amendments to ANA bylaws 
submitted 12/28/83 reflect: NYSNA positions held since the inception 
of the federated structure concerning composition and apportionment 
of the House of Delegates and establishment: of a Consumer Advisory 
Forum. 
D. ANA I'ror:Josed ANA/SNA Financial Reiationsm.-os 
President Mul.vey and Dr. Welch reported the Association received a revised 
draft document on proposed fillanciai arrangemencs. The draft contains 
inappropriate references concerning organizational functioning within the 
federated structure. The Association wil submit vritten comments on the draft 
to ANA. 
APPOINTMENTS 
A. Directma at; Large 
President Mulvey informed the Board thac Director at I.arge Kathleen H. !tokes 
resigned her elected post on. the Board on 12/31/83 because otber professional 
commitmen'CS preven1: her.full pard.d.pacion. in Board acdvi.ey and deliberation. 
President Mul.vey requested suggest:lou.s for appointments co fill. the vacancy 
created by Ms. Nokes' resignation. It was noted appointment: of Jean 
Sweeney-Dunn - a Binghamtou nursing practitioner providing prima.%y care 
to the elderly - would provide both professional and geographic represen-
tation the Board lacks. 
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HttIDN .Ellea.Burns moved the Board of Directors appoint Jean Sweeney-
Dmm HYSNA Director at Large to fill the vacancy created by the 
resignation of Kathleen M. Nokes. Seconded •. Carried 
unan1monsly. 
lhe lloard acknavledged the advi.sability of approval of an alternative 
appointee in t:he event Ms. SVeeney-Dwm. declines appointment. 
!ln'IOH Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors approve the 
appointment of Ann M. Gothler as Director at Large in the 
event .Jean Sweeney-Dunn declines appointment in light of 
Dr. Gathler's organizational and Board experience. Seconded. 
In conjunction with discussion of the foregoing motion~ the Board 
concurred on Che appropriateness and desirability of appointment 
at ch:l.s time of a tturSe :in private practice. 
!l>TION Ellen Buras moved to postpone the foregoing motion until an 
altemative appointee engaged in private practice could be 
identified. Seconded. Carried unanimo11Sly. 
jean Sweeney-Duan was contacted by telephone during the meeting concerning 
the Board's decision to appoint her as Director at Large. Ms. Sweeney-Dunn 
accepted the appointment. 
B. CounciZ on gcononr£,c and GenemZ. ireZ.f'azoe 
President: ~ve,- informed che Board of a vacancy on the Council on 
Eca.iomic. and General Welfare. The Board appoint:ed Marian Kovat:chitch 
to the Council on Ecoo.omic and General Welfare. 
c. ~Corrrrrittee 
'lhe Board appointed the following individuals to the 1984 Awards Committee: 
Maggie Jacobs, Arnoline Jones, Martha Orr, Susan Fraley and Diane Gielow. 
Herbert Brown was designated alternative appointee in the event Ms. Fraley 
or !fs. Ci.el.ow declines. 
D. !lYSl/A-EP!l:1.111 Joint ?met-foe Cormrirtee 
'lhe Board appoinced Kachryn Collins and Karen Ballard to the NYSNA-
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XXII. OTHER 
A. Donation to E'oun.dati-cn in Honol.' of laum L. Sms 
Presiden't Mul.vey announced that: Laura L. S:lmms, President:, Foundatiou of 
The New York State Nurses Association. and former NYSNA President and 
Chairman of the Committee to Study the Nume Practice Act, will retire 
from !he New York Hospital on January 31., 1984. Dr. Simms has requested 
that those who wish to offer tangible tribute to her do so through 
contributions t:o the Foundation of l'he New York Stace Nurses Associat:ion. 
MOTION William Greiner moved the Board of Directors approve au Association 
contribution in the amount of $100.00 to the Foundation of the New 
York State Nurses Association in honor of Laura L. Silmns, Ed.D., R.3., 
on the occasion of her retirement from. a highl.y distinguished career 
at The New York Hospital. Seconded. Carried ,manimously. 
B. Nuzosgs' House, Inc. 
Director at Large Rita Reis Wieczorek, who is a member of the Board of Directors 
of Nurses' House, Inc., requested on behalf of the Nurses' House Board NYSNA 
Board consideration of financial and/or other adlld.nist:rative assistance. 
Several Board members commended Nurses' House for the extraordinarv humanitarian 
services it provides to nurses in need. · 
The Board noted that.a contribution and an expression to Nurses' House of che 
Association's profound respect for and admiration of its work would be moat 
appropriate and desirable. 
IDTION Clare Rose moved the Board of Directors approve an. .'\ssociation 
contribution in the amount of $1,000.00 to Nurses' House, Inc. 
Secoo.ded. Carried unanimously. 
MOTION Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors give consideration on 
an annual basis to ext:ending a cont:ribution to Nurses• House,. Inc:. 
Seconded. Carried unauimously. 
!XIII. DATE OF~ MEETING 
LPNTNY Joint: Practice Commit:t:ee. Susan Fraley will. chair the Committee. The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday-Friday, .\pril. 5-6, 1984. 
E. Boa1!d of ~s, NISNA iletfa:I¥J Pt.an· for, NetJJ Yo'l!'k City EmDZ,oyed Registered 
llu1!'Sa 
Pres:ide:nc Mulvey reported the tel:1118 of appointment of Mary Biris, Chairman, 
aad Gloria Ca.ppella~ Trustee. of the NYSNA Welfare Plan expired 12/31/83. 
mTIOll Ellea.Burasmaved the Board of Directors reappointment Mary Biris 
as cbaiman and Gloria Cappella to the Soard of Trustees of the 
BISBA W-elfare Plan until 12/31/85 or until their successors are 
a.ppoinced. Seconded. Ca:rrl.ed •man1:rno•J.Sl.y. 
XXIV. ADJOUBNMENT 






ConatHuent of The American 
NUl'SN Aaodatlon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 W"111m ANIII.Nt. Guildertand. N.Y. 120M, (518) 468-5371 
Jmmar:y 20. 1984 
Cecilia F. Mul.ve:y,, M.S., R.H. 
President: 
Nar York State Nurses Association 
2113 West:em Avenue 
Gail derl.and, NY U084 
Dear Presidea:t !lilvey: 
I hereby tender my resi.gz:za1:io11 from the position of Executive Director 
ef£ecd.ve Ju1y 20, 1984. 
In my nearly fifteen yeau:s of Association employment I have bad the 
oppoLtxm.lcy to work closely with excraordinar:Uy comm:i.tt:ed, courageous 
and t:al.ent:ed Assoc:iad.011 Boards of Mrac.con, membership and sea££. 
As a resul.c I have been ia.vol.ved in some of the most: sign:ificane profes-
sioaal. and organ1zatioaal activities in mu:sing's history. Asaociation 
employmmt: has been a professional privilege without: parallel - and I do 
not: cake leave of ic lightly. 
As you know, it is written elsewhere, "For evexydiing there is a season." 
I believe, for ?iYSiiA and me, it is time for a change. 
?he Assoc:ia.1:1.on now scands at ehe threshold of a new era. The entry and 
du.rd parey reill:lburseamt: proposals will. soon be achieved; the transiei.an 
to t:he FedeLation is nearly complete and major &WSNA/DNA revital.izatious 
'rill soou be lauac:hed; and Che NYSNA Nursing ~eeds and Resources Assessment 
nil soon yield a program of acc::.on through which ffSNA's mission will. be 
furt:her refined aDd euended. A new Executive Director will bring fresh 
perspective and insi.ghc and the necessary vigor to chis period of enormous 
organizaCiona.1 acicemmu:, change and progress. 
I do noc l.eave co seek a "better" posit::f.on. As I have said throughout: my 
t:~ no ocher posi.d.ou ia. mu:smg holds die challenge, sense of achieve-
281:lt and sad.sfaccion. inherea.t: in the NYSHA becutive Di.rect:or role. ! 
leave 1:0 pursue persaaaJ. and p1:0fessional endeavors deferred or put: aside 
durfng "::tr Assoc:;iatim empl.oymanc. 
respeei: for and appraciat:i011 of the support: extended co me by the 
Associacian mmi>ersb:i.p, by suceeed1ng Boards of Direc-cors and by the 
NYSBA sea££ are simply 1nneasurable and inexpressible. tiould that I 
could adequatel.y convey my gratieude. 
.: .;. uc1 tbaC :t .. --"I' 
U8ociad0e .. aa: act 
c:omt:au,-, 
/'1 . . t· -•l I J 
- ..• Cr...,.._ 
'~-A.. Welch, 
. Ezecudve . Direc1:or 
.. - r 
THE · &Bl YOU. STATE NURSP.S ASSOCIATION 
MiliUTES OF PBE-CONVENTION MEETING OF 
BOABD OF DIRECTORS 
!he Albany Hilton Hotel 
Albany, New York 
October 20, 1983 
PRESmnm: Susan J. Fraley, President 
CALL TO OBDEB.: 12:40 
Atrendance 
OfficeM and Dil'eetors at large 
Susan J. Fraley,, President 
Cecilia F. Hnlvey,,. ·President-elect 
Juan:lca K. Hunter, Vice President 
Patricia Ann Bailey., Treasurer 
Paulann H. Andrews, Director at Large 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
Kathleen M. Nokes, Director at Large 
Veronica O'Day, Director at Large 
Ma.ttha Lane Orr,. Di.rector at Large 
Bonnie J. Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent - Arnoline Jones, Secretary 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy-Director, Administration 
William J. Odendahl, Jr., Financia1 Management Consultant 
Wendy M. Burbank, Adminisi:rative Assistant 
Guests 
1rGeorge W. Harder } Legal Counsel 
*Richard J. Silber 
Obser,vez, 
*Jane Schlick,. Member, Committee on Finance 
I. ARBOUNCEMENT BE ABSENCE OF SECRETAR.Y 
Dr. Welch announced with regret that Secretary Arnoline Jones became ill· 
on October 12. Hrs. Jones is recovering at home. 
~esent for. portion of meeting 




II. APPODlTMERT OF SECBE'rilY PRO TEMPORE 
Vice President Juanita Hunter accepted appointment as Secretary Pro 
Tempore in Mrs • .Jones' absence. 
Ill. MI!m1'ES OF SEPTEMBER 27,. 1983 MEETING 
'lbe minutes of the September 27, 1983 meeting were accepted as circulated. 
IV. BEPORJ.' OP EXECUTIVE DIRECfOR 
A.. Staff Matters 
Dr. Welch reported: 
1) Announcement 
With regret:, 10/13/83 injury in an automobile accident of Edward 
Hardie, NYSNA Plant Manager; Mr. Hardie's recuperation is 
progressing well. 
2) Staff Changes 
a) Appointment of Sister Marie Celeste Allen, currently Director 
Nursing Practice and Services Program, to Associate to the ' 
Executive Director, effective 11/1/83 - This new position is a 
confidential staff position directly responsible to the 
Executive Director. Its responsibilities will include 
providing staff services for the Consumer Advisory Council 
and the Task Force on A1cohol and Substance Abuse in Nursing 
and various liaison activities. 
b) Appointment of Frances Feldsine as Director, Nursing Practice 
and Services Program, effective 11/1/83; 
c) Appointment of Georgia Hebert as Nursing Representative, 
Economic and General Welfare Program, effective 11/14/83; 
d) Relocation of Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program, from 
the Guilderland Office to the Buffalo Office, effective 
11/1/83 - Dr• Fielding will retain the responsibilities of 
her position, visi~ the Center for Nursing regularly to meet 
with staff and assist in coordination of Buffalo office 
operations. 
B. November 1983 PLAYBOY Magazine Feature 
Dr. Welch reported receipt of a small number of form letters and 
telephone calls and a statement by the california Nurses Association 
denouncing the November 1983 PLAYBOY feature "Women in White ••• " which 
the Board discussed briefly at its September meeting. 
1'he Association has referred this matter to the Office of Professiona1 
Conduct since the article names one individual as a "New York RN" 
whose name does not appear on the latest roster of licensed registered 
professional nurses in this state. The Association has also brought 
this matter to the attention of the National Council of State Boards 
of Nursing. 
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The Board rei.terated its position that official comment on the 
article would increase its visibility. 
C. Massachusetts Nurses Association v. 1199 
Dr. Welch reported- the result of the election between Kassachuset:ts 
Nurses Association and 1199 for the right to represent MRA's largest 
bargaining unit is still unresolved. A mail ballot: election is in 
progress; MNA staff reports there is a strong possibility another 
election will be necessary because neither party is expected to 
achieve the number of votes required for certification. 
V. STATUS, LITIGATION RE DISCIPLWARY PROCEEDING 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President Fraley welcomed. Association 
legal counsel George W. Harder and Richard J. Silber, present: ior 
discussion of the status of litigation resulting from the Board of 
Directors' charge of conduct detrimental and injurious to the Association 
issued against.individuals named in a complaint received by the Association 
on 11/16/82. The complaint was lodged in accordance with the provisions 
of the Association's "Guidelines, Policies and Procedures re Conduct Detri-
mental or Injurious to the Association or Its Purposes. 11 
Under legal- counsel's advice the two Board members who are not participating 
in this proceeding because of familiarity with particulars of the case and 
an observer at the Board meeting left the meecing room in order to preserve 
the confidentiality of deliberations. 
Mr. Harder .and Mr. Silber provided the following summary of the case's 
progress to date: 
A. 12/10/82 Board of Directors' decision to charge sixteen individuals 
with conduct detrimental. or injurious to the Association and intent:. 
to conduct hearings on the charge and 12/13/82 notification to the 
named individuals; 
B. Procurement by fifteen.of the named individuals of 4/29/83 order in New 
York State Supreme Court: deferring conduct of hearings pending trial; 
C. 10/18/83 App~llate Division decision sustaining lower court order. 
Mr. Harder and Mr. Silber explained the Association now has the option of 
requesting Court of Appeals review and reversal. of the decision or trying 
the case in the Supreme Court. Counsel emphasized that: neither the merits 
of the case nor the basic question of the right: of the Association to 
bring disciplinary action against its members bas been 't'eviewed or judged. 
Legal counsel further.explained the issue of the Association's right: to 
discipline members tests two sets of legal am regulatory provisions 
governing the Association - not-for-profit corporation law and regulation. 
and labor law and regulation. The implications for membership and labor 
organizations of a precedent against discipline of members for detri.8:!nta1 
or injurious conduct would be monumental and crippling. One New York 
State decision prohibited an organization's right to fine members as 
disciplinary action. However,. no case law now exists to influence resolu-





CoTJDSel noted chat the process of appeal. to the Court of Appeals would be 
protrac1:ed and the incidence of Court of Appeals reversal of Appellat:e 
Division orders is rare. Therefore, Mr. Harder and Mr. Silber advised that 
the Board proceed with Supreme Court trial of the case in order to 
expeditiously establish the Association's right to discipline and permit 
exam:foation of the merits of the case. 
Following discussion, 
!OTION Paul.&1m Andrews moved the Board of Directors authorize initiation 
of procedures for trial in Supreme Court of the case involving 
12/82 charge of conduct detrimental and injurious to the Associa-
tion against sixteen individuals. Seconded. Carried unanimous1y. 
VI. OlmITI'EE ON FINANCE 
Treasurer Patricia Ann Bailey reported the Committee on Finance held its 
pre-convention meeting immediately prior to the Board meeting. Materials 
exaadned and reports received were: (a) Financial Statements and Auditor's 
Report for Year End 7/31/83; (b) Annual Report of the Committee; and 
(c) me:d>ership comparison figures for year-end September 30, 1982 and 
1983 and moneh-end September 1983. 
A. Annual -Report of Committee 
Dr. Bailey directed attention to the Report of the Col'lllllittee on page 11. 





The proposed 1982-83 Budget was based on a membersh.ip enrollment 
of 30,500 with estimated income of $3,493,416 and projected expenses 
of $3,255,955. The July 1983 membership figure was 28,520 - 1980 
short of projection. In April 1983 enrollment climbed to 28,053, 
exceeding 28,000 for the first time since August 1979_ 
The fiscal year ended with a net income of $197,866 as opposed to 
the projected $237,641. The variance is due primarily to the failure 
to achieve membership proje.ctions. 
To offset reduced income stringencies were exerted in all operations. 
Adm1n:fs~rative expenses were curtailed by 10.3%; program expenses by 
8.3%. 
If the proposed dues increase is accepted revenues will begin to 
stteu.gthen only in the latter part of the fiscal year. Therefore, 
in reality, the increase will establish a stronger financial base 
for 1984-85 rather than for the 1983-84 fiscal year. 
B. Auditor's Report for Year End July 31 7 1983 
Dr. Bailey asked William Odendahl to present an overview of the 
Financial Statements and Auditor's Report for Year Ended 7/31/83. He 
noted: 
1) The fiscal year ended with a net income of $197,866 as opposed to 
a deficit of $50,155 in fiscal year 1982. 
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2) Fiscal year '83 assets were $585,695 as contrasted with fiscal. year 
'82 assets of $303, 788; equity (deficit) for the same period was 
reduced from {$704,415) to ($452,039). 
3) Anne Hansen Fund loan collections have strengthened substantially this 
year. 
4) Notes to Financial Statements include the conversion effective 
July ls 1982 to a flat dues assesS1DeUt to ANA based on NYSNA's 
ANA member count as of that date. 
MOTION Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Directors approve the 
Financial Statements and Auditor's Report for Year Ended 
7/31/83. Seconded. Carried unanimo11sly. 
On behalf of the Board, President Fraley expressed deep appreciation to 
William Odendahl for his assistance in conduct of Association financial 
operations. 
President Fraley expressed the Board's deep appreciation to Patricia Ann 
Bailey for her expertise and commitment in assumption of the duties of 
Association Treasurer after her February 1953 appoint:meut to the office. 
Dr. Bailey thanked Board members for their assistance and stated she 
found the experience professionally rewarding. 
VII. COUNCIL ON CERTIFICATION 
Dr. Welch reported the Council on Certification met: on. September 30 and 
summarized the Council's Annual Report found in the Supplement to the 
Book of Reports. 
The Council has concluded that determination of NYSNA's appropriate role 
in certification would require careful evaluation of the en.tire systera of 
credentialing within the profession - considering not only whether NYSNA's 
program should be continued, but what steps should be taken to bring order 
out of the current confusion over certification and prevent perpeniat:ion 
of inappropriate certify.f.ng act:ivities by various groups. The Council 
will consider developing a blueprint for a rational, integrated 
credentialing system. · 
Issues of particular concern identified by the Council included: 
A. The lack of licensure entry standards and result:ing confusion regarding 
whether certification should signify post-licensure competence, "entry" 
level specialty competence or advanced expertise in special.ty practice; 
B. Increasing specialization in health care and resulting pressure to 
identify practitioners with competence in various specialty areas 
before curricula and formalized study reflect the relevant knowledge 
base; 
C. The proliferation of statutes and regulations which define and impose 
diverse certification requirements; 
D. The tendency for statutory/regulatory requirements to shape certification 
requirements and outcomes; 
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E. 'l'he legi.tillate arid feasible roles of ANA and SNAs in a coordinated 
certification syst•. 
?he Council requests Board of Directors approval of its proposed evaluation 
of che c:erd.ficatioll system and determination of IffSNA's appropriate role in 
that system. 
!11.rIOB Will:law Greiner IIIIOvad the Board of Directors aoi,rove the recommenda-
tiou of Che CouDcil on Certification. that the Couucil undertake a 
c:caprehena:ive evaluation of the entire certification system and 
RYSRA' s appropriate role in that system. Seconded. Carried 
unan1JIOfl8ly. · 
VIII. TASK FOBCE ON ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN NURSING 
Dr. Welch directed the Board's attention to the- Task Force's recommendation 
that the Board approve the Task Force's proposed Philosophy and Objeccives. 
Board members concurred the statement ''Nurses lack important knowledge 
about the nacure and causes of alcoholism and drug abuse ••• "on page 2 
of the Philosophy conveys a generalized value judgment rather than a 
stataent of fact. 
'l'he Board determined this statement should be amended to: "Nurses 
require knowledge about the nacure and causes of alcoholism and 
drug abuse • • • • " 
B. Objectives 
Several Board members expressed concern that Objective 118 might reflect 
lack of concern over nurses' responsibilities vs. rights. 
!llTIOH Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors approve the Task Force 
on Alcohol and Substance Abuse in Nursing's proposed Philosophy and 
Objectives vi.th the revision of Philosophy, page 2, paragraph 3, 
line 1 - substitute ''Nurses require knowledge • • • " for "Nurses lack 
important knowledge • • • " - and contingent on the Task Force's 
clarification at the first regular Board meeting cf 1984 of its 
Objective #8. Seconded.. Carried 1manimm,sly. 
IX. NYSNA/tml YOBK STATE ASSOCIATION OF NURSE ANESTHETISTS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
MEETING, 10/3/83 
Ms. Praley and Dr. Welch reported the joint executive committee meeting was 
productive and cordial. 
IffSANA continues to support the Siegel/Tallon "riurse practitioner" legislative 
p!:'oposal. However, as a result of discussions with the Association, the 
orgatiization is reconsidering its opposition to the en.try proposal. 
NYSAHA is particularly concerned about alcoholism and substance abuse 
among nurses and requested formation of a joint task force to address the 
issue. The Executive Committee suggested NYSANA representation on the 
IffSNA Task Force 011 Alcoholism and Substance Abuse in Nursing, to which 
NYSANA representatives agreed. The Board noted the contribution to Task 
Force deliberations of tlds specialty organization could be very valuable. 
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!l>TION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors approve a liais011 
representative of the New York State Association of Nurse Anesthetists 
on the NYSNA Task Force on Alcoholism and Substance Abuse in Nursing. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
X. NYSNA/LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES AND TECHNICIANS OF NE5l YORK, INC., 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES MEETING, 10/7/83 
President Fraley reported the meeting was attt:nded by Ms. Fraley, Dr. Railey,, 
Dr. Welch and Dr. Fielding. Issues discussed by the two executive committees 
included: 
A. LPNTNY's continued opposition to the Entry Proposal based on concern over 
the employment security of the LPN who will practice for only ten to 
fifteen more years. 
B. Misutilization by hospitals and other health care facilities of 
licensed practical nurses. 
C. LPNTNY's support of NYSNA's exempt clause repea1 bill. 
XI. NYSNA/STATE BOARD FOR NURSING/COALITION OF ORGANIZED NURSE PRACTITIONER 
ASSOCIATIONS MEETING, 9/28/83 
President Fraley reported this meeting was also attended by a newly 
appointed legislative aide to Assemblyman Siegel and the Coalition's newly 
appointed lobbyist. NYSNA representatives proposed the group work 
together on aspects of the issue of registered professional nurse 
provision of primary health care services on which there is agreement -
e.g., prescriptive privileges. Coalition representatives expressed the 
possibilities of authorization of: use of the title "nurse practitioner" 
outside the Nurse Practice Act; the practice of "medical acts" by some 
nurses. Association representatives reiterated authorization of nurses 
to perform medical acts would perpetuate confusion about the nature of 
nursing practice and stimulate restriction of nursing practice. 
Other Executive Committee members noted: the State Board's increasing 
strength of commitment to the best interests of the profession as a 
whole; and disappointment over the Coalition's continuing disagreement: wit:h 
NYSNA and SBN positions on this matter. 
Dr. Welch informed the Board staff continues to cODD11Unicate with Department 
of Health Commissioner David Axelrod about instances of conflict between 
provision of primary health care by nurses and hospital code provisions. 
The Department is not currently invoking or enforcing citations. Dr. W'elcll 
will meet again with Dr. Axelrod in the near future about approprtate 
hospital code provisions. 
Association legal counsel has advised that: introduction of primary health 
care legislation of any kind would be unwise until current law bas been 
tested; and insertion of any amendment incorporating Medical Practice Act 
language will increase the jeopardy to the practice of all nurses. 
President Fraley noted the unusually heavy demands imposed by the controversy 
on Board members' time and energy during the past year and expressed deep 
appreciation for the commitment, expertise and sensitivity demonstrated in 
. deliberations and joint meetings. 
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Xll. COtfVER'nOlf/VO'l'ING BODY lfA1"lERS 
A. Proposed Order of Voting Body· Business 
Dr. Welch di.rected the Board's attend.au to the Proposed Order of 1983 
Vot:iDg Body Busiueas. 
!IJTIOB Juanita Bunter moved the Board of Directors approve the Proposed 
Order of 1983 Voting Body Business. Seconded. carried 
1maaiJ1CJ1aaly. 
B. Rg:latrat:Lou Packet Ea.closures 
Dr. Welch enumerated convention packet items, summarized schedules of 
business and. program sessions and social activities of the 68th Annual 
Meeting, emphasizing those activi.ties at whi.ch Board members' presence 
and participation were moat critical. 
C. Honorary Recopition Resolutions 
President Fraley directed attention to the resoluticns conferring 
Bonoruy Recognition upon Mildred L. Greene and Mildred L. Montag on 
pages 26 and 27 of the Annual Report Supplement drafted in accordance 
with previous Board action. 
!ll'rION Kathleen M. Nokes moved the Board of Directors approve for 
presentation to the Voting Body the resolution conferring 
NYSRA Honorary Recognition upon Mildred L. Greene. Seconded. 
carried 1mauimouly. 
!IJrIOH Rita Reis Wieczorek moved the Board of Directors approve for 
presentation to the Voting Body the resolution conferring 
NYSNA Honoruy Recogn:l.tion upon Mildred L. Montag. Seconded. 
carried nnao:frno'lSly. 
D. Disposition of 1982 Voting Body Resolutions 
Dr. Welch summarized disposition of resolutions passed by the 1982 
Voting Body, noting the Secretary's report to the Voting Body will 
include this information. 
XIII. COJIII.'r.r!E/COUNCn APPOINTMENTS 
the list of council/committee members was reviewed and suggestions for new 
appoit:ltments were cODSidered. Consideration of appointments consistently 
reflected attention to appropriate geographic and professional representa-
tion as well as indiv.l.dual expertise. 
Appointments reported bel-aw were for two years unl.ess indicated otherwise. 
A. Conrni. ttee on Bul.cus 
!tlTION Rita. Reis ~ieczorek moved reappointments of Chairman Thais 
Asbkmas aud Sylvia Barker. and appointment of Sue Kircher. 
Seconded. Carried •menimouJJly. 
B. Counm,1, on Continuing Educa:tion 
H>TION Paulann Andrews lll)ved reappointments of catherine O>rbelll and 
Mary R. Pr:l.ce. Seconded. carri.ed ,manimnualy. 
C. COf.D'ICi.1, on Certifictrti,on 
Hn'ION Paul.mm Andrews moved reappoinaamt of CJaitmau !amela 
Culbert-BintJiorn. Seccmded. Curled unaniaoual.y. 
D. Council, on Economic and Genaal ileZfazee 
MOTION Rita Reis Wieczorek moved reappoint:ants of Norine Buffal.oe, 
· Jerilyn Coon and Nancy KcGiml. Seconded. Carr.led unanimoqsly. 
E. Council on Et:hica.1. ~e 
It>TION Patricia Ann Bailey moved reappointment of Madeline Naegle 
as chaiman. Seconded. Carried 1mantmo1.\Sly. 
H>TION Cecilia Mulvey moved appointment of Virginia. Byers. Secondecl. 
carried ,manfnK>11sly. 
:tl>TION WfJJiam Greiner moved appoinrmnt of Ruth Pell. Seconded. 
Carried IJD8DilJl0nsly-
M>TION Juairl.ta Hunter moved appointment of Corrine Stewart. Seconded. 
carried 1man:fmonsly. 
F. CounciZ on I,egi,s lation 
The Board discussed briefly the possibility of reducing the size of the 
Council on Legislation to conform to the minimum requirement of five 
members specified in the bylaws for most councils. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors reduce the size of 
the Council on Legislation to five tnembers, the 'lldnimum specified 
in the bylaws for most councils. Seconded. Lost. Vote: l yes~ 
9 no, l abstention. 
In discussion of the foregoing motion, the Board noted the intensity and 
diversity of the Council's activicy necessitate it be comprised of addi-
tional members in order to maintain c01ll'>rehensive geoRl'clphic representation. 
and effective communication with district legislative·committees 
and legislators. 
Ml'I'ION Juanita Hunter moved: reappoint:ment of Chai.rman Eunice 
Turner and members Hazel Byer Forde, Martha Fortune and 
Ann Sedore; and appointment: of Paulann Andrews. Seconded. 
Carried unanimo1,sly. 
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G. Counm:t on B:a-.rinq· 
!mIO!l Eacbleen Nokes moved appointment of Macy- Britten. Seconded. 
Carried 1manimously. 
!l>r?Oti J'uani.ta Hunter moved reappointment of Charlene MclCaig. 
Carried 1rnan1moasly. 
tmIOB Patric:1.a Ann Bailey moved reappointment of Wen Bums in the 
evan.t she is not elected to the office of President-elect. 
Seconded. Carried imsn1aously. 
!l>TIOH ii'ilUam Greiner moved appointment of Kathl.een Powers in the 
evmit of Hs._J!u~• election. Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
.!llTION Paulann Andrews moved reappointment of Chairman v. Barbara 
Hynes for a term of one year (1984 convention). Seconded. 
Carri.ed •rnsn:!mously. 
!l>TION Bonnie Berratto moved reappointment of Gail DeMarco. Seconded. 
Carried unanfmously. 
l'he Board discussed briefly the issue of appropriateness of inclusive -
educaeional program representation on the Council vis-a-vis appropriat~ 
ness of appointment of those individuals who have expressed interest in 
serving on the Council. The Board agreed the composition of the 1983-84 
Council would be exam1ued next year and every effort would again ba made 
to devote due consideration to both educational. program representation 
and appointment of interested qualified individuals. 
H. Council, on B:a-.rinq PM.ctice 
!IJTIOlf Juanita Hunter mo'Vi!d reappointment of ?fartha Kemsley as chairman, 
reappointment of Kathryn Coll.ins and appointment of Patricia 
Reed. Seconded. Carried 1mauimously. 
!OTION Martha Orr moved appointment of Gertrude Johnson in the event 
of a vacancy in the Council. Seconded. Carried unao1rnously. 
I. Council on Nur-sing Resea:,.och 
_!l>TION Juanita Hunter moved reappointments of Carole Blair. Diane 
Elliott:, Patri.cia Hurley, Elizabeth Shields and appointment 
of Carolyn Aradine. Seconded. 
l'he Board discussed the foregoing and other suggested appoin.tments. 
!ln'IOB Paul.mm Andrews moved to call the previous question. Seconded. 
Carried. 
The preVious motion was lose: 0 yes, 11 no. 
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MOTION Veronica O'Day moved reappointments of carole Blair, Diane 
El.lioct, Patr:lc:la Hurley and Elizabeth Shields. Seconded. 
Carried unanimousl.y .. 
MOTION Rita Reis Wieczorek moved appointment of Nettie Bi.rnbach. 
Seconded. 
The Board discussed the value of diverse representation of research 
areas on the Council. 
MOTION Rita :Reis Wieczorek moved to call the previous question. 
Seconded. Carried. 
The previous motion was carried: 7 yes, 4 no. 
Tha Board concurred Bettie Jaclcson be considered for appointment to 
the Council in the event of a vacancy • 
J. Reg-lonal Revietil Teams 
1) Central 
MOTION Patricia Ann Bailey moved reappointments of Judy House 
and Kathleen Colling. Seconded. Carried nrumi:mously • 
MOTION Cecilia Mulvey moved appointment of Irene Di.Florio. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
2) Eastern 
}IITION Juanita Hunter moved reappointments of Patri.cia Ames and 
Shirley Wallace, and appointment of Helen Vartigan. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
3) Long Island 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved appointments of Margaret McNally and 
Patricia Hyman. Seconded. Carried ,mauimously. 
4) Western 
MOTION William Greiner moved appointment of Carol Pizzo. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
5) New York City 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved reappointment of Alice Gianella and 
appoitibnent of Barbara Carty. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
Dr. Welch informed the :Soard that the review teams have recomaended 
me:mers whose terms expire be requested to serve until .January 1. 1984 
to assist new and continuing members in deliberat:ions during transition. 
IDTION William Greiner moved extension of terms of appoinc.an.t of . 
outgoing Review_ Team members until January 1, 1984. Seconded. 
Carried unanimously. 
K. Comti:ttee on IIurtrzn Rights 
!l>TIO!i Juanita Hunter moved reappointment of Kathleen Sward as 
chaiman, reappointments of 'lhetis Group and Dorothy 
Hickey, and appointments of Lolita Campas and Richard 
Garfield. Seconded. earned. Vote: 10 yes, 1 no. 
XIV. 0TBER ITEMS 
A. !ialtiempl.oyer Pension Plan and Benefits Fund 
Dr. Welch reported to the Board that Board members may receive 
1nquiries about: resolutions passed by barga1n1ng unit members at 
two liev York City private sector hospitals regarding NYSNA Pension 
Plan business. The resolutions are inappropriate because the 
Association Board has no authority over the Board of Trustees of the 
Plan and no responsibility for Plan and Fund operation beyond 
appointment of Trustees. Hence, any inquiries must be directed 
to the Plan Trustees. 
B. ICN Clristiane Reimann Prize 
President Fraley called an Executive Session of the Board to consider 
the September 30, 1983 memorandum from the American Nurses' Association 
re ICN Christiane Re1maun Prize Nominations. 
!tJTION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors submit the nomina-
tion of cathry,e A. Welch, Ed.D., R.N., for the ICN Christiane 
Reimann Prize. carried by acclamation. 
Upon notification of this action after Executive Session, Dr. Welch 
expressed deepest appreciation·of this expression of the Board's 
confidence. 
C. Presentation of Certificates 
President Fraley presented certificates of appreciation to Board 
meni:>ers whose terms of office expire at the close of convention. 
Ms. Fraley reiterated appreciation to Treasurer Patricia Ann 
Bailey and Directors at Large Paulann H. Andrews, Veronica O'Day, 
Bonnie Perratto and Rita Reis Wieczorek for their commitment and 
service. 
D. Announcement and Recognition of President 
President Fraley expressed deep appreciation to Board members for the 
support and cooperation extended to her throughout her term as 
President. President-elect Mulvey extended the Board's appreciation of 
President Fraley's courageous and gracious leadership throughout her tem. 
On behalf of staff, Dr. Welch expressed appreciation to President 
Fraley and Board members whose terms of office were expiring for 








THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
fUNUTES OF . POST-CONVENT! ON MEETING 
OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Albany Hilton Hotel 
Albany, NY 
October 24, 1983 
PRESIDING: Cecilia F. Mulvey, President 
rALL TO ORDER: 12:45 PM 
Attendance 
Officers and Directors at Large 
Cecilia F. Hulvey, President 
Ellen M. Bums, President-elect 
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President 
Clare J. Rose, Treasurer 
William F. Greiner, Director at Large 
t1aggie Jacobs, Director at Large 
Kathleen H. Nokes, Director at Large 
Martha L. Orr, Director at Large 
Bonnie J. Perratto, Director at Large 
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Di rector at Large 
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large 
Absent Amoline Jones, Secretary 
Joanne R. Byrnes, Director at Large 
Staff 
Cathryne A. Welchs Executive Director 
Jane Fielding, Deputy Directer, Program 
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration 
Patricia H. Arena, Director, Organization Services 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant 
I. INTRODUCTION 
2B 
O'I behalf of the Board President Mulvey welcomed the newly elected President-
elect Ellen M. Bums, Treasurer Clare J. Rose and Director at Larqe Maggie 
Jacobs. Newly elected Director at LarQe Joanne R. Byrnes was absent because 
of illness. Board mel!Eers and staff exchanged introductions. 
II. SECRETARY PRO TEMPORE 
President Mulvey requested that Vice President Juanita K. Hunter continue 
to serve as Secretary Pro Tell1)ore in the absence of Secretary Arnoline Jones .. 
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III. IMPLICATION OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED BY 1983 NYSNA VOTING BODY 
Ms. Hunter read the "resolves" of the resolutions approved by the 1983 
Voting Body. Copies of all resolutions passed by the voting body are 
appended to these minutes. Board discussion of action necessary to 
ill1)lement these resolutions follows. 
A. Resolution Re The October 23, 1983 Atzoaity in Beirut, Lebanon 
The Board noted staff will conmunicate to appropriate governmental and 
military officials, President Reagan. The reso1ution will be publ!shed 
in Report and coimumicated to constituent district nurses associations 
and NYSNA organizational and bargaining units. 
B. Reeotution Re Voter Education Programs 
President Mulvey announced a meeting of the Executive Co111nittee of 
NYS-NPA and NYSNA would be scheduled to discuss this. The Board noted 
district involvement in the endeavor might be valuable. 
C. Resol,ution Re Organizing for 100% Membership 
This resolution will be referred to the Council on Economic and General 
Welfare for consideration and reco1J111endations. 
D. Resolution Re Communiaation and Suppol't of the Nuz>se Pra.atiae Act 
In conjunction with discussion of this resolution, M~. Greiner conve~ed 
concerns expressed to him by merrbers of the NYSNA Primary Care Practi-
tioners Functional Unit about inadequate conmunication between the Board 
and the lilit concerning positions and developments relating to the issue 
of provision of primary health care by registered professional nurses. 
Other Board members cited examples of dissatisfaction which reflect 
misunderstanding of appropriate comnunication and reoresent~tion systems 
as well as Board position. Board discussion of the matter included: 
1) diversity of concerns and positions within the Functional Unit's 
membership; . . . . . . 
2) the Board of Di rector's non-delegable respons101l 1ty for protection 
of the Nurse Practice Act given its relevance to the Association's 
corporate purposes; . _ . . 
3) direct pressure from outside groups 1n d1sagreement w1th the Associ-
ation's position on Functional Unit members. 
Following discussion, 
MOTION Martha Orr moved the Board of Directors schedule a meetin~ of 
the NYSNA Executive Conmittee and the Primary Care Practitioners 
Functional Unit Executive Conmittee to discuss the primary health 
care issue and clarify comunication systems between the Board 
and the Unit. Seconded. carried unanimously. 
4'1~ 
J, ·- ·=;,-~·M·f>~ 
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E. Resol,ution Re Heal,th Ha%a!'ds in the flol'1cplace 
Measures to implement this resolution will be exolored. 
IV. APPOINTMENTS TO COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
President Mulvey noted that Juanita Hunter1s and Jane Schlick's terms on the 
Finance Co11111ittee expired at this Convention and that an additional vacancy 
existed. Dr. Hunter noted that she had served 4 years and suggested that in 
light of Executtve Conmittee responsibilities, she not be reappainted. 
President Mulvey expressed the Board 1s appreciation for Dr. Hunter's valuable 
contributions to the Co1T111ittee 1 s deliberations and actions. 
President Mulvey extended to Rita Reis Wieczorek the Board's request that 
she accept appointment to the Col!lllittee on Finance. Dr. Wieczorek accepted 
the appointment. N. Margaret t~ineman 's current tem of appointment expires 
in October 1984. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved appointment of Barbara Knauer and reappointment 
of Jane Schlick to the Conmittee on Finance. Seconded. Carried 
unanimously. 
y. RESOLUTION REGARDING NYSNA DUES INCREASE FOR PAYROLL DEDUCTION MEMBERS 
EMPLOYED BY THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors ai:>Drove the following 
resolution: 
Resolved that the a100unt of oraanization dues deductions oer 
bi-weekly period for meni:>ers of The New York State Nurses Association 
shall be changed: 
FROM KZ* $4.25 to KZ* $7.10 
FROM KZ $4.25 to KZ $7.10 
FROM OP $4.25 to OP $7.10 
FROH NJ $7. 30 to NJ $8. 10 
FROM KF $7.30 to KF $8.15 
and that the amount of organization dues deductions per weekly period 
for members of The New York State Nurses Association shall be changed: 
FROM KZ* $2.10 to KZ* $3.55 
This change shall be effective January 1, 1984. 
Seconded. Carried unanimously. 
VI. SCHEDULE OF FUTURE BOARD MEETINGS 
Board ment>ers concurred there is a need for additional opporttmity for informal 
and formal discussion about issues and concerns among Board men,ers. Followinq 




N. tllrgaret Winenan moved the Board of Directors: schedule Connittee 
on Finance meetings as dinner meetings on the evenings prior.to 
one-day-long Board meetings; and convene Board neetinns earl1er in 
the moming than they have begun in the past. Seconded. Carr1ed 
unanimously. 
The 1984 schedule of Board of Directors and Connittee on Finance meetings 
was set as follows: 
Wednesday, Noveni>er 9, 1983 - Orientatio~ for newly. e17cted Board meni>ers 
Thursday-Friday, January 19-20, 1984 - F1nance evenrng, Board 9 a.m. 
Thursday-Friday, April 5-6,. 1984 - Finance 9-10:31; Board 11 :00 a.rn. and 9:00 
Wednesday-Thursday, June 6-7, 1984 - Finance evening;. Board 9 a.m. 
Thursday-Friday, Septemer 13-14, 1984 - Finance even1ng; Board 9 a.m. 
Vice-President Hmter urged Board members to arran~e to be available for the 
full business day of Board meetings. 
VII. OTHER ITEMS 
A. Nursing Ba7:l of Fame Nomination 
President Mulvey infonned the Board that the Association received a 
request from memer Gen rose Alfano for the Board I s ~ndorsement of the . 
Pennsylvania Nurses Association's nomination OT Lyd1a Hall to the Nurs1n9 
Hall of Fame. 
MOTION Kathleen Nokes roved the Board of Di rectors endorse. the 
Pennsylvania Nurses Association's nomination ~f Lyd1a_Hall 
to the Nursing Hall of Fame. Seconded. Carried unan1mously. 
8. Appointments to Muitiemployer Pension Plan and Benefits Fund Boards of 
TPust;ees 
For the benefit of newly elected Board meni>ers, Dr. Welch exolained the 
NYSNA Board of Directors appoints Association Trustees to th~ B~ards of 
the Multiemployer Pension Plan and Benefits Fund. The ~~0~1at1on Board 
of Directors has no administrative or fiduciary respons1b1l1ty or repre-
sentation of interest with respect to the Plan and Fund beyond these 




MOTION N. Margaret Wineman moved the Board of Directors appoint t~e 
following individuals to the Board of Trustees of the Hult1emp~oyer 





· Sidney Morgan 
Ell en Sanders 




MOTION Martha Orr moved the Board of Di rectors appoint the followfnq 
individuals to the Board of Trustees of the Mult1employer · 
Benefits Fund until 12/31/85 or until their successors are appointed: 
Alicia Camacho 
Helen Gray 




Seconded. carried unanimously. 
C. Convention Matters 
1. Albany Hilton Acco111110dations 
The Board expressed concern over the widespread dissatisfaction among 
convention attendees over several aspects of the services of the 
hotel, including attitudes of personnel and problems with check-in 
housekeeping and food services. 
Staff will meet with hotel representatives to discuss these concerns 
as they affect completion of business for this year's convention and 
arrangements for future conventions. If COIJIDlete assurance is not 
given for acceptable service, consideration will be given to relocatino 
the 1984 Convention. -
2. Activity Scheduling 
The Board explored briefly improvement of convention effectiveness. 
These possibilities were cited: 
a. decreasing the numbers of programs and speakers; 
b. schedulinq the Awards Banquet for an earlier or later evening. 
Staff will inform organizational units of the Board's views re 
programs and speakers, explore ways to improve convention scheduling 
and make reco11111endations to the Board. 
3. 1983 Voting Body Spirit and 1984 Convention Theme 
The Board noted the 1983 Voting Body's apparent readiness to move 
forward in relation to various professional and organizational matters. 
It was agreed that consideration will be given to a 1984 Convention 
theme reflective and supportive of this spirit. 
VIII. ADJOURNMEHT 
The meeting adjourned at 2:ll p.m. 
CAW/lm 
1/18/84 
~--4( ti.--~ . 
J ~;ta K. Hunter, Sec tary Pro Tempore 
THE ?lDlYORK STATE NlJRSES ASSOCIATION' 
... , . .. . RESOLUTION BE 
TRE·· OctOBEa 231 1983 ATBOCitt IN BEilWT, L!BANON 
Apprpved by -the NISNA. Voting Body,. O<mibs~ as,. 1983 
fl11E!il!AS, · in its October 23, 1983 business session the 1983 NYSHA Voting 
Body learned of the slaying and iujmy in Beirut, Lebanon, of 
· Ua.ited States Marines and possibly others while they slept; 
IIHEIIEAS, this v.l.olent act is. wholly contradictory to the nursing profession's 
· respect for the diSDity of human life and its conimitment to human 
health: Therefore be it 
llESOLVED,. that the 1983 NYSNA Votirlg Body extend its deepest condolences 
to the families of those who have suffered death and injury in 
this situation, ~d be it further 
· HESOI.VZD,. that the 1983 NYSNA Voting Body record its fervent hope that peace 







THE Nm YORlt STAT! NUBSES · ASSOCIATION 
BESOLDTIOH BE VOTER EDUCATIOH PIOGIWtS_ 
Approved by .. -the N'ISllA Voting Body, O<mibez, 23, 1983 
there are close to 200,000 nurses registered topracti~profesaioual 
uursing in Nev York State aud this number dea:mstra'tea the potential. 
political clout nurses can haw; 
voting is the right and privilege of all United States c:ituens;. 
one in forty-four registered women voters is a registered nurse; 
this number could be increased significantly if ewi:y registered 
nurse in New York. State registered to vote: 'l'herefore be it 
that New Yoi:k State Nurses Association in conjunction with New 
York State Nurses for Political Action develop strategies to 
conduct voter registration programs with the goal of-registering. 
evei:y nur.ae in New York. State, and be it further 
that New York State Nurses Associ.ation in conjunction with Hew 
York State Nurses for Political Action seek to develop strategies 
to conduct voter education program to educate nurses about the 
election process aud value of voting, and be it further 
that New York State Nurses Association in conjunction with Nev 
York State Nurses for Political Action develop a ~cbanfn to 
evaluate the effectiveness of this project. 
tlm NEW YORK STATE NtJBS!S ASSOCIATION 
BESOLU'l'IOH BE ORGANIZING FOR 100% MEMBERSHIP 
Approusd by thB NYSNA Vot;ing Body, Octobez- 23., 1983 
1IHF:HE45, the collecci.ve strengm of NYSNA is dependent on the strength 
of each and every one of i.ts Councils of Nursing Practitioners; 
PIIEREAS, the need for 100% membership in all NYSNA Councils has never been 
scrouger sillce our gains are being challenged by labor organiza-
tions acte111pt111g to take away !IYSNA representation: 'lherefore be 
it 
P.ESOLVED., that the 1983 NYSNA Voting Body recomeid that: all NYSNA Councils 
of Nursing Practitioners step up their efforts to fully organize, 
and be it further 
HESOLVED, that the Council on Economic and General Yelfare be requested to 
study and make recommendations for achieving 100% membership in 





THE Nm YORI'. STATE N1JBSES ASSOCIATIOR 
RESOLlJ'?ION RE COllroNICATIOli AND SUPl'OB.T OF 'ntE m.msE PRACrICE ACt 
Approvsd by the NISNA Voting Body., O(!tcbel' 23., 1981 
WHEREAS., there have been aeetings this past: year aoug the Nuniug Practice 
Conmd.ttee of the State Board fo1: Nursing, NYSHA Board of Directors, 
md the Coaliti011 of Organized Hurse hactitiouer Associations of 





resolution of the issue of PX'UIUY care legislation is still. pen.ding; 
there continues to be citati.oo. &y the State Health Department which 
is directed against the practice of nurse practitioners; 
restrictions on practice of nurse practitioners exist because of 
the interpretation of the 1972 Nurse Practice Act by the legal 
coUDSel of the State Education Department; 
the members of the Primary Care Practitioners Functional Unit are 
committed to working through this professional organization to 
obtain recognitiou of practice needs; 
wl!EREAS, the members of the Executive Committee of the Primary Care Practi-
tioners Functional Un:l.t have 110c been participants in meetings 
among the Nursing Pra~tice Comittee of the State Board for Nursings 
the Board of Directors of NYSNA and the Coalition of Organized 
Practitioner Associations of New York State; 
WHEREAS., the cOllSeusus of the membersb:ip present at the October 23, 1983 
business meeting of the Primary Care Practitioners Functional Un:f.t 
was that there is a need for commm:i.cation among the Counci1 on 
Legislati011, the Council on Certifications the Ccnmci.l on Nursing 
Practice and the Primary care Practitioner., Functional Unit and 
other interested groups: therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the NYSNA Voting Body encourage the NYSNA Board of Directors 
to continue all possible colillPJDications and to have the continued 
input of the Primary Care Practitionen Functional Unit re the 
curi:ent above mentioned legislative issues, and be it further 
RESOLVED, that this Voting Body commend the Board of Dii:ect:ors for its 
support and defense of our Nurse Pracdce Act. 
VB/lm 
11/16/83 
TD lifJl YO:mt STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
USOLUTIOB RE BEALTJ:l P4Z4BDS IN mE WBKPLACE 
Appz,r,vsd by 'ths IaSllA Voting Body., Oatobe.r 24., 1983 
illlEHEAS., nurses perform health assessments and are responsible for 
"eacb1-ng clients about health pr01110tion (prevention and 
maintenance); 
fllCDYl45., nurses themselves are exposed to mult:iple environmental 
hazards including radiation, toxic chemicals, aneschetic 
gases. chemotherapeutic agents, cigarette smoke, and 
other hazards in a variety of settings; 
'111EllEAS., enviromnental hazards have been shown to be deleterious 
to health; 
'ill1EEEA.S, research regarding the effects· of occupational hazards on 
nurses is lim:ited: Therefore be it 
RESOLVED., that the New York State Nurses Association (NYSNA) encourage 
research on enviromnental hazards affecting nurses and 
their client:s and publish these results, and be it further 
RESOLVED, that NYSNA develop liaisons and collaborate with other groups 
with similar· interests, and be it further 
EESOLVED, that NYSNA support the concept of continuing education that 
will increase nurses' sensitivity to and awareness of health 
hazards in the workplace, and be it further 
RESOLVED., that NYSNA provi.de opportunity for informing nurses of the 
:mechanisms for monitoring and reporting environmental 
health vi.olations in the workplace, and be it further 
RESOLVED, that NYSNA support legislation whose provisions will safeguard 











THE N!W YOB. STATE RUBSIS ASSOCIATIOR 
RESOLllTIOl'I cmmENDING BARB.OA lilDtBEDIBlt 
Appl"O'Ufld by tlul NYSNA Vo-ting Bodtia Oatobn- 33~ 1983 
WHEREAS., Barbara Wertheimer. educator and scholar, founded the . Conaell 
University Institute for Vomen and Wort, the Suiaer Sd.tool for 
Union Woan, the T~ade tTDion Wollen' a Studies hograa and the 
Training Minority Vo1D8D for Labor Educad.ou Project; 
WHEREAS., Ba.J:bara Wertheiar authond tle Were ?hei:e - a book that filled 
the void that ez:isted in literature of voaan.'a unique and 
unheralded contributiou to labor history; 
fr'BEBEAS, Barbara Wenheimar, by example and achievement in education. 
inspired all who came in contact with her to maxbn:he their 
potential and be a force for change; 
WHEHEAS, the New York. State Nurses Association is engaged in a h:istorical 
struggle for freedom that has in its roocs removing obstacles 
that constrain us as women; 
rmEREAS., Barbara Wertheimer's death on September 20, 1983 is a loss to the 
many nurses who benefited fN!I her educational programs and 
leadership: therefore· be it 
HESOLVED, that NYSNA acknowledge the valuable contribution Ramara tlerth~r 
made to elevate the status of working women and convey our deep 
respect and admiratiou to her family and associates. 
VB/lm 
11/16/83 
THE N!WYOBlt STAT! WISES ASSOCIATION 
. . . llESOLlJTION RE DANGEll or NUCLEAR WAR 
App1"01Jed by the NYSNA Voti.ng Body. Octobe:- 24 • . 1983 
the threat of nuclear war is ·the iargest potential health hazard 
to the people of the world and is preventable; . .... · 
prevendon U che nurse.'s. first intervention to. promote health; 
J/1JE8EAS, upenditures on nuclear arms and delivery systems conflict directly 
with providing resources for health care and human-services: 
Therefore be it 
IiESOLVED. that: Chu voting body affirm the 1982 ANA resolution acknowledging 
· thac there is no adequate response . to nuclear var and calling on ANA 
to support efforts for peace and disarmament beginning with a · 
verifiable bilateral nuclear weapons freeze, and be ic further 
that the ANA resolution with the NYSNA's voting body affirmation 
be sent co all. elected federal officials from New York State and 
to the President of the United States. 
THE HP.W YOlllt . STATE . t."UISIS .ASSOCIATIOlf ·. 
RESOLUTION._ UCOMlmil)IHG .. · Sll>mtG ·• PIOBIBITIOH 
A:pp:roved by th8 NrS/IA Voting Bo<iE, • . Oatobs~ 31;· 1988 
-the detrimental effects of cigarettesmokingawicigarettesmoke 
to the human body have been docuaented by numerous research 
studies and the office of the Surgeon General; · 
the New York StateNuraesAuociad.ou is dedicated and coad.ttecl to 
responding to actual or potent1al health problema: 'Dlerefore be it: 
RESOLVED.a . that this Assembly .. recameada to · future NYSBA · Conve:nd.ona . that 
cigarette,. cigar aud pipe SJDOkingbe prohibited ac: anyfuture.NYSNA: 
sponsored convention,. seminar,. conference,.·session aud/or meeting. 
THE.NEW YORlt STATE NUBSES ASSOCIATION 
BESOLtJTION COMMENDING SUSAN J. FRALEY 
Approved by ths NYSNA Voting Body, Octobe'l' 24, 1983 
illIEREAS, President Susan Fraley has represented the Association and all 
professional nurses in New York State before the public for two 
years forcefully and with dignity; 
fllIBREAS, she has led the Association's Voting Body in its deliberations for 
two years with exceptional skill and grace; 
fllIEREAS, she has led this Association's successful effort to bring about a new 
structure and era for the American Nurses' Association; 
'Sl1JEREAS, she has carried out her responsibilities under the Association's 
bylaws with sensitinty arid authority: -Therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the 1983 New York State Nurses Association Convention Voting 
Body recognize this outstanding member of District 9, New York 
State Nurses Association, for her contributions and note that 
District 9 is proud to recognize her as a prominent leader in the 
profession of nursing. 
VB:wmb 
11/16/83 
